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PREFACE 
This study was conducted to reinterpret the "conversion" and subsequent message 
of Bartolome de las Casas (1484-1566). Within the context of the Spanish "discovery" 
and conquest of the New World, Las Casas lobbied, wrote, and preached against the 
destruction of the indigenous peoples. Initially, however, Las Casas was an 
encomendero, or one who prospered by Indian labor. In 1514, while reading a passage of 
Scripture, he came to the realization that what he and all of Spain were doing in the 
colonies was contrary to the Christian message. He spent the rest of his life in the mode 
of the Old Testament prophets who in the name of God represented the oppressed against 
the powerful. Las Casas's life reflected this message and was an example of ethical 
consistency. Although his method and approach changed as he matured, the goal of his 
prophetic words never varied. This work has documented the repentant nature of Las 
Casas's life as he strove to end the encomienda system, the context of the "prophetic 
call" in which he recognized his culpability, and the ethical consistency of his life and 
actions subsequent to this experience. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Palm Sunday, 1493, was an historic day in the city of Seville, Spain. It was also a 
landmark day for a youth from that city. On that day, the newly appointed Admiral of the 
Ocean Seas, Christopher Columbus, arrived, bringing with him seven remaining strangers 
from a new world. They carried with them artifacts of their homeland--beautiful green 
parrots, masks made of fish bones and valuable stones, strips of finely wrought gold, and 
many other things which the Old World had never seen before. Pressing through the 
crowd to catch a glimpse of these "Indians," so named because of the mistaken belief 
they originated in the East Indies, was a young lad nearly nine years of age. He could not 
have realized that his destiny and life's calling would be closely linked to the peoples 
represented by these unknown individuals and that he would spend his life protecting and 
defending them.1 
This young boy, Bartolome de Las Casas, became one of the most influential yet 
. . 
controversial men of sixteenth-century Spain and the New World. Always active in his 
relentless pursuit of justice for the Amerindians2 Las· Casas assumed many titles and 
fulfilled many roles. As the lascasian scholar, Lewis Hanke, described him, "He was 
successively a reformer at the court of Spain, unsuccessful colonizer in Venezuela, friar 
in Hispaniola, obstructor of wars he considered unjust in Nicaragua," and perhaps most 
significantly for the purposes of this work, "fighter on behalf of justice for the Indians ... 
promoter of the plan to conquer and Christianize the Indians ... by peaceful means alone 
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... successful agitator before the court of Emperor Charles V on behalf of the New Laws, 
and Bishop of Chiapa."3 
The historical interpretations of Las Casas, indicate that his writings and works 
were not without controversy. Among the earliest critics of Las Casas was his 
contemporary and rival, the "official" court historian, Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, who 
in 1535 wrote the Historia general de las Indias. In this work he criticized the motives of 
Las Casas in his attempt at the settlement of Cumana. This failed colonization project led 
Las Casas to become a Dominican priest. Oviedo believed his primary goal in attempting 
the settlement was financial profit, not the acquisition of souls for the Church. Francisco 
Lopez de G6mara also reflected this view in his Historia de las Indias ( 15 52) in which he 
described Las Casas as impulsive, impractical~ and inexperienced. Las Casas even 
received criticism from fellow priests. In 1555, the Franciscan Father Fray Toribio de 
Motolinia wrote a letter to Charles V criticizing Las Casas, calling him a hypocrite and 
poor historian, and claiming he exaggerated in the reporting of his figures. Criticism of 
Las Casas quickly spread outside of his native Spain. Beginning this attack upon Las 
Casas, the Italian Girolamo Benzoni, writing his Historia del Mondo Nuovo in 1565, and 
utilizing G6mara and Oviedo as sources, also criticized Las Casas' s attempt to found the 
colony in Venezuela. Foreign criticism of Las Casas· soon expanded to include all 
Spanish activities in the New World.4 
Even in the twentieth century, Hispanophiles, or those seeking to justify Spain's 
actions during the conquest, continue to revile Las Casas. They blame him for the 
criticism Catholic Spain received from Protestant Europe beginning in the sixteenth 
century. This reputation, which became known as the Black Legend, challenged the 
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colonization and evangelistic efforts of Spain in the New World. In the 1940s, the 
Argentinian historian, R6mulo Carbia, labeled Las Casas' s Brief Account of the 
Destruction of the Indies (1542) as one of the pillars of the Black Legend. In the same 
decade, the Spaniard J. Perez de Barradas called Las Casas" ... a falsifier, sadist, 
calumniator, and the man chiefly responsible for the Black Legend concerning Spain's 
work in America." He also wished that the books of Las Casas had been burned by the 
"public executioner."5 
Las Casas also has had his supporters and admirers. In his Historia general de 
las Indias Occidentales. (1619), the historian Antonio de Remesal praised his works on 
behalf of the Indians. Remesal lauded Las Casas for his work in leading the Indians from 
primitive idolatry to Catholicism. The North American historian, Benjamin Keen, 
however, describes Remesal'swork as hagiographic and states that it " ... 
sentimentalized Las Casas and ignored his most audacious political, juridical, and 
anthropological positions."6 In 1615 another priest, Fray Juan de Torquemada, 
eulogized the efforts of Las Casas to bring about relief to the natives. He claimed that 
Las Casas must have a "most honorable crown" because of his saintly work. 7 
Throughout history the interpretations of Las Casas largely seem to reflect either the 
religious, political, or ethnic point of view of the writer. Las Casas fulfilled so many 
roles and wrote so many works that his exact role is difficult to pinpoint. This work is 
most concerned with his theological beliefs and how they affected the development of 
Spain's empire in America. 
More than a cleric, political activist, or simple chronicler of the events transpiring 
in the New World, and he was certainly all of these, Las Casas assumed the role of being 
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the very conscience of Catholic Spain. 8 He consistently and tirelessly agitated, wrote, 
and lobbied to represent the Amerindians before those who sought to exploit and 
consume them for their own material benefit.9 The noted English scholar Anthony 
Pagden characterizes Las Casas as "the voice of a European conscience raised against the 
casual slaughter of thousands of 'barbarians' in a remote, barely imaginable quarter of 
the globe; the creator of the 'Black Legend'," a term which Protestant Europe coined in 
an attempt to distort the actions of the Catholic Spain in her imperial ventures, "the 
distant, unwitting father of Spanish-American independence, 'that friend of humanity', in 
the words of 'The Liberator' Simon Bolivar ... ; and the equally unwitting progenitor of 
today's Liberation Theology."10 Others viewed him as as the "father of America," 
Protector of the Indians, court gadfly, or even a hopeless paranoic. 11 Although certainly 
one of the most outspoken, Las Casas was not an isolated voice in his advocacy of the the 
rights of the Amerindians. The Spanish theologian Venancio Carro wrote: 
Las Casas was in no sense an isolated product of sixteenth-century 
Spain. As encomendero and conquistador, as a clerigo, and after 
his conversion, or prophetic call, when he enlisted under the banner 
of the first Dominican order ... Las .Casas was always a man of his 
time, with ideological, social, and political roots in European 
mentality and customs. 12 
Above all, however, Las Casas was an active, dedicated servant of the Lord and 
the Church which represented Him on the earth. Although not unique in his methods or 
message, his greatness came from the zeal with which he pursued his goals. To quote 
Carro again, "His merit--and it is very great--comes from ... the.fact that he gave himself 
up, body and soul, to the service of that cause during a half-century, without fear of 
adversaries, censures, intrigues, and calumnies. From this point of view, he had no 
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equal."13 He directed this message to those responsible for and capable of making 
changes. 
After his sudden and dramatic change of heart, Las Casas functioned as a prophet, 
or spokesman for God, and as an intermediary between the Amerindians and the 
monarchy. He fulfilled this role by constantly and vociferously reminding the Crown of 
its Christian responsibility toward its newly acquired subjects. Ostensibly, the 
justification for the Spanish presence in the Indies was the conversion of the Indians to 
. ,--
and speeches Las Casas· always reminded the Crown of this duty. ifle would speak 
.... _ 
unequivocally for justice for those less powerful and against the oppression of those in 
power. Prophetically, Las Casas warned the Crown that the very future of Spanish 
well-being and favor with God rested with their ability to change their destructive 
practices toward the Amerindi~~- On that Pentecost Day, 4 June 1514, when the· 
"darkness left his eyes," Las Casas began his work. 14 He changed both his attitude and his 
actions toward the enslaved and devoted his life to their protection and care. He became 
convinced that the only way to Christianize the native peoples, and this was his 
overwhelming concern, was by peaceful conversion through a reasonable proclamation of 
the Gospel and by demonstration of the love of Christ, not by coercion and Spanish steel. 
The event that totally changed the focus of his life's mission, usually referred to 
as his "first conversion," is distinguished from his "second conversion," when he made 
the decision to enter the Dominican Order following his failure at Cumana. In this 
dissertation the word "conversion" does not imply the transformation from non-Christian 
to Christian, or the commitment to any particular church or denomination. Las Casas was 
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a member of the Catholic Church and, as such, he was a Christian. "Conversion," 
however, refers to a life-changing decision based upon new information acquired by an 
individual in his or her life. This revelation then causes the person to alter radically their 
life's direction. Las Casas became aware that his beliefs and actions were inconsistent. 
The first "conversion" prompted the priest to commit his talents to proclaiming the 
Gospel and living an ethically consistent life. The relevant contemporary literature 
concerning Las Casas agrees that a significant, life- changing event occurred at this time. 
Its exact meaning, however, is open to interpretation. 
The Peruvian priest, Gustavo Gutierrez, labels this experience "the defining 
moment in his life" and argues that it was more a "prophetic call" than a "conversion." 
The Colombian Juan Friede labels this the moment that Las Casas converted from being 
"a preacher to ... a political man." A number of firsthand experiences certainly 
influenced this total turnaround in his life; yet, it occurred suddenly as the direct result of 
personal meditation upon the Word of God. Some scholars, such as the Spanish historian 
Gimenez Fernandez, the French historian Marcel Bataillon, and others compare his 
experience to that of the Apostle Paul and view this as a sudden "Road to Damascus" 
conversion. Others, such as the Peruvian historian Daniel Castro, D. Ramos Perez, and 
Pagden, view this experience as the culmination of a protracted period of intense 
introspection. Each of these positions, as well as others from the literature concerning 
the psychology of the conversion process itself, will be considered in Chapter Three. 15 
Many contemporary scholars place Las Casas in the tradition of the Hebrew 
prophets. They believe that after his life-changing experience he identified with the 
social injustice of the Spaniards and dedicated the rest of his life to alleviating the 
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suffering of the natives. Among those who concur with this assessment is the 
distinguished lascasista, Helen Rand Parish. She agrees with the Spaniard Isacio Perez 
Fernandez, who has written several articles placing Las Casas in the prophetic tradition of 
the Church. A host of French priest-theologians also agree with the idea that Las Casas 
spoke forth the Word of God and interpreted it to the Crown, and warned of the divine 
consequences of not heeding his call for better treatment of the natives . Among these are 
Bataillon and Father M.D. Chenu. Arguing against the authenticity of Las Casas's 
prophetic nature is the Spanish philologist Ramon Menendez Pidal, who disputes the 
mental stability of Las Casas. The Latin American historians Enrique Dussel and 
Luciano Perefia add the dimension that Las Casas was a forerunner of the "Liberation" 
theologians of today. Each of these views will be discussed in Chapter Four. 16 
This dissertation argues that Las Casas considered himself, and acted in a manner 
consistent with, a prophet in the biblical mold and as an extension and representative of 
the Church in the secular world. The office of prophet exists in both Hebrew and 
Christian traditions and is found in both the Old and New Testaments. Las Casas fit this 
tradition. He was constantly aware of this role; in fact, he accepted it gladly as he 
consistently confronted the hypocrisy of the monarchy and the injustices perpetrated by 
those who claimed to represent·it. Throughout his life, and woven into the fabric of his 
work, was his constant message that Spain would come under the judgment of God if it 
did not repent of its policies, change its actions, and make restitution for past atrocities. 
This is the classic message of the prophet. It was also the pattern for the life of Las Casas 
himself. This work will reconcile the views of those interpreting his conversion as a 
sudden dramatic event with those who believe this change of heart was the result of a 
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protracted process. Repentance and the consequent aspect of performing penance was a 
significant dimension of this experience. This work will also focus in Chapter Five upon 
the writings of Las Casas as his prophetic message grew ever more confrontational and 
judgmental as he aged and as his words appeared to_ go unheeded. He began to emphasize 
that judgment would come not only for the rulers of Spain but also for the entire nation. 
Throughout his life Las Casas' s message deepened and became more direct. In 
his Last Will and Testament Las Casas wrote that "The mercy of God has chosen me as 
His minister, without any merit ofmy own, to represent again and again those people 
who live in what we call the Indies, who are the true owners of those kingdoms and 
territories."17 [emphasis added] The culmination of this message is the subject of Chapter 
Six. By appealing to Scripture, the evangelistic mandate of the Church, as well as royal 
proclamations~ all of which he filtered through his own personal experiences in the New 
World, he forced the monarchy to examine its position and the laws that were leading to 
the decimation of its subjects; peoples for whom, he believed, Christ had died. He 
prophetically warned the Crown of the impending judgment of God upon Spain should 
these calls for change go·unheeded, and that nation not alter its policies. Since the day of 
his "conversion" and concurrent change of heart and mind, when he recognized and 
repented of the injustices of his own life and actions~ his thoughts, words and deeds were 
consistently on behalf of the Amerindians. He also considered his own actions and 
motivations as representative of those of the entire Spanish nation. Just as he had 
repented and made restitution for his previous sins, so too must the monarchy.18 
Significantly, his practice aligned with his preaching in an ethically consistent manner 
from the day of his conversion at the age of thirty until his death over fifty years later. 
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The initial chapter will examine the legal and moral justification for Spain's 
presence in the New World. It will demonstrate that Las Casas was justified in his 
condemnation of Spanish hypocrisy in dealing with the Indians. Unlike Las Casas, the 
Crown acted in contradictory ways, and vacillated between conversion and colonization, 
and opted to follow a policy of acquiring wealth over souls. Second, the chapter will 
analyze and describe the political and theological milieu in which Las Casas functioned. 
He was a priest, and the Spanish monarchy was perhaps the leading exponent of 
Catholicism in its time. Also, the leading thinkers, scholars, and jurists were steeped in 
the theology of the day. Therefore, we must place Las Casas in the contemporary 
theological, intellectual, and political atmosphere. He was a product of his time but 
revolutionary in his message concerning the treatment of the Amerindians. In order to 
understand more fully the man and his message, we must carefully examine those crucial 
early days which formed his worldview and those personal experiences that affected his 
future decisions. This work will attempt to follow chronologically the life of the priest, 
although at times it shall follow an idea or concept to its conclusion. Initially, Las Casas 
was an encomendero. He utilized Indians by governmental donation and worked them 
for profit on what had formerly been their own land. The recognition of these "abhorrent 
practices," repentance from them, and subsequent "conversion" did not happen in a 
vacuum. There were specific significant events, that troubled his conscience, challenged 
his faith, and culminated in his change of heart. Events, however, also created the stage 
upon which all of this was played out. 
The collision of cultures that began on 12 October 1492, when Columbus landed 
on the island of Guanahani, which he renamed San Salvador in honor of Christ, would 
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begin a series of events. that would significantly alter the knowledge of the scope, size, 
and nature of the known world. Quite by accident he had stumb~ed upon an entirely new 
·world, the significance of which he would never realize. One of the first historians to 
chronicle the Spanish actions in America was the g~eat admirer of Cortes, Francisco 
Lopez de G6mara. Writing in 1552, he called Columbus and his voyage "The greatest 
event since the creation of the world, excepting the Incarnation and death of the One who 
created it, is the discovery of the Indies; and because of this it is called a New World."19 
Certainly this event, and its economic, political, and theological significance to Europe, 
would dominate discussion during the sixteenth century. For even as Columbus sought a 
new trade route to open up the wealth of the East, both for Spain and himself personally, 
he was also motivated by spiritual and evangeHstic motivations, with a growing sense of 
the impending millennium ushering in the age of Christ.20 Understanding the conflict 
between souls and mammon coupled with the motivations of conqµest and exploitation of 
the monarchy and conquistadores is fundamental to a study of Spain's role in the New 
World. From the beginning a mixture of motivations is obvious, and this conflict of 
interests would continue throughout the colonial period. 
The dichotomy is evident in the life of Columbus himself. Las Casas provided an 
interesting perspective on Columbus and his spiritual motivation. His given name, 
Cristoforo, came from the Latin, "Christumferens, which means bringer or bearer of 
Christ, and so he would sign his name at times."21 Las Casas also described him as being 
"without a doubt a very devout Catholic" ... "Whenever gold or precious objects were 
brought to him he would enter his chapel, fall on his knees, asking those around him to do 
the same, and say, 'Let us give thanks to the Lord."'22 Like most individuals emerging 
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from the Medieval period, he viewed material wealth, or lack of it, as a sign of the status 
of the spiritual condition of a person or nation. Even as Columbu_s pressed his claims to a 
share of the wealth of the New World, he was concerned for the souls of its inhabitants. 
Columbus truly believed he was God's messenger and the "bearer of Christianity" to the 
pagan world. He believed the world was soon coming to an end and it was therefore 
incumbent upon every Christian to bring the Good News to the ends of the earth. Yet to 
spread the Gospel, and eventually succeed in the ultimate goal, the return of Jerusalem to 
Christian rule and out of Muslim hands, required money. The fact that his voyage came 
only months after the Christian monarchs had completed the final and total expulsion of 
the Moors from the Kingdom of Granada is significant. Both Columbus and the 
Monarchs were obsessed with the notion of continuing the spread of Christianity, even if 
it required warfare to do so. The reconquest of Spain from overt and obvious Muslim 
enemies was one thing; the encounter with new peoples unacquainted with God's Word, 
however, required new strategies. Las Casas would play a significant role in the 
determination of Spain's theological and juridical position vis a vis the Amerindians.23 In 
order to understand this role, an examination of Las Casas's early years and the political 
and intellectual milieu in which he lived is necessary. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introducing Las Casas and His Milieu (1484-1514) 
Legal and Moral Justification 
During the fifteenth century Spain and Portugal vied for supremacy on the Iberian 
peninsula. This conflict extended to the discovery and control of lucrative overseas 
trading routes to the Far East. The overland routes crossed through Muslim controlled 
territories and were consequently dangerous or expensive. Portuguese voyages down the 
coast of Africa led to their establishing slaving outposts along the West African coast and 
seemed to give them an advantage in the race for water routes. The voyage of Columbus 
to the Indies, however, opened a new area of conflict between the two powers. This 
question of authority would have to be settled in a legal manner acceptable to the 
European community. 1 
In 1479, the Treaty of Alcacovas had established a precedent for the distribution 
of overseas properties. By the terms of this treaty, Portugal obtained control over the 
Madeiras, the Azores, the Cape Verdes, and some other islands, as well as the lands of 
Africa. The monarchs of Spain received only the Canary Islands. Thus, even before the 
voyage of Columbus, Spain and Portugal had established a legal precedent for resolving 
conflicts concerning overseas territories.2 The settlement of conflicts through treaty, 
however, was only one way by which international powers resolved their disputes. 
Another way was to appeal to the Pope. 
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The pontiff could then act as arbiter between two Catholic countries and bring a 
spiritual dimension to what might normally be considered a secular matter. The papacy 
had no desire to acquire territories. Yet it had a responsibility to bring pagans under the 
authority of Christ and His representative on this earth, the Church. To accomplish this, 
the Church granted lands to nations for the purpose of conversion. Hernando Colon 
writes that as soon as his famous father returned to Palos, Spain, on 14 March, 1493, "In 
order to make their title clear and good, the Catholic sovereigns on the Admiral's advice 
very promptly applied for the Supreme Pontiffs confirmation and gift of the conquests of 
all these Indies."3 
This raises the question, what right did the papacy have to influence or dictate to 
the Crown the secular actions it should take in discharging its legitimate non-spiritual 
governmental policies? . The relationship between the Church and the Crown during the 
sixteenth century was a close one. Just as the Church on earth enjoyed a spiritual 
hierarchy with the Pope at its apex, so was the Catholic monarchy dominant in temporal 
affairs. Colin MacLachlan describes it, "By definition, a Christian monarchy 
maintained a divine relationship based on a religious perception of the monarch's role. 
The notion of a hierarchy capped by a divine, responsive, and compassionate ruler 
reflected a Christian view of authority."4 The ruler reflected God's authority in the 
temporal universe. To discharge this responsibility most accurately and effectively, the 
monarch's chief weapons were not steel and arrows, but justice and truth.5 The Church 
lent moral authority and suasion to the monarchy, but by this point in history could not 
control or dominate it. The papacy could pressure the Crown by appealing to the learned 
through the use of theological or juridical arguments. These might appeal to Scripture, 
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tradition, or the Church Fathers. The Crown could not ignore Rome, lest it find itself out 
of favor with God Himself, and sought its backing whenever possible. Yet, the Catholic 
monarchs, the reyes cat6licos, as Ferdinand and Isabella were known, had worked 
diligently to extend their control over the Catholic Church in Spain. 6 
In 1486 the papacy had awarded the Patronato Real, or right of patronage, to the 
Catholic monarchs. The pronouncement allowed the rulers to make all church 
appointments within the lands of Granada and the Canaries as they reconquered these 
lands from the Moors. This attitude reflected the continuance of the crusader mentality 
still prevalent at this time. In 1492, the Moorish Kingdom of Granada fell to Ferdinand 
and Isabella thus completing the nearly eight hundred year war of r~conquest. This year 
also marked the beginning of the Spanish presence in the New World. Papal Bulls of 
1501 and 1508 extended the Patronato and resulting privileges to the New World. 
According to Henry Kamen, "The Crown could appoint and sack clergy, raise taxes, veto 
papal decrees. Although the American Church still retained all its basic immunities 
under canon law and was subject to the pope, in practice its supreme head was the king."7 
Thus, Las Casas would learn to base his arguments on both theological and juridical 
claims and appeal not only to the Crown's sense of Christian mission, but also to its legal 
and practical responsibilities. Although the Patronaio gave the Catholic monarchs 
certain specified privileges within the Church, they appealed to the Spanish-born Pope 
for a favorable ruling on their claims to the New World. On 4 May 1493, Pope Alexander 
VI issued the bull Inter Caetera. 8 
This bull awarded the temporal dominion of the newly found lands to the present 
rulers of Castille and Aragon and to their heirs and successors. The grant extended not 
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only to those properties already found but also to any additional territories further west as 
far as the Orient, as no Christian prince now ruled these lands. The purpose of this grant 
is explicit, "to the end that you might bring to the worship of our Redeemer and the 
profession of the Catholic faith their residents and inhabitants." This, continued the· 
Pope, was because "you have purposed with the favor of divine clemency to bring under 
your sway the said mainlands and islands with their residents and inhabitants and to bring 
them to the Catholic faith." The pontiff further emphasizes the royal responsibility "as is 
your duty , to lead the people dwelling in those islands and countries to embrace the 
Christian religion." A threat accompanied the admonition. 
You should appoint to the·aforesaid m11inlands and islands worthy, 
God-fearing, learned, skilled, and experienced men, in order to instruct the 
aforesaid inhabitants and residents in the Catholic faith and train them in 
good morals .. Furthermore, under penalty of excommunication late 
sententie to be incurred ipso facto, should aJl.yone thus contravene, we 
strictly forbid all persons of whatsoever rank ... to go for the purpose of 
trade or any other reason .... 9 
To assure further the sovereignty of Spain over the newly acquired territories, the 
pontiff issued a second Bull, Eximiae Devotionis, the next day. This decree confirmed 
what had been granted in the first Bull and granted the same privileges previously granted 
to the King of Portugal in the East Indies. The Pope further confirmed these donations in 
yet a third Bull, Dudum Siquidem, issued in September; 1493. In this document the 
pontiff threatened excommunication for anyone challenging Spanish authority in the 
lands already "discovered and to be discovered" and gave the Spanish Crown the right to 
perpetual possession of these lands and the authority to defend them against any foreign 
challenge. 10 
These Bulls, especially Inter Caetera, were regarded as "the juridical charter of 
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Spanish imperialism, and its chief theoretical defense against intruders from abroad and 
interfering humanitarians at home. 11 As the noted historian Richard Konetzke wrote, "The 
Papal Bulls of 1493 had converted the Catholic Monarchs and their successors into 
delegates or vicars of the Pope." As Christ had passed on His authority to the Apostle 
Peter, who then continued this delegation to the leader of the Roman Church as vicar, so, 
too, now did Alexander VI grant his authority to the monar~hy. Konetzke continued that 
"in his name [the Pope's], they are charged with evangelizing the unbelievers, founding 
and nourishing the Church, and in general to be responsible for the spiritual well being of 
those peoples discovered overseas."12 
Because.of these sweeping papal assertions which granted temporal possessions 
to the Spanish Crown, other European monarchs felt justified in ignoring these papal 
donations. According to Parry, Francis 1, for example, "in a fit of defiance, demanded to 
be shown the 'testament of Adam' which had bequeathed a hemisphere to the Spanish 
and Portuguese Crowns."13 Likewise, Spanish jurists questioned the right of the Church 
to grant temporal dominion over unbelievers. This issue of temporal authority is crucial. 
Based on the authority of these papal donations, the Catholic monarchy was bequeathing 
lands and natives to those conquering and colonizing America. Las Casas referred to 
these donations many times and reminded those in authority that their legal position 
rested upon spiritual justification. The Spanish Crown was caught between two opposing 
forces. One the one hand, it dared not anger God or His representative, the Pope. On the 
other hand, those who actually fought and invested in the New World desired to be 
rewarded for their efforts. As we shall see, this issue caused a great debate among the 
leading theologians, jurists, and moral philosophers, as the monarchy sought their advice 
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to unravel this complex. issue. 
The Crown, especially Queen Isabela, who seemed to have more of a concern for 
evangelism than did King Ferdinand, was especially interested in the issue of the nature 
of the relationship between the Christian world and !he heathen or pagan peoples. The 
question of how believers should deal with unbelievers had arisen long before 1492. 
Many of the leading and most influential thinkers of the time, among them the Dominican 
Matias de Paz, and the civil jurist Lopez de Palacios Rubios, adhered to the teaching of 
the thirteenth century scholar Henry of Susa, Cardinal of Ostia, known as Ostiensis. 14 
Ostiensis had argued that after Christ, all legitimate power, both secular and spiritual was 
granted to the Pope as Christ's vicar. Thus when the Pope granted the heathen lands to 
the Catholic monarchy through the Bulls, he was within his rights to grant all authority to 
the monarchy.· Because they were infidels, the Amerindians retained dominion over their 
lands only as long as they submitted to papal authority. Should they refuse this authority 
and not submit, the Church; or its representatives, in this case the Spanish monarchy, was 
legally justified in using whatever steps were necessary to bring them under control. 15 
In an attempt to justify legally a controversial doctrine, about 1512, the Crown 
issued the Requirimiento, written by Palacios Rubios. As we shall see below, this 
"requirement" was a direct response by the Crown to· the protestations of the Dominican 
priests. They had witnessed the slaughter of countless natives and challenged the 
monarchy to rectify this situation. Those encountering the Amerindians were to read this 
document aloud in an effort to cause the hearers to submit voluntarily to Spanish control. 
Beginning with a brief history of the world, the Requirimiento recounted the papal 
donations, and how the Church was now the representative of Christ. It concluded by 
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giving the hearers the opportunity to acknowledge the Church and the Crown as rightful 
authorities. Should they refuse this peaceful and reasonable invitation to give up their 
sovereignty, the readers could, arid would, take whatever action was necessary to force 
their submission to royal authority. Of course, the 1:1-otary read this document in Spanish, 
an unknown language to the hearers. For safety reasons the reader also remained out of 
range of native weapons and consequently beyond the range_ of hearing. Thus the Native 
Americans had no opportunity to respond even if they so desired. Because a notary was 
always present to attest to the fact that this formal invitation to submit was read, the act 
fulfilled the legal requirement and placed the blame for any subsequent bloodshed on the 
shoulders of the natives. Most conquistadores in the field found the completion of this 
requirement to be a source ofamusement and often mumbled it under their breath. When 
Las Casas heard about this pronouncement, he did not know whether to laugh or cry .16 
Espousing another form of thought were Gregorio Lopez and other scholars, who 
rejected the aspect of Ostiensian thought that permitted war and property seizure of those 
refusing to accept papal authority. Lopez believed that if the Spanish came and 
reasonably presented the Gospel, the natives would probably voluntarily submit to the 
Pope and the Crown. If, however, the natives attacked those on peaceful missions, they 
were justified in using punitive force. According to J.H. Parry, the significance ofL6pez 
and his followers would grow and "represented fairly accurately the orthodox official 
view of the Indian enterprise." Although "special interests of the Spanish colonists ... 
and the enthusiastic humanitarianism of some of the missionaries [presumably Las Casas 
was in this number] ... called for other less orthodox arguments, ... in Spain, Lopez's 
views were generally accepted."17 
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General support for Spain's position of dominion in the New World came from an 
interesting, if unexpected source. Writing from the University of Paris, the Scottish 
Dominican John Major (or Mair or Maior), with no vested interest in the Spanish 
position, affirmed the armed conquest of the natives. He denied both temporal papal 
authority and universal dominion claimed by an Emperor and emphasized that infidels 
held their property and governmental offices by natural law.. Christian force was justified 
only if the pagans denied the peaceful preaching of the Gospel. 18 If after hearing the 
message of the Gospel, the princes or leaders of the pagans did not convert, they should 
be deposed. If, however the princes accepted the Gospel and converted to Christianity, 
they demonstrated their wisdom and should continue in power. The Catholic monarchy 
was then justified in its conquest of the Indians because of their barbarous nature and 
refusal to submit to the Gospel. For Major, whose influential views demonstrated the 
continuance of medi.ev~l thought, the conquest of America was just another crusade. 19 
Major not only wrote concerning the spiritual justification for conquest, but also, 
quoting Aristotle, expanded this reasoning to include a secular justification. Aristotle 
reasoned that, " These people live like animals ... it is evident that some men are by 
nature free and others servile." If this is true then, "In the natural order of things the 
qualities of some men are such that, in their own interests, it is right and just that they 
should serve, while others, living freely, exercise their natural authority and command. "20 
[emphasis added] According to Parry, Major, who based his views upon Aristotle, was 
the first to apply "the theory of natural servitude to the natives of the New World or to 
any entire race."21 
Las Casas would severely criticize Major for his views and indicate that it was 
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from him that Juan Gines de Sepulveda would get "his poisons" influencing his views on· 
natural slavery. The main criticism of Las Casas was that Major spoke of a people about 
whom he knew nothing. He wrote, "I am amazed John Major has so easily believed 
those who betray the lndians--a docile, sincere, and clever people--by most shameful lies 
that they are stupid and bestial, so that these inhuman plunderers [the Spanish] might act 
more unrestrainedly against them." Refuting Major with his personal experience, Las 
Casas dismissed him, "Away then with John Major and his dreams! He knows neither 
the law nor the facts."22 In his famous djsputation with Las Casas in 1550-1551, Juan 
Gines de Sepulveda, the Italian trained humanist and rhetoritician, would cite Major as 
an authority in his own justification for Spanish imperialism. 
Sepulveda would become the point man for those seeking to justify Spain's 
treatment of the Indians. A distinguished scholar of Aristotle and master of Latin, he was 
also an ardent Spanish nationalist who viewed Spanish civilization as superior to all 
others. As such it was Spain's duty to export this culture to the "barbarians." Espousing 
and expanding upon Aristotle's view of natural slavery, Sepulveda, in his dialogue of 
1547, Democrates segundo ode lasjustas causas de la guerra contra·tos indios, argued 
that, "It will always be just and in conformity with natural laws that such peoples 
[Indians] submit to the rule of the more cultured and ·humane princes and nations. "23 The 
Spaniards were justified in waging war because of the sins the Indians had committed 
(especially .their idolatries and human sacrifices), their natural rudeness of behavior, their 
desire to protect the weaker natives from being taken advantage ofby the stronger, and in 
order to spread the faith. In this view he followed the ''just war" argument that Thomas 
Aquinas espoused centuries before. The most significant factor, the principle which 
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ultimately justified the war, was that it be fought with a right attitude and in a proper 
manner. This rationale explained the need to justify from a legal _perspective the actions 
of the conquistadores, and underscored the significance of the notaries who accompanied 
all the expeditions. These legal witnesses could then attest to the depravity of the Indians 
and moral superiority of the Christians. 24 Sepulveda wrote, " ... if you know the customs 
and nature of the two peoples, that with a perfect right the Spanish rule over these 
barbarians in the New World and the adjacent islands, they are as inferior to the 
Spaniards as infants to adults and women to men." He continued his contrast of the 
cultures, "There is as much difference between them as there is between cruel, wild 
peoples and the most merciful :of peoples, between the most monstrously intemperate 
peoples and those who are temperate and moderate in their pleasures, that is to say, 
between apes and men."25 As we shall see in a later .. chapter, Sepulveda's hyperbole 
obviously found support among those whose interests needed such justification. 
Influential officials, therefore, supported him in his famous Valladolid disputation with 
the equally hyperbolic Las Casas during 1550-51.26 
Las Casas reflected in a practical manner the theological and juridical views of 
the School of Salamanca. He added the practical-dimension to the theory of the scholars. 
As we shall see in the next chapter, even prior to his entry into the Dominican Order and 
subsequent immersion in Salamancan theology, the great spiritual and intellectual 
influences upon his life were Dominican priests. 
This university became a leading center of humanistic Dominican thought that 
emerged from the controversies of the decade 1520-30. During this period, and as a 
direct result of the questions arising from the Indies, a new movement oflaw, theology, 
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and logic emerged. Those from the 'School', among which were the distinguished 
Domingo de Soto (1494-1560) and Melchor Cano (1509 ... 60), were identified as being 
from Salamanca because they either received their training there or spent their working 
lives there. Especially influential within this school was the Dominican Francisco de 
Vitoria, whose ideas of humane treatment of the natives and peaceful colonization of 
America exerted a great deal of influence over Las Casas, specifically, and Spanish 
intellectual thought in general . As Pagden emphasizes, "The 'School' also had a single 
master, for all its members had been either pupils, or pupils of pupils, of Francisco de 
Vitoria. "27 A study of his writing is essential to understanding the contemporary 
theological-juridical milieu, and his major work will form the basis for this study. 
Vitoria received his training at the Dominican college in Paris under the teaching 
of Peter Crockaert, who utilized the Summa Theologica of Thomas Aquinas as the 
foundation of his teaching. Vitoria became a leading exponent of Thomistic thought, 
which involved discovering and explaining the jus naturae--the natural law-.-that should 
govern every law of nature and any ethical dilemma that might arise. These principles 
are common to all men be they Christian or pagan. They are the laws God has implanted 
in all persons and are common to all regardless of place of birth. 28 Thus his comments 
reflected Thomism instead of the thought of Peter Lombard and involved the practice of 
Christianity in real life situations rather than simple intellectual exercises. As the 
Cuban-Am_erican theologian Justo Gonzalez states, "He [Vitoria] thus gave birth to a type 
of Thomism with humanistic elegance and a concern for problems of actuality."29 He 
also expanded the role of the theologian to comment on a wide variety of subjects from a 
theological perspective. He applied theological concepts to specific political situations. 
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In 1523, Vitoria returned to Spain as a professor of theology, first at Valladolid and then 
at Salamanca, where he introduced the Summa as the main text of study. 30 It was the 
injection of this new thinking from the French schools into Spain that, "gave the 'School 
of Salamanca' both its creative energy and intellectual cohesion."31 
Because of Vitoria's reputation, the Crown sought his advice on matters relating 
to treatment of the natives in the New World. Concerned by the ethical problems raised 
by the Dominican Anton Montesino in his famous sermon of 1511, which asked the 
question whether or :not the Indians were really human beings, and which will be dealt 
with at length in a subsequent chapter, the Crown and its authorities began an inquiry into 
the thorny yet vital problem of reconciling its Christian mission, and consequent peaceful 
colonization and conversion of the inhabitants, with its practical dilemma of making the 
colonies economically profitable. In his lectures of 1538 and a subsequent treatise 
entitled, De lndis, Vitoria presented his opinion on this matter. His views, which drew 
upon Major and Aquinas, would provide a basis for international law that Grotius later 
developed. 32 
Vitoria argued that Spain had initially acted in good conscience during the 
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conquest of the Amerindians but that the subsequent and constant reports of "so many 
massacres, so many plunderings of otherwise innocent men, so many princes evicted 
from their possessions and stripped of their rule" required an examination into Spanish 
policy and cast doubts over their ability to rule in an ethical manner. 33 The Indians held 
their land legally, and the fact that they were not Christian did not in itself disqualify 
them from having dominion. Although the Spanish were more intelligent and, therefore, 
more suited to rule, this did not justify Spain's assumption of power and confiscation of 
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property from either private individuals or princes. This principle remained true even if 
the Indians could be proven to be incapable of self-government. 34 
Vitoria believed the papal bulls which had 'donated' the lands to the Crown were 
invalid. Arguing against Matias de Paz and Palacios Rubios, he maintained the Pope's 
jurisdiction was strictly spiritual, not temporal. The Pope's authority extended to 
advancing spiritual matters over the pagan world; he had no secular authority over 
unbelievers. Thus, the natives were legally in possession of their property, the Spanish 
could not force them to accept Christianity, and, therefore, the 'just war' theory had no 
validity in this case. 35 Ignorance was not a sin and, therefore, could not be a cause for 
war. Natural theology would reveal Godto the pagan. Christians could not compel them 
to come to Christ. Because the Pope did not have moral authority over unbelievers, 
unacceptable practices such as cannibalism, sodomy, and ~ncest, were likewise not legal 
reasons for conquest None constituted legitimate grounds for Spain's seizing control 
over the Indian possessions. 36 
There existed, however, legal justification for Spanish presence in the New 
World. International law, based on natural law (jus naturae), allowed one to travel and 
trade in a foreign country. The implicit understanding was that the visitor not mistreat 
the local populace. Friendship and hospitality were common to all nations and rooted in 
jus naturae. The goal was the mutual benefit of both nations. Interestingly enough, 
according to Vitoria, the economic benefits of such trade should accrue to the natives as 
they were the host nation. Although the Spanish were justified in defending themselves 
against overt attack, such aggression could not lead to the taking of property because the 
Amerindians were waging a 'just war' against the conquistadores.37 
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The teaching of Christianity, however, was the responsibility of the Church and 
the Spanish authorities in the New World. The newly established colonial government 
was therefore justified in removing all barriers to the free expression of the faith. By 
extension of thought, this action included the establishment of peace and political 
stability. It did not, however, extend to the forcing of the acceptance of Christianity. 
The decision to accept or reject the Good News was left to the hearers. In his book, The 
Only Way, Las Casas would later develop and expound upon the biblical, and, therefore 
in his view, acceptable method of spreading the Gospel. Reason and providing the 
peaceful example of godly love were Las Casas's methods. Spain's power to utilize force, 
according to Vitoria, was limited to assuring that the conditions for preaching were 
available. The results were up to God; these conditions in no way allowed the illegal 
seizure of property from its rightful. owners. 38 
The influence of Vitoria, and those products of of the 'Salamanca School' who 
succeeded him was significant. Learned men such as Melchor Cano, who assumed his 
chair at Salamanca upon Vitoria's death in 1546, and Diego de Covarrubias, a member of 
the royal comm.ission established to study the 'Indian problem', forced the Crown to 
confront the issue of Spain's legal and theological justification for its presence and 
activities in the New World. These individuals also.challenged the previous school of 
thought that Matias de Paz and Palacios Rubios espoused and that Sepulveda articulated. 
Their argument extended papal authority to the secular as well as the spiritual realm. 39 
Scholars dispute the specific relationship between the 'Salamanca School' and 
Las Casas. Justo Gonzalez writes that, "Vitoria also influenced and inspired the 
Dominican Bartolome de Las Casas to become the great defender of the Indians in 
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Spanish America."40 He bases his statements upon the work of Carro, who writes, "Las 
Casas owed no less a debt to the Dominicans in the ideological or theological-juridical 
field, 
... His masters were Francisco de Vitoria and Domingo de Soto."41 On the other hand, 
the noted lascasian scholar Helen Rand Parish, utilizing new manuscript sources, 
believes that Las Casas, especially through The Only Way,. was the inspiration for the 
'Salamanca School' and the Papal Bull Sublimus Deus. She writes, "Therefore the much 
admired school of Salamanca, starting with Vitoria, stems originally from Las Casas--and 
so does the great flowering of Spanish canonists who treated Spain's title to the Indies for 
the rest of the century. "42 
The discussion of the issues raised by Cohnnbus' voyage and the subsequent 
colonization and decimation of the natives peoples of the New World, issues such as the 
right of natural dominion, the preaching and acceptance of the Gospel, and the legality of 
Spanish imperialism, would all provide the intellectual milieu in which Las Casas lived 
and wrote. In an article concerning the influences upon Las Casas and his use of sources, 
K.J. Pennington disputes Carro's view that the ideas of Las Casas were basically the same 
as those of Vitoria and Soto and the culmination of the principles Saint Thomas 
developed. He also dismisses the view of Silvio Zavala, who emphasizes the eclectic, 
practical nature of Las Casas. Pennington deemphasizes the theological influences on 
Las Casas and interprets him as "essentially a jurist whose ideas were based on medieval 
juridical theory."43 
This work agrees with the interpretation of Zavala, and argues that although he 
used juridical theory when expedient, Las Casas' motivation for both action and writing 
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was his Christian belief and his burning desire to see the conversion of the Native 
Americans to the Catholic faith. Through evangelization.ofthe Indians, Spain was 
fulfilling its legal and spiritual obligations. Therefore, God would spare the nation and its 
leadership from divine wrath. Thus, Las Casas not only fulfilled his role as priest but 
also as a prophet. The latter he emphasized when he warned of the consequences to 
Spain if its rulers neglected their evangelistic responsibilities. As one example of this 
dual concern, Las Casas wrote in his Prologue to the Historia, "What really moved me to 
write this book was the great and desperate need of all Spain to have truth and 
enlightenment on all things concerning the world of the Indian." His priestly concern for 
the natives and prophetic words to his native land caused him to continue, "What damage, 
calamities, disruptions, decimations of kingdoms, how many souls lost, how many 
unforgivable sins committed, how much blindness and deadness of conscience," as a 
result of these failings by Spain "what harms and evils have occurred and still each day 
happen to the kingdoms of Castile. I am very sure we will never know, nor be even able 
to estimate, until that great and final day of terrible judgment and divine justice." The 
pri~st · and legal scholar continued. by expressing his concern that the Catholic faith and 
Christian tradition and customs had suffered irreparable harm in the New World because 
of"the ignorance of the principal end for which divine Providence intended the discovery 
of these lands and peoples, which is only, because we are mortal, the conversion and 
salvation of these souls, therefore all temporal matters must be subordinate to this end." 
44 The legal justification, while important and necessary, was subordinate to and 
dependent upon theological and ethical considerations. Indeed, the political and juridical 
rationale used the theological as its basis. Without the reliance upon, and understanding 
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of, theology, the juridical argument is irrational. 
The legal justification for the Spanish control over the Indies was thus grounded 
in a responsibility to convert the natives and to take charge of their "spiritual well being". 
According to the papal bulls, which comprised the ~asic authority for Spain's presence in 
the Indies, the accomplishment of these evangelistic goals was Spain's primary purpose 
in America. This authority did not extend to the seizure of persons and property. In fact, 
the bulls specifically prohibited this action. Las Casas, in the course of his more than half 
century of advocacy on behalf of the natives, would continually remind the Crown of its 
authority and concurrent responsibility basing his arguments upon his theological 
presuppositions as interpreted through the Catholic faith. 
The Monarchy Accepts Responsibility 
The fact that.the·monarchy recognized and accepted this responsibility and 
rationale from the beginning is further indicated by a lengthy statement Ferdinand and 
Isabella gave to Columbus on 29 May 1493, prior to his second voyage. Among other 
instructions, the monarchs charged Columbus to "seek and work for the conversion of the 
inhabitants of the said islands and mainland to our holy Catholic faith." To accomplish 
this task, Fray Buyl accompanied the expedition and led the.first group of priests to the 
New World. The instructions also contained the provision to "treat the said Indians very 
well and lovingly, without injury ... And if it should happen that any persons treat the 
Indians badly in any manner, the said admiral, as their highnesses' viceroy and governor, 
is to punish them severely."45 In issuing these commands, the monarchs reiterated and 
affirmed the meaning of the bull the Pope promulgated only weeks before. Isabella was 
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rightly angered upon hearing that Columbus had taken slaves and distributed them to his 
companions. She was therefore justified in sending the surviving Indians back to the 
Indies with Ovando. 
Columbus, however, encountered a situation upon his return to the island of 
Hispaniola that he felt justified the enslavement of certain Taino Indians. The natives 
had burned his original settlement and killed its inhabitants.. According to the natives' 
account of these actions, this attack was initiated as retaliation for Spanish mistreatment. 
Columbus, however, felt obligated to wage a punitive campaign and acquired slaves in 
this ''just war." The Spanish also waged war against and captured Caribs,who practiced 
cannibalism and lived on neighboring islands, and enslaved them ostensibly for the 
purpose of converting them to Christianity and thereby changing their appetites. Slavery 
traditionally had been the accepted form of punishment for captured prisoners of war. 
Columbus may even have intended to emulate the profitable African slave trade of the 
Portuguese. Queen Isabella, however, acting consistently with her previous directives 
and mindful of her responsibility, ordered an end to this slave trade and subsequently 
mandated the release of those already in captivity.46 This action greatly frustrated the 
colonists. 
The Crown now faced a dilemma that would plague it for the remainder of the 
colonial era. On the one hand, Spain's legal and moral justification and sole purpose for 
being in the Indies, and the one guiding principle that was to govern their actions, was 
the conversion of the Amerindians and looking out for their well being as vassals and 
members of the Church. On the other hand, the conquistadores, who had risked their 
lives and in some cases their fortunes to extend the domain of the monarchs, expected to 
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achieve material wealth either in the form of land, natives, or valuable goods. Their goal 
in coming to the New World was not primarily to extend.God's Kingdom. They sought 
to improve their social and economic lot. Bernal Diaz del Castillo, the soldier-historian 
who accompanied Cortes on his conquest of Mexico, curtly explained this duality, "We 
came here to serve God, and also to get rich."47 When the Crown supported those such as 
the priests who labored on behalf of the Indians and sought to end their exploitation, the 
colonists protested. Yet, when the monarchy allowed the settlers to utilize the native 
labor and expropriate their possessions, the Church rightly reminded them of their 
responsibility to protect this group of their vassals. This classic dichotomy would 
bedevil the monarchy during the conquest and colonization of the Indies. As Lesley Byrd 
Simpson writes, " There could be but one workable solution: as long as the issue was so 
sharply drawn:, it will be found that in no case did the Crown sacrifice its material 
interests, which were identical to those of the colonists, to any otherworldly concept of 
spiritual duty."48 The results of this exploitative and hypocritical policy were disastrous 
for the indigenous populations. 
The impact of the conquest on the native cultures was swift, total, and destructive. 
During the first fifty years of Spanish domination, the Europeans completely changed the 
governmental, social, and religious superstructures of the Indians. Although the 
indigenous cultures were already familiar with conquest by other native peoples, the new 
form of destruction was more violent and from a completely alien culture. This conquest 
totally modified the existing norms of civilization. According to the noted historian 
Charles Gibson, "Almost everywhere, force, whether applied or threatened, marked the 
beginning of Spanish control. And the fundamental fact governing subsequent relations 
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between the two peoples was that Indians were subordinate to Spaniards. "49 Much to the 
pain of Las Casas, violence, so obvious in the conquest of the natives by the 
conquistadores and so subtle through the effects of unknowri diseases, marked even the 
advent of Christianity. 
Priests followed or accompanied the conquistadores, destroyed idols, and 
punished those who refused to convert or to modify their traditions. Outright native 
resistance, however, was limited. Gibson continued, "The initial Indian response to 
Christianity included some cases of defiance, but the larger part of Indian society, 
following the lead of its leaders, accepted the new religion within the first generation 
after the conquest. "50 Seeking to ameHorate the effects of these policies, Lopez de 
G6mara, the historian and secretary of Cortes, wrote to Emperor Charles V, "All the 
Indians who are your subjects are now Christians by the grace and goodness of God, and 
by your grace and that of your father and grandfather who provided for their 
conversion. "51 In practice, syncretism, or the acceptance of some aspects of Christianity 
that became merged with local custom and tradition, was the result. By 1550 the number 
oflndians not converted to Christianity had declined severely. 
Through disease, for which the Amerindians had no immunity, maltreatment, and 
outright slaughter, the native populations of the West Indies were virtually extinct by 
about 1550. Along the Caribbean coastline and in central Mexico, the best estimates 
indicate about a ninety percent depopulation by the end of the sixteenth century. 
Certainly those societies with the closest and most prolonged exposure to the Europeans 
suffered the greatest decline. Along with the virtual decimation of the population and 
subsequent seizure of now vacant lands by the conquerors, the social structure of the 
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remaining Indians was disrupted as the new administration forced the survivors together 
into artificially constructed villages.52 Alarmed by the destruction of possible converts as 
well as the reduction of their labor supply, the monarchy sought to stop this slaughter 
and protect its interests. 
The burden of Las Casas became one of focusing attention upon the hypocrisy of 
these destructive practices. He also attempted to remind the.Crown of its authority and 
attendant responsibility which was theirs by virtue of the papal donations. After his life 
changing experience, he would utilize both legal and spiritual weapons in defense of the 
Amerindians. By creating virtual images of the slaughter through his words, he would 
bring the plight of the Indians to the rest of the world. 53 Yet Las Casas was not always so 
inclined. 
In order to understand and appteciate the magnitude of tlie change in the life of 
Las Casas after his first conversion in 1514, it is instructive to study the first years of his 
life and his initial experiences in the New World. Although there are few details about 
his personal life in his works, he did not set out to write either a diary or an 
autobiography, we do get a glimpse into the events which shaped his thought and began 
the work on his conscience. These experiences would culminate in his decision to 
dedicate his life to the preservation of those he too had exploited along with his 
countrymen. Primarily through his Apologetica historia sumaria, Brevfsima relaci6n, and 
the Historia general, Las Casas provides not only a picture of the relationships between 
Spanish and Indian but also insights into how he viewed himself and his initial role in 
America. By examining these specific examples which he remembered and chronicled 
years later, we discover that he provides us with the events he considered important, 
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relevant, and moving. These are the memories which he culled from so many 
experiences and considered significant enough to record: . Las Casas will then contrast 
these events with his future role, the position of one who has :repented of his actions and 
prophetically acts as an intermediary between the Amerindians and the Crown, 
representing the former against the latter. His role will become one of recalling and 
publicizing his own painful remembrances in an effort to warn the Crown of impending 
judgment. His goal is to force the Spaniards, who were guilty of the same type of 
exploitation as he, to recognize their culpability, experience remorse, and subsequently 
make amends for their actions. 
The Early Years of Las Casas 
Bartolome de Las Casas was born in Seville, Spain, in 1484.54 Scholars know 
little of his ancestry or early years. He apparently came from a family of "Old 
Christians", because all four of his grandparents had been baptized. Yet he was also 
descended from conversos on his father's side. His father, Pedro de Las Casas, was from 
Tarifa and may have had two sisters. His mother apparently died while he was still very 
young because we know little ofher.55 
In 1493, Pedro, along with his brothers, Francisco, Diego, and Gabriel de 
Penalosa, accompanied Columbus on his second voyage to the New World. There, Pedro 
spent five years as a merchant before returning to Spain in 1498. While he was away, the 
young Bartolome studied Latin and other subjects with another possible relative, Luis de 
Penalosa, prebendary of the Cathedral of Seville.56 
When Pedro de Las Casas returned in 1498, he brought with him an Indian slave. 
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This lad was one of the three hundred that Columbus awarded the men who had 
accompanied him on the voyage of 1493. Pedro gave this Indian to his son. 
Significantly, Las Casas recorded in his history the anger of Queen Isabella when she 
learned that Columbus had obtained and distributed these slaves. He recorded that she 
said, "What right does the Admiral have to give anyone my vassals?" In late June 1500, 
she ordered the natives returned to the Indies with the new $OVemor and visitador 
Francisco de Bobadilla. 57 
In 1502, Las Casas went to the island of Hispaniola with the knight commander of 
the Order of Alcantara, Nicolas de Ovando. Due to his knowledge of Latin, the young 
priest could become a teacher of Catholicism, or doctrinero, receive a decent salary, and 
instruct the Indians in their new faith. Because of complaints against Columbus, the 
monarchy sent Ovando to replace him. Las Casas. described Ovando as a good man, who 
was capable of governing many, but not Indians. He had an air of authority about him, 
loved justice, and was honest in both word and deed. He was an enemy of both greed and 
avarice. Yet, during his tenure in office, much harm came to the Indians despite specific 
instructions by the Crown that "the Indians of this and the neighboring islands were free 
and not subject to slavery ... they should live as free vassals, governed and preserved in 
justice as were the subjects in Castille." Furthermore, "they should be instructed in the 
holy Catholic faith. "58 Thus, the Crown considered the Amerindians to be vassals in the 
same sense as those from Castille and ordered them to be instructed in the faith as though 
they were fellow Christians. Las Casas, then, would not preach a new doctrine or try to 
change what had been official policy. His aim was to remind the Crown of its primary 
reason for its presence in the Indies and pressure the monarchy to establish and enforce 
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laws in accordance with this mandate. In order to appreciate this task, we must examine 
his early experiences in the New World. 
Bartolome de Las Casas arrived on Hispaniola with the Ovando expedition. This 
group consisted of 2500 men, mostly knights and nobles, and included the first twelve 
Franciscan friars in the New World. These priests were under the guidance of the pious 
Alonso de Espinal. The colonists on the island received the new arrivals with much joy 
because they brought both news and, perhaps more importantly, food from home.59 Upon 
disembarking with the colonists, Las Casas heard, as he wrote, "with his own ears," two 
bits of information that were causing quite a commotion on Hispaniola. An Indian slave 
girl had found a unique gold nugget; it weighed thirty-five pounds and was worth 36,000 
gold pesos. Governor Bobadilla had allotted fifteen to forty male and female Indians to 
work for a pair of Spaniards. One of these teams had discovered the gold. The finding of 
gold was always an exciting event among the colonists. This was especially so when the 
piece was large enough "to roast a whole pig on it." (Las Casas dryly remarked that he 
bet the girl who had found the nugget did not get even a bite of the pig!) The second 
piece of information was related to the first. Indians in a certain province had revolted 
against Spanish abuse. The news caused great joy among the settlers because now they 
had sufficient justification to attack, take captive and sell those captured as slaves.60 The 
announcement concerning the finding of gold and the enslavement of Indians greatly 
pleased the colonists; both events meant wealth to the recipients. 
Far from being disappointed with the news that greeted him upon his arrival in 
Santo Domingo, Las Casas was equally excited about the prospect of wealth. He, too, 
had come to get rich and rejoiced with the others at the good news and fortune it could 
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bring.61 He recorded a further remembrance about his arrival in the New World and the 
attitude of the natives, "They were peaceful and free and received the Spanish as if they 
were all their brothers. I remember in 1502, when we disembarked, they came 
peacefully, happy to see us, bringing us what they had, bread and maybe even fish, I do 
not remember."62 
The specific early activities of Las Casas on Hispaniola are difficult to ascertain. 
He provides us with few details. He does, however, indicate that upon arrival, the 
expedition of which he was a part immediately went to the gold fields in search of wealth. 
This search was a disaster. Sarcastically, he wrote, "After arriving at the mines, because 
gold unlike fruit lies underground and does not grow on trees and therefore easily picked, 
they had to dig for it ... and they had never dug for anything in their lives." Because of 
this unexpected hard work, "they rested often and at~ too much."63 Soon more than one 
thousand of the original 2500 had died, and 500 of those remaining were sick. They died 
at such a rate that the priests could not bury thetn fast enough. Because this account of 
the expedition appears to contain the details of an eyewitness, it seems likely that Las 
Casas was one of those personally engaged in the mining process. Raymond Marcus 
writes, "In sum, it appears likely that at first Las Casas was involved in mining gold. 
Probably beginning in the mines near Santo Domingo before proceeding to the richer 
strikes in Cibao."64 The discovery of gold, however, was only part of the "good news" 
that reached the colonists. 
Las Casas also participated in some way with the military campaigns against the 
rebellious natives. Apparently he did not take part in the first campaign in the province 
ofHiguey. This was the original revolt that had provoked such joy upon arrival of the 
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Ovando expedition. What provoked this revolt, according to Las Casas, was that a 
Spanish ship arrived off the island of Saona, in Higuey province, to receive provision 
from the natives. Spanish ships often did this. For sport, one of the Spaniards, who had a 
dog trained to attack and kill humans, set his dog on the local chief,.who was walking 
about in an agitated manner waving a cane and urging his subjects to load the food 
quickly. "The dog sprang on the cacique and with powerfuljaws tore at his stomach 
pulling out the intestines as the chief staggered away."65 Although the Indians tried to 
save him, he quickly died. The Spaniards then sailed away with their "good dog." Soon 
after this attack, in retaliation the natives killed eight sailors who visited the island in 
search of provisions. In an attemptto justify the actions of the natives, Las Casas 
invoked a principle from the ''just war" argument. He contended that a nation at war with 
another is not obligated to discern guilt or innocence of the belligerents. The natives, 
therefore, legally executed judgment upon the eight Spaniards since the actions of the 
previous group constituted war. This was true, according to Las Casas, "since at that time 
there was not a single Spaniard on the island who did not offend or harm the Indians."66 
Las Casas provides a further insight into the nature of the Spanish and their treatment of 
the natives with another narrative, "It was a general rule for the Spaniards to be cruel, not 
just cruel, but extraordinarily cruel. This was so that' this harsh and bitter treatment 
would keep the Indians from daring to think of themselves as human beings-or even to 
have a moment to think period." To maintain this fear and, according to Las Casas, 
demonstrate their cruelty, the Spaniards "would cut the hands of an Indian, leaving them 
only dangling by a piece of skin and then send him on his way saying, 'Go spread the 
news to your chiefs. "'67 
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Because this narrative is in the style of a first person account, it is evident that Las 
Casas took part in the second Higuey campaign. He constantly referred to events which 
he personally witnessed. "All that I have said is true, because I saw it, and told what I 
had seen."68 On another occasion he wrote, "All thi~ I have seen with my own physical 
mortal eyes."69 This emphasis on the eye witness account was important for Las Casas, 
and he often criticized those who wrote only about what they had heard and not seen. His 
experiences as witness to events would separate him from the theologians and jurists who 
argued theoretically about the New World from the comfort of Spain. His personal 
experiences, coupled with the sixteenth-century intellectual formation of a priest and 
scholar, made him an authority (as he constantly reminds the reader). Therefore, when he 
spoke or wrote, it was from an authoritative perspective. Consequently, according to Las 
Casas, what he wrote about was true. Las Casas viewed the law, ius, as the truthful 
narration of facto, the facts. According to Anthony Pagden, "No historian of America is 
so tirelessly self-referential. And it is as on account of a personal experience ... that he 
provides what is, in effect, a representation of the necessary relation between the 
cognitive status of text and experience."70 Thus his goal was to assure that his readers 
considered his explanation of events and description of America as being the most 
accurate and legitimate. 
Juan de Esquivel led the second campaign in Higuey. The expedition included 
about four hundred Spaniards. Indian allies also accompanied these expeditions, which 
were sent to "pacify" the rebellious areas. The warfare itself was more like a slaughter or 
sporting event than actual military contest. As described by Las Casas, "In reality their 
wars are like child's play, they have only naked bellies to protect them from the mighty 
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steel weapons of the Spanish."71 During this campaign the Spanish slaughtered between 
six and seven hundred Indians and took many others as prisoners'. Thus, they avenged the 
killing of the eight Spaniards. 
During another expedition to Xaragua Las Casas received his second slave. 
Apparently the Indians in this village, under a female chief, Anacaona, had somehow 
angered cornendedor Lares. He subsequently arrived at the village with his troops. The 
Spaniards enjoyed a feast and were treated "like royal guests." Lares responded to this 
act of kindness by forcing all the Indian chiefs into a dwelling and then, "they set fire to 
the house, burning alive all those kings who, along with the wood and straw, soon were 
converted to burning coals."72 As a mark of honor, the Spanish hanged Queen Anacaona. 
"Those who escaped from this slaughter so inhumane, fled on small boats and canoes to 
the small island of Guanabo, eight leagues away.· To punish them, the Spaniards made 
them slaves, and I had one given to me as a slave."73 
With this confession, Las Casas identified himself with the rest of the Spanish 
colonists. He was no better than they as he too now had Indian slaves. He admitted his 
culpability and blindness to the cause and treatment of the natives. Exactly what his 
thoughts were is impossible to tell at this juncture. Yet, these events must have made a 
lasting impression upon him and began to disturb his.conscience, because he remembered 
them years later and included them in his writings. At the moment he accepted the slave, 
however, he was apparently as unconcerned by and ignorant of the injustices as the 
others. Later, at the point of his conversion in 1514, he wrote that, "the blindness (or fog) 
left his eyes."74 From the perspective of one now illumined, he wrote in a manner 
intended as an apologetic and instruction to those equally as ignorant as he had been: 
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Because the Spanish entry into this island was so bloody and violent, and 
with so much havoc, and with the loss of so.many people, and such grave 
injustices, injuries and grievances, which never were never redressed, so 
scandalous to the faith, which was the goal or fi~al justification for the 
Spanish presence on these lands. The Indians at no time were under any 
obligation to contribute to Spanish support. I am certain that whoever has 
even a cursory knowledge, of the laws, natural, divine, and human, would 
doubt this, but would agree with and affirm my statement. I wante~ to 
write this here because these are the fundamental principles upon which 
the Indian affairs are based. The ignorance of these laws has caused the 
destruction of the Indies (emphasis added).75 
The significance of this confession is that Las Casas viewed his conversion 
experience as sudden, dramatic, and total. The effect of this event upon his life, however, 
would take a lifetime to define and mature. From his own writings, however, it is evident 
that at this point he was as unconcerned about the plight and suffering of the Amerindians 
as any other colonist and therefore exploited them for his own material benefit. The next 
chapter will provide a discussion of the encomienda system and the attitudes and 
involvement of Las Casas in this institution. The series of events which led into the 
formal spiritual formation of Las Casas and which would lead directly to his conversion 
now began in earnest. 
At some point in 1506, Las Casas traveled to Seville, where he was ordained 
deacon. Then he and Bartholomew Columbus made the trip to the center of 
Christendom, Rome. Here, during the "Festival of the Flutes" prior to Lent, Las Casas 
was shocked by the participants' rowdy and licentious behavior. On 3 March 1507, at the 
age of twenty-three, the former secular priest, or doctrinero, received his formal 
ordination as priest. Subsequently, he returned to Salamanca and finished his studies for 
the bachelor of canon law degree. 76 
Sometime prior to 1510, the newly-ordained priest, along with Diego Columbus, 
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the recently appointed governor of the Antilles, with his new bride, Maria de Toledo, and 
Bartholomew Columbus, returned to Hispaniola. With an obvious amount of pride, yet 
trying to sound humble, Las Casas chronicled these events nearly four decades later. He 
wrote that on that island in 1510, "a new priest, named Bartolome de Las Casas, from 
Seville, one of the pioneers on this island, was the first one to sing new mass in all of the 
Indies." The new governor, his wife and many of the settlers on the island were present 
for this event, which coincided with the smelting of the gold collected during that year.77 
This year also marked the arrival of the Dominican order in the New World, an event 
which would prove to have an enormous impact upon Las Casas. Fray Pedro de Cordoba 
led these devoted priests in their duties. 
Almost immediately upon arrival the Dominicans noticed that the Spaniards were 
more concerned with acquiring wealth than caring for the natives. The priests decided to 
use moral arguments to stop the destruction of the Amerindians. After discussing the 
situation among themselves, they chose a spokesman to deliver a message intended to 
change the behavior of the hearers. 
On the second Sunday in Advent, 1511, Anton Montesino, the best preacher 
among the newly arrived Dominicans, preached his famous sermon. This message 
challenged the fundamental attitudes and actions of the Christian Spaniards toward the 
pagan Amerindians and rocked the colonists' world to its very foundations. Threatening 
damnation to those who held Indians in encomienda, Montesino, like the Hebrew 
prophets of the Old Testament, invoked the wrath of God upon those who failed to heed 
his message of justice and mercy. Despite the threats accompanying the sermon, 
apparently no one repented. It is unclear if Las Casas heard the message as it was 
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preached. Certainly, however, he soon learned of it. One of the friars who heard his 
confession shortly after this event denied him absolution from his sins because he was an 
encomendero. Despite this rebuff, however, Las Casas was riot yet convinced or 
convicted of the justice of the priestly claims. He was more concerned with making 
money than caring for the workers. These events continued to trouble his conscience, 
however, as they mounted up and as he witnessed the Christians commit more atrocities 
in the name of the God they served. 78 
At the beginning of 1513, Padre Las Casas received the commission as chaplain 
to accompany P{mfilo de Narvaez's expedition to pacify the Indians on Cuba. This island 
was under the authority of Governor Diego Velasquez, recently appointed by Diego 
Columbus. Some of the young priest's most memorable and life-changing events 
occurred in Cuba. Las Casas believed the Cuban experience to be among the defining 
moments of his life. Experiences here led directly to the point of his complete change of 
life. He would refer to these events many times in the coming years, and they would 
guide him to his first conversion and prophetic call. During these campaigns, Las Casas 
came face to face with the full impact of the Spanish slaughter of the natives and began to 
empathize with their plight. In his writings Las Casas identifies specific personal 
experiences and describes specific individuals in an attempt to involve the reader in the 
action. His goal is to personalize the slaughter. When possible, he gave us the name of 
Indians in order to make them appear as "people of flesh and blood" and not mere 
statistics.79 The dehumanizing slaughter of the "pacification" campaigns always led to 
death in such numbers that the actual suffering of the individual could be easily 
overlooked. Mind-numbing statistics tend to desensitize suffering on a personal level. 
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The priest's writings do not allow this luxury. We feel the pain of the individual. 
One specific individual that we come to know on a personal basis is Hatuey, a 
refugee from Hispaniola. Hatuey was a leading cacique, or local chief, who had fled to 
Cuba with some of his people to escape the Spaniards. Upon hearing that they were now 
coming to that island, he gathered his people together to warn them and to let them know 
what to expect. In an attempt to prevent the Spaniards from coming to the island, he 
spoke to his village, as recorded by Las Casas, 'They [the Spanish] have a god whom 
they worship and adore, and it is in order to getthat god from us so that they can worship 
him that they conquer and kill us."' Hatuey then pointed to a basket full of gold trinkets 
and jewelry and continued, "'Here is the god of the Christians."' The natives then danced 
until they were exhausted in an effort to pay homage to this god and to make him keep 
the Spanish away from their home.80 Unfortunately, this exercise was futile. Eventually, 
the Spaniards captured the cacique and most of his people. Before the chiefs execution 
for rebellion, a Franciscan friar explained Christianity to him and asked ifhe desired to 
spend eternity in heaven or hell. One can almost sense Las Casas weeping as he related 
what happened next. "The lord Hatuey thought for a short time and asked the friar if 
Christians went to heaven." After the priest replied that only the good ones make this 
trip, "he retorted, without need for further reflection, that, if that was the case, he chose to 
go to hell to ensure that he would never again have to clap eyes on those cruel brutes."81 
Sarcastically, Las Casas commented that this was the reputation earned for the Christian 
faith as a consequence of the actions of the so-called Christians in the New World. He 
concluded his section on the "reduction" of Cuba by recounting that many of the Indians 
not only committed suicide by hanging themselves, but also hung their children, or 
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aborted them, in order to keep them out of the hands of the Spaniards. 82 
Other incidents which lodged in the memory of Las Casas occurred amidst the 
slaughter of thousands of peaceful natives. As Narvaez and his troops approached the 
village of Caonao, they came upon two thousand unarmed Indians seated on the grass 
awaiting their arrival. Nearby was a bohio, or large straw house, containing an additional 
five hundred. Las Casas himself was in another portion of the town. Suddenly mounted 
troops attacked and began a merciless slaughter of these innocents. The clerigo rushed 
up to Narvaez, who sat stoically on his horse, and yelled at him to stop the carnage. 
Although Narvaez could easily have ordered his troops to cease the killing, he did 
nothing. The priest then tried to protect the five hundred in the bohio, but the Spanish 
arrived and began to kill them also. Full of both anger and grief, Las Casas baptized a 
young man who fell into his arms to die, This man, disemboweled with a sword and 
holding his intestines in his hand, received the sacrament and died. 
With palpable emotion, Las Casas recounted the story of another individual 
whose right shoulder was cut off by a Spanish sword. He lay there in pain and misery for 
about a week until the Spanish and the priest left the village. Remembering forty years 
later, he wrote, "The cleric kept within himself much regret for not treating the man with 
a kind of turtle-oil paste, which he used to treat so many others. This ointment could 
have sealed the wound which may then have healed in about a week." This man's face 
must have haunted Las Casas because he continued, "Maybe if he [Las Casas] had 
replaced the bone it its socket, sewing up his entire right side with a mending needle, he 
would have gotten better." Regretfully he concluded, "Finally, nothing else was known 
of him. He could not possibly have survived."83 Amidst the slaughter of so many, the 
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names and faces of individuals stood out after all these years. Their faces and deaths 
continued to haunt the priest until the end of his life. 
Soon after the end of the campaign that brought Cuba: fully under Spanish control, 
Governor Velasquez awarded land, and Indians to work it, to Las Casas and his friend, 
Pedro de la Renteria. Renteria was not only pious and devout, but also a good 
businessman. Las Casas then devoted himself to agriculture, cattle raising, and mining 
enterprises. Thus, Las Casas became and encomendero and began to live off of the labor 
of his Indians. Although he treated well the Indians he held in encomienda, he neglected 
their religious training and was more concerned with the profit he could obtain from their 
labor.84 In this attitude he was representative ofthos~ encomenderos whose goal was to 
maximize profits through the acquisition of gold, regardless of the human cost. 
Use of the Indians to mine gold instead of produce food soon had disastrous 
results. "Greed made it so that the Spaniards did not cultivate the land while they did 
harvest the gold which they had done nothing to produce."85 Thus, even the Spaniards 
were hungry. Of course, the natives received the least food and were responsible for the 
most work; thus, they died the quickest. They were required not only to 111ine the gold, 
but also on their own time, to grow their own food. The weak, elderly, and infirm were 
left in the villages. With no one to care for them, they died by the thousands. As Las 
Casas traveled on his priestly rounds throughout Cuba, he constantly heard the natives 
cry, "hambre, hambre," (hungry, hungry) wherever he walked.86 These specific events 
troubled the mind of the young cleric and would be important stepping stones leading to 
the repentance, conversion experience, and prophetic call which would take place on 
Pentecost Sunday, 1514.87 Because of the significance of this event in the life of Las 
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Casas this work will examine it in detail in Chapter Three. 
For the moment, however, let us now leave the story of Las Casas's life and 
examine the system which dominated life in the colonies. Las Casas became deeply 
enmeshed in the encomienda system. To appreciate the nature and extent of his sudden 
and complete change of heart, we must understand the nature of the system and his 
involvement in this enterprise. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Las Casas as Encomendero 
The monarchy began the encomienda system in the New World as a way of 
rewarding those who participated on behalf of the Crown in its conquest and colonization. 
Until the moment of Las Casas's conversion he was a recipient of this benefit. After his 
life changing experience, Las Casas joined forces with those members of the clergy who 
were engaged in mitigating the harsh effects of the system and focusing upon the spread 
of Christianity. Their mission consistently involved the defense and protection of the 
Indian and the· change in the relationship between the Spaniard and the Native American, 
especially as represented by the system of exploitation of native labor. 
The main focus of the Dominicans' challenge to the existing relationship between 
the colonist and native was the system of encomienda. Las Casas subsequently saw the 
system as not only a disaster for the Native Americans but also as a failed technique for 
evangelism. Gutierrez wrote,. "In a sense, we can say that Las Casas' s long life was an 
ongoing struggle with the encomienda. The encomie.nda was more than a scandalous 
betrayal, a 'giving away' of persons and their lands to other persons on the pretext of 
evangelization." He then continued with the heart of the message of the Dominicans and 
Las Casas, "It [the encomienda] was the structural root of the injustices of colonial 
society. Its rejection was a central aspect of Las Casas's battle for justice."1 As he 
experienced a change in the way he viewed the Indians, so, too, would he desire to bring 
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his nation to a realization of its destructive practices and thereby change the manner the 
monarchy dealt with the Indians. This the Crown could accomplish by eliminating the 
system of forced labor and returning to the prime purpose for Spanish presence in the 
New World. Furthermore, Las Casas believed the Christians themselves were in mortal 
danger because of their involvement in this unjust system. Salvation was not only needed 
for the pagan Indian but also the Christian Spaniard. The desire of Las Casas was to 
make evangelization not simply a "pretext" but the main focus of attention for the 
Spanish presence in the New World, for the sake of the Spaniards as well as the 
Amerindian. 
In the previous chapter this work emphasized the spiritual and intellectual milieu 
of Spain which influenced Las Casas's ideas and among which he would flourish. This 
chapter will examine the events and institutions of the New World which affected him 
and in which his conversion occurred and examine the role of Las Casas as encomendero. 
Las Casas was not an isolated individual, but representative of a larger movement 
involved with the defense of the Indians.2 He became, however, the most outspoken of 
those who desired to call Spain back to its emphasis on evangelism. Although Las Casas 
was aware of the Dominican movement to alter the encomienda system, he remained 
untouched by its preaching. These sermons, and consequent actions by the priests, did, 
however, prompt the young Las Casas to question both his own spiritual condition as 
well as that of the monarchy. This self-examination set the stage for the subsequent 
conversion experience. 
Significantly, Las Casas was not an outside observer of the institution that 
dominated life in the New World and that was destroying the native population, but an 
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active participant in its fulfillment. Prior to his conversion, Las Casas was an 
encomendero, or one who lived by the labor of the Indian. The clerigo Las Casas 
received his first grant of land and repartimiento, or allotment of Indians, from Diego 
Columbus, who replaced Nicolas de Ovando as gov:ernor of Hispaniola in 1508. Located 
in the district of Cibao, his property was near the gold mines. According to Gimenez 
Fernandez, this allotment of land was awarded to him because Diego desired to continue 
the good relationship begun between his father and Pedro de Las Casas.3 Soon after his 
ordination in Spain and subsequent return to the New World, Las Casas was involved 
with the "pacification" of Cuba. In 1513, because of his services to the Crown, 
Governor Diego Velasquez assigned good lands and·a generous repartimiento of Indians 
near the port of Xagua, jointly to both Las Casas and Pedro de Renteria.4 The assignation 
of lands and Indians to work this property was one of the main methods the Crown 
utilized to reward those with whom it was pleased. These two partners now began to 
prosper just as did the rest of the colonists, through their business acumen and the labor 
of their Indians. 
Not only was Las Casas living by the encomienda system, but also blind to his 
attitude as encomendero. A careful reading of his own testimony, and only his words for 
the primary source material exist, demonstrates the smugness that characterized Las 
Casas before his awakening. Unlike the majority of those who had charge of and worked 
the natives, Las Casas treated his kindly. Thus; as he compared himself and his actions to 
others, he justified his activities and failed to see the injustice of the system for what it 
was. For although Indians were dying all around him as a result of mistreatment, his 
were not. On a human individual level, he attempted to alleviate their suffering as much 
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as possible and therefore did not recognize the nature of the institution qua institution. 
As "his" natives were not mistreated, it was easier to justify maintaining the relationship 
and not to think about what was happening around him. Seeking to identify himself with 
those still blinded, approximately forty years later he wrote, "[the clergyman Las Casas] 
was very diligent in his business, sending Indians from his repartimiento to the mines to 
extract gold, and into the fields, and taking advantage of them as much as possible." 
Next, emphasizing his self-righteous nature, he continued, "Yet he always tried to 
maintain them well, treat them mildly, and pity the miserable state they were in." Finally, 
after his epiphany, and subsequent revelation that the entire system was corrupt and 
causing the physical death of those exploited, as well as the spiritual death of the 
exploiters, he realized there was no such thing as a good encomendero. He closed this 
section of his writing by identifying with the others, admitting his own culpability, and 
emphasizing the primary legal and ethical purpose for the Spanish presence in the New 
World since the beginning, "But like all the rest, he forgot that they were infidels and 
needed indoctrination into Christianity."5 By accepting responsibility for his previous 
actions, he no longer displayed the self-justification of his former position and refocused 
his attention to the primary rationale for the initial justification for the Spanish presence 
in the New World. Living and working in close proximity to his "infidels," even he, a 
priest, forgot to give them the basics of the Gospel. The desire for wealth had blinded his 
eyes. How could he expect that others, who were not overtly concerned with their 
salvation, would do any better? 
As further proof of this attitude, Las Casas recounted another event that remained 
in his conscience. This is an extremely significant event because he wrote describing this 
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occurrence as one of those specific experiences that plagued his mind and served as a 
precursor to his conversion experience. While on Hispaniola, as derigo and 
encomendero, albeit a good one, he sought absolution from a priest. He knew that, " the 
religious of Santo Domingo were preaching that the_y could not in good conscience own 
Indians, and would not confess or absolve those that did. This the clerigo [Las Casas] 
could not accept." He then approached one of the priests, possibly the leader of the 
Order on the island, Pedro de Cordoba, and asked him to hear his confession. The 
Dominican refused his confession because he was an encomendero. Las Casas admitted 
that "the clerigo owned Indians on Hispaniola with the same lack of concern and 
blindness as in Cuba." Upset at the refusal to hear his confession, the young clergyman 
began to argue with the Dominican and attempted to justify his position as owner of 
Indians. Undoubtedly he protested that his servants received good treatment, were not 
dying like the rest, and he was well within the law in his actions. He wrote," ... he [Las 
Casas] proceeded to refute and argue with the friar giving vain and frivolous reasons, 
which had an appearance of truth, but the friar stopped his protestations with the words, 
'That's enough Father, the truth has many disguises, and lies even more."' Out ofrespect 
for the priest and his position and great learning, Las Casas ceased his self-righteous 
protestations. The encomendero may have been within the law, but the Dominican was 
appealing to a higher law and authority. Tellingly, Las Casas concludes this section by 
adding "but in regards to giving up his Indians,·he did not change his opinion."6 Thus, 
despite the fact that the Dominican had refused to hear his confession and absolve him of 
sin, Las Casas, also a priest, continued his ownership and use of natives to his own 
benefit. Mentally and spiritually he was unprepared for the changes which would take 
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place. Human reason c.ould not reveal this to him, it could only set the stage for what was 
to come. After all, his natives were treated well, unlike the others. It would take a special 
revelation from God, an epiphany, to change this attitude. 
Finally, through the telling of another event: Las Casas again revealed his 
self-justifying attitude. This event also demonstrated another characteristic which would 
be evident throughout the remainder of his life--his ethical consistency. After his 
life-changing experience, and·subsequent conviction that the entire system of the 
encomienda was corrupt and was leading to the destruction of both the native peoples and 
culture as well as the Christians, he resoived to give up his Indians. Like the Dominican 
who could not own Indians or absolve from sin those that did, Las Casas now could see 
from a new perspective. Unlike those of the Crown, the actions of Las Casas were 
consistent with his words. This consistency allowed him to point the finger at the 
monarchy and its hypocritical actions with a clear conscience, and would distinguish him 
from others, such as his nemesis, the official historian, Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo. 
After describing his conversion, he wrote, "Finally, he [Las Casas] decided to preach 
against it [the encomienda system], and because he held Indians, that which would 
condemn his preaching was. in his own hands [ and therefore evident to all who heard 
him], therefore he could not freely condemn the system as tyrannical until he officially 
renounced his Indians into the hands of Diego Velazquez. "7 This action allowed the 
priest to act now in an ethically consistent manner and not open himself to the charge of 
hypocrisy. Las Casas continued, again referring to himself in the third person, "He could 
not preach his sermons with a clear conscience; there would always be charges of, 'In the 
end you too own Indians; why not renounce them since you accuse us of tyranny?' 
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Therefore he decided to renounce them. "8 As a model for what he desired the others to 
do, he had to set the example. 
His selfrighteous attitude continued, however, as he then wrote," ... he knew 
that because he treated his Indians with more mercy than the others, they would therefore 
be better off with him, and in fact he would even do more for them in the future." Even 
though he knew their fate, his convictions dictated that he give them up. "He [Las Casas] 
knew that the governor would just give his natives to others who would then oppress 
them and work them even to the point of death, which is what happened." Yet even 
though he would treat them "as a father treats a son," he decided he had to give them up.9 
Despite what the individual did or did not do in their treatment of the Indians, it was the 
entire system .that must be renounced. Las Casas recognized that he must live according 
to the dictates of his faith and his own conscience. The rejection of this system became 
the foundation for his prophetic message. No one individual was capable by himself of 
justifying ownership of others no matter how well he treated them. 
In a letter to the Dominicans in Chiapa and Guatemala, written in 1563, Las Casas 
explained his hatred for the encomienda system and how this had been the source of the 
evils in America. He wrote that after reading his letter, "Fathers fray Felipe de Meneses 
and fray Juan de la Peiia, as well as other learned members of the college [San Gregorio 
de Valladolid] ... after seeing my letter admitted to me that I was right, and the 
encomiendas are in and of themselves evil by nature."10 Thus attempting to reform the 
person without also reforming the entire system would ultimately have no effect. He also 
wrote in this letter how his ideas are now taught "word for word" in the universities of 
Salamanca and Alcala. 
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Thus the priest-encomendero identified himself initially as a part of the problem 
in the New World. Despite his own paternalistic attitude and relative benevolence, these 
actions would not be sufficient to assure the preservation of the natives. He finally 
recognized that it was the system itself which needed changing; it was "inherently evil." 
Individual actions were only the result, not the cause, of the suffering. In order to 
understand this system, which he would so thoroughly reject and spend his life opposing, 
it is necessary to view the evolution of the encomienda. 
"An Amazing Piece of Sophistry" 
Based on the moribund feudal system of Europe, the idea of the encomienda was 
fairly simple and solved the two problems faced by the Spaniards in the New World. On 
the one hand, the natives were to be entrusted, or commended, into the care of the 
Spanish for protection, care, and, most importantly, instruction in the Catholic faith. On 
the other hand, they were to provide labor for the enterprises of gold extraction and 
agricultural production. Unfortunately, the practice of this system, unchecked by any 
semblance of order and under the control of unscrupulous individuals, gave rise to the 
excesses and near extermination of those to be cared for and taught. 11 The system 
allowed for the exploitation of the weaker by the stronger. 
From the arrival of Columbus and the establishment of his first colony in 1492 
until 1502 when Ovando the royal governor arrived, according to Lesley Byrd Simpson 
"conditions in Espanola may best be described as something like chaos." With no formal 
governmental system and conditions being extremely primitive, each colonist became a 
law unto himself. Part of the problem was the nature of the type of colonist who came to 
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the New World. Simpson continued, "By all accounts the men who went to Espanola in 
the first ten years were the choicest collection of riffraff ever brought together: 
ex-soldiers, broken noblemen, adventurers, criminals, and coilvicts."12 In an effort to 
encourage settlement, the Crown even offered to let those who would work keep up to 
one third of the gold they mined. On all other income sources they needed pay only the 
required tithe. At the request of Columbus, who was having trouble recruiting colonists 
for an expedition, the Catholic monarchs issued an edict in 1497 that commuted the 
sentences of criminals if they would agree to go to the Indies. Those who deserved the 
death penalty had to serve two years; those who had committed some other capital 
offense, only one year. Also those who were to be banished from Spain could likewise 
serve this banishment in the New World. 13 Even Columbus, who had requested the men, 
believed they were useless. He wrote, "I take my oath that numbers of men have gone to 
the Indies who did not deserve water of God or man." 14 
Thus were the men who populated the Antilles during the first crucial years of the 
Spanish occupation. These individuals saw the Indians as inferior beings who existed to 
make their life easier. What they lacked was a theology, or philosophy, which would 
justify their exploitation in such a manner as to make it acceptable to the monarchy and 
the Church. They were not there to work but to get rich, become hidalgos, and return to 
Spain. With no real authority present , there was no one to control them. 15 
According to Spanish beliefs, the Indians were inferior persons practicing profane 
and idolatrous practices. They went about naked and had no agricultural system 
comparable to that of Europe. They therefore warranted instruction in both theology and 
agriculture to become more Europeanized and needed to be forced to do so. The 
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development of the encomienda system became then a combination of the desire for 
wealth through exploitation of another's labor and the theological rationalization that 
would justify these actions. Both of these aspects were developed in an atmosphere of 
anarchy by the refuse of Spain. 
Columbus began the system of Indian tribute to be paid to the monarchs. This 
tax consisted of a certain amount of gold or an arroba of cotton. Soon, however, 
necessity forced Columbus to allow the utilization of the Indians for labor to cultivate 
food to keep the Spanish from starving. In a request to the monarchy, he asked that he be 
allowed to utilize their labor for a few years until the Spanish could get settled and grow 
strong as a colony. 16 In his evaluation of Columbus, whom he admired greatly, Las Casas 
concluded that he had overstepped his authority, instigated, and then perpetuated the idea 
that the natives were docile and existed to serve the monarchy. These ideas, and the 
system which arose from them, according to Las Casas, later became the foundation for 
all the evil that the Indies had to suffer. 17 
During the years 1496-98, Columbus was in Spain and left Hispaniola under the 
authority of his brother Bartholomew. Frustrated with his leadership, Francisco Roldan 
revolted gaining the support of many of the colonists. In an effort to maintain their 
loyalty, Columbus, upon his return to the island, gave Roldan and his followers a number 
of Indians to do their work for them. Upset at the apparent anarchy and angered that 
Columbus had given away "her subjects," Isabella dispatched Francisco de Bobadilla to 
investigate. He responded by immediately sending the Columbus brothers back to Spain 
in chains. Bobadilla also increased the workload of the Indians by forcing them to work 
in the mines. They were required to pay a one peso tribute for every eleven they 
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extracted. 18 But charges of mismanagement, abuse, and the fear on the part of the 
monarchy that a new feudalism was emerging in the Indies, prompted the monarchy to 
send a new governor, the Extremaduran Nicolas de Ovando, with a contingent of 2500 
men, to the Indies. It was as a member of this fleet that the young Bartolome de Las 
Casas also arrived in the New World in April, 1502. 
Ovando arrived in the New World with instructions concerning the treatment of 
the Native Americans. In a series of orders which the monarchy gave to Ovando dated 16 
September, 1501, he was reminded that his chief duty was to see that the Indians were 
taught the Catholic Faith. As mentioned, this admonition was at the heart of the Spanish 
presence in the New World, and the monarchy continued to emphasize the evangelistic 
nature of their venture in all legislation which dealt with the Native Americans ( Also 
included in this same order was the directive that Jews, Moors, and "New Christians" 
were not permitted in the New World). Because of these instructions, Las Casas and the 
other reformers had firm and extensive legal ground upon which to base their message 
and prophetic warnings. The colonists were also to treat the Indians well, not rob them, 
and return any women who had been taken involuntarily. Concerning the tribute to be 
paid to the Crown by all her subjects," ... you will compel them to work in our service, 
paying them the wage you think it is just they should have."19 Simpson calls this set of 
instructions" ... the basis for the mita, or repartimiento, system of forced labor, by which 
works defined as necessary for the good of the commonwealth were carried on 
throughout the colonial period, or even later."20 
Ovando received further instructions on 20 and 29 March 1503, indicating that 
the Indians should live in reducci6nes, or local communities, where they could better 
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receive instruction and care from a priest. These priests were to teach them to pay their 
tithes to the Church and the Crown. The official in charge was to see that the Indians 
carried out their necessary service to the community. Also, Ovando was to report on the 
best way of paying the natives for their work. 21 
Apparently the Indians were not inclined to live under the tutelage of the · 
colonists and avoided contact with them. The natives utilized this form of passive 
resistance because they saw open armed rebellion was ineffective. Because the colonists 
needed the natives to produce food as well as wealth, Ovando asked for further 
clarification of the system from Isabella. His goal was to implement the medieval feudal 
system with which he was familiar in Spain. In December, 1503, he received a royal 
cedula, or official document, from Isabella, which legalized and formally established the 
encomienda system in the New World.22 
This document, called "an amazing piece of sophistry" by Lesley Byrd Simpson, 
made legal the system of forced labor.23 A careful reading of this cedula will show that, 
while confirming the freedom of the Amerindians, conversion to Christianity and forced 
labor are tied together: 
Whereas, the King my Lord and I agreed ... that the Indian inhabitants of 
the island of Espanola are free and not subject to forced service ... and 
whereas we are now told that because of the excessive liberty enjoyed by 
the said Indians they avoid contact and community with the Spanish to 
such an extent that they will not even work for wages, but wander about 
idle and cannot be had by the Christians to convert to our Holy Catholic 
Faith; and in order that the Christians may not lack people to work their 
holdings for their maintenance and extract the gold that exists on the 
island ... and whereas we desire that the said Indians be converted to our 
Holy Catholic Faith and taught in its doctrines; and whereas this can better 
be done by having the Indians live in community with the Christians of the 
island and go among them and associate with them, by which means they 
will help each other ... [Because of the above], I have commanded ... 
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you will compel and force the said Indians to associate with the 
Christians of the island and to work on their buildings, and to gather and 
mine the gold and other metals, and to till the fields and produce food for 
the Christian inhabitants ... and you are to pay on the day he works the 
wages and maintenance you think he should have ... ·and you are to order 
each cacique to take charge of a certain number of the said Indians, so that 
you may make them work wherever necessary, and so that on feast days 
and other such days as you think proper, they may be gathered together to 
hear and be taught in the things of the Faith ... This the Indians shall 
perform as free people, which they are and not slaves. And see to it they 
are well treated, those who become Christians better than the others, and 
do not consent or allow that any person do them harm or oppress them. 24 
The rationale for forced contact with the Spanish is designated as primarily for 
evangelism. In fact, those who converted to Christianity were to receive special care and 
privileges. Traditionally, scholars evaluated the system based on the necessity and role 
of forced labor that developed and that then resulted in a subsequent loss of life. Yet the 
issue of forced contact for the purpose of evangelism and religious instruction is 
overlooked. At the heart of this system was an idea, based on false assumptions, that 
forced close contact with Christians could lead to conversion. By stressing the fact that 
even he and Renteria, as well as they treated the Indians, were guilty of self righteous and 
paternalistic behavior, Las Casas emphasized the system was corrupt and no amount of 
forced contact for evangelism could change this. The system bred the type of abuse that 
led to a total degradation of the Indian. It took an epiphany for Las Casas to realize this. 
Once this event happened, he recognized that forced contact for the purpose of 
evangelism was invalid and there had to be another way to bring the Gospel to those who 
had not yet heard. This is an aspect of the encomienda system which I have found no 
other author to mention but is central to the message of Las Casas. This cedula became 
the foundation for all future Indian legislation. 
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Based upon the principles outlined in the cedula, the Indians were free subjects of 
the Crown with all the rights and privileges granted to others. Nevertheless, the physical 
abuses which arose from the application of this system are legend. Problems inherit in 
this system included an effective lack of royal oversight and the fact that each 
encomendero treated his workers as he desired. Although technically and legally free, 
the Indians were enslaved and utilized for the good of the Spanish through the strength of 
. arms, not choice. The Spaniards forced them to live in therr midst so that they could be 
evangelized and receive religious instruction. The Crown apparently acted hypocritically 
and used religion as a mask to cover the real intent, the use of the labor of the Indian. 
Las Casas, however, saw through this hypocrisy and emphasized another aspect of this 
relationship, one which he considered much more important because the results had 
eternal consequences. He stressed the need for evangelization for the Amerindians and 
salvation through repentance for the Spaniard. The priest called the monarchy to task, 
arguing in a juridical manner, even using the words of the very legislation mandated from 
the Crown. He also emphasized the underlying theological basis of these directives and 
pointed up the need for enforcement. After living and working in the New World for a 
number of years, Las Casas recognized that forced conversion was ineffective. 
In his work The Only Way, and arguing from·· Saint Thomas and the Church 
Fathers as well as from Scripture, Las Casas emphasized that the only biblical and valid 
method for evangelization of infidels was by peaceful means and through an appeal to 
their reason based upon a living example. Coercion had no place in this and would be 
counterproductive. Writing the initial draft in 1534, at that point a Dominican, and fresh 
from a victory in dealing with the Indian rebel Enriquillo, he wrote, "It is now clear that 
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the way Christ wanted for preaching the Gospel, and willed for His apostles and their 
successors, was to win the mind with reasons and win th_e will with motives, gently, 
graciously."25 The Queen, even if her motivation was correct, by forcing close contact 
between the two peoples, was attempting to bring the Indians into the Church in the 
wrong way. Las Casas not only fought against the encomienda system because of its 
coerced labor but also because of its faulty method of evangelism. Forced contact 
between the Spaniards and Indians yielded no results. "What is clear is that Christ gave 
His apostles permission and power to preach the Gospel to those willing to hear it, and 
that only! Not power to punish the unwilling by any force, pressure, or harshness."26 As 
Christ passed this authority, responsibility, and method on to the apostles, they in turn 
passed it on to those coming after. The modus had not changed, but unfortunately for the 
Indians, the application had. It would take the priest years to come to this conclusion. 
That the primary intent, as well as justification, of the Queen was evangelism is 
evidenced through the words of her fast will and testament. Prior to her death on 26 
November 1504, Isabella named her husband, Ferdinand, as regent of the Indies, and 
expressed her wish for the type of government she desired. Simpson has translated and 
included the most often quoted section of this codicil: 
Whereas, when the islands and mainland of the Ocean Sea were conceded 
to us by the Holy Apostolic See, our principal intention ... was to 
procure, induce, bring, and convert their peoples to our Holy Catholic 
Faith, and to send to the said islands and mainland bishops, religious, 
clerics, and other learned and God fearing persons, to instruct the 
inhabitants and dwellers therein in the Catholic Faith, and to instruct them 
in, and to bestow upon them, good customs, exercising all proper diligence 
in this [therefore], I beg the King my Lord very affectionately, and I 
charge and command my said daughter and the said prince her husband 
[Juana "la loca" and Philip l] to carry this out, and that it be their principal 
purpose, and that they put into it much diligence; and they are not to 
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consent, or give permission, that the Indian inhabitants and dwellers in the 
said islands or mainland ... receive any damage in their persons or goods, 
but are to order that they be well and justly treated; and if they have 
received any damage it is to be remedied; and it is to be provided that 
everything enjoined and commanded us in the said concession be strictly 
observed.27 
On her deathbed, Queen Isabella, who had previously established the encomienda 
system through her cedula of20 December, 1503, in these her final words regarding her 
earthly kingdom, confirmed not only the Papal Donation of the Indies to Spain, but also 
that the prime responsibility of the Spanish colonization was conversion through peaceful 
means. The natives were also to receive good treatment. This is the basic message of 
Las Casas. 
This priest was not. alone in his belief of peaceful conversion. During the 
conquest of Mexico, the zealous Cortes tried to force Christianity on the native peoples 
he encountered. He destroyed pagan idols and altars and erected crosses. The 
Mercedarian priest, Fray Bartolome de Olmedo, the first apostle of New Spain, urged 
caution and a process of instruction in the faith prior to destroying idols and forcing the 
faith upon the Tlaxcalans. "It is not just for us to convert them by force," he argued with 
Cortes, "and it would be useless for us to repeat what we did at Cempoala [ cast down 
altars and erect a cross]. Our warnings are enough. "28 Thus, the priest urged reason, 
education, and persuasion as the appropriate methods of sharing the faith. This 
controversy raged during the entire sixteenth century. The specific method of 
evangelization that the individual Spaniard chose roughly corresponded to his view of the 
nature of the Indian and the benefits the native received by his subjugation. 
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Noble Indians, or Dirty Dogs? 
Since the beginning of the Spanish presence in the New World, the colonists had 
disagreed over the nature of the Indian. Could they receive the Christian faith and live as 
the Spaniard did, or were they some other type of humanity? There were basically two 
schools of thought concerning the nature of the Native Americans. These interpretations 
of the inherent abilities of the Indians became evident both in the secular and theological 
realms. In the worldly realm, those who relied upon the Indians as their source of wealth, 
and therefore needed to exploit them for their own gain, tended to view them as inferior 
by nature. Those, like the priests who ministered to them and actually became acquainted 
with them in an effort at evangelization and with a desire to reform the system on their 
behalf, tended to idealize their traits. Thus, the true nature of the Indian, as a human 
being with feelings, fears, and traditions, became obscured as the two sides continually 
clashed. As Hanke describes it, "The majority of the Spaniards in the first half century 
of the conquest tended to look upon the natives either as 'noble Indians' or as 'dirty 
dogs' ."29 
Perhaps the most prolific and popular individual subscribing to the latter opinion 
was the royal officer and official historian Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo. This historian, 
whom Las Casas called, "a deadly enemy of the Indians,"30 had been in the New World 
since 1514. He arrived in America as a government bureaucrat when he accompanied 
Pedro Arias de Avila (Pedrarias) to the northern coast of South America. His first official 
responsibility in the New World was to read the newly authorized Requirimiento to the 
natives. Another of his official duties was to regulate the iron that branded Indian slaves 
on the forehead as a mark of their slavery. He charged the colonists a fee for this 
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service, and conveniently left his role in the entire matter out of his own historical 
account.31 
Because of his official position and experience in the New World, the Council of 
the Indies sought his opinion on questions concerning the nature of the Indians. For those 
subscribing to the "dirty dog" idea, Oviedo became one of the most eloquent spokesmen. 
He considered the Indians to be "naturally lazy and vicious, melancholic, cowardly, and 
in general a lying, shiftless people. Their marriages are not a sacrament but a sacrilege. 
They are idolatrous, libidinous, and commit sodomy." As far as their activities were 
concerned, Oviedo described them, "Their chief desire is to eat, drink, worship heathen 
idols, and commit bestial obscenities."32 Another of his often quoted passages concerns 
the physical attributes of the natives. 
I also happened to think of something I have observed many times with 
regard to these Indians. Their skulls are four times thicker than those of 
the Christians. And so when one wages war with them and comes to hand 
to hand fighting, one must be very careful not to hit them on the head with 
the sword, because I have seen many swords broken in this fashion. In 
addition to being thick, their skulls are very strong. 33 
In general, Oviedo viewed the Indians as being incapable of understanding the Catholic 
faith and therefore of becoming Christians. 
The ability of the Indians to receive salvation is at the heart of the dispute 
concerning the nature of the natives. The official historian wrote that since Columbus 
had arrived in the New World, at the time of his writing fifty-six years ago, and that 
because there was no lack of dedicated preachers to bring the message, "these peoples 
should have understood something as important to them as the salvation of their souls."34 
In an effort to discover reasons for this failure on their part, he believed they were 
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unwilling as well as incapable of understanding the message of the Catholic faith. He 
described their physical and mental abilities" ... it is like striking cold iron to believe 
they will soon become Christians ... and just as they have thick skulls, so they have a 
beastly mentality and are evilly inclined."35 The leap between the inability of the Indians 
to receive salvation and therefore God allowing their destruction by the righteous Spanish 
was a short one. 
Because the Amerindian is "beastlike in his understanding (entendimiento bestial) 
and inclined toward evil (ma! inclinado)," the Christian is justified in his use of such 
individuals, and if they should die, their death is permissible to God. "It is not without 
reason that God permits their [the Indians'] destruction, and I have no doubt, because of 
their many sins, God intends to make a quick end ofthem."36 By converting sinful 
practices into ultimate, unpardonable sins, Oviedo passed judgment upon an entire race of 
people. Las Casas will remind him that there were other people, including the very 
ancestors of Oviedo himself, who committed just as grave sins and yet were spared by 
God, through repentance. Las Casas believed no one was outside of the reach of God. 37 
An interesting observation is that Gutierrez, who included this same passage in his 
work, left a very significant phrase off of his translation. He wrote, "Not without cause 
does God permit their destruction, and I doubt not that, in view of the multitude of their 
transgressions, God intends to make a very speedy end to them."38 This is consistent with 
the original text of Oviedo. However, the next phrase, according to the original, is "si no 
toman el camino de la verdad y se convierten."39 These words are missing from his 
passage and he moves right into the next sentence. In other words, Gutierrez does not 
give Oviedo credit for stating that this punishment of God will soon occur, if they do not 
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take the way of truth, and convert [to Christianity]. The possibility of conversion is left 
open to the Amerindians, according to Oviedo, just as the possibility of repentance and 
conversion is also open to the Spanish as Las Casas will point out innumerable times. 
This example is indicative of the omission of the concept of repentance and free choice 
that characterized the available works. Their salvation (both Iberian and Indian) 1s 
contingent upon their repentance and choosing to follow the "way of truth." 
The Dominican again refutes the words of Oviedo by stating that it will be the 
actions of the Christians that God will most harshly judge. The Spaniards, by their 
robbing, killing, and plundering, have been an impediment to the conversion of the 
natives. God's will, however, is sovereign. In a passage that indicates most clearly the 
predestination predilections of Las Casas, he wrote: 
However much divine justice afflicts and causes anguish to them, 
punishing them in this life, and appearing to leave them helpless, turning 
them over to our insatiable greed, none of those who are predestined by 
the goodness of God, a fact which no Christian should doubt, will slip 
from [God's] hand without [God] bearing him up to the enjoyment of God 
unto eternal life.40 
Nevertheless, the historian turned theologian passed judgment upon them and 
condemned them to eternal damnation because of their characteristics. "They are a 
people without piety or any shame at all. They are a people of abominable desires and 
actions, and have no redeeming qualities ... And so God is rewarding them according to 
their deeds."41 The significance of the ideas of Oviedo cannot be underestimated. He was 
a government official, had considerable experience in the New World, and was the 
official historian for Spain. Thus those seeking justification for their deeds or beliefs 
could look to him as a source. His ideas became the foundation of the arguments of 
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Sepulveda in his later dispute with Las Casas.42 This angered the latter greatly as he had 
no love for the official historian. After their famous debate of 1550-1551, Las Casas 
summarized his own views and attacked those of the royal chronicler. 
Concerning the views of Oviedo, Las Casas, who obviously represented the 
"noble savage" school of thought, wrote, "Oviedo is not shamed to write these lies, 
scattered in various passages of history, from which he stupidly promises himself 
immortality."43 The Defender of the Indians also answered the charges leveled by 
Oviedo, "Although these slanderous lies, falsely written against a sincere and decent 
people, ... a people who from the very beginning were worthy of high praise for their 
docility, their character, and their very well established state."44 Concerning the charges 
of sodomy brought by Oviedo, he wrote, "Now Oviedo fabricated his history--or better 
his trifles--from stories told to him by ... a certain sailornamed Fernando Perez, who, .. 
. had never landed on Espafiola."45 Thus did Las Casas dispense not only with Oviedo's 
views of the natives but also his veracity and claims to give an eye witness account in 
writing his history. 
Despite his dislike for Oviedo, a feeling which began with their first meeting in 
1519, and his disagreement with his assessment of the nature of the natives, and the use 
to which this work had been put, Las Casas ended his thought concerning the official 
historian by demonstrating a forgiving, pastoral manner. Probably identifying with 
Oviedo prior to his own conversion, he wrote, "It is not surprising that Oviedo reviles the 
Indians with so many slanderous lies; ... he was one of those looters who went to the 
mainland in 1513 at the time of Pedrarias."46 Las Casas then recounted Oviedo's own 
words from his history. In this passage Oviedo brags at being a part of the "pacification" 
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of the Indians. To which the priest responds, undoubtedly remembering his own role in 
the pacification of Cuba, "By 'pacification' this sycophant means killing God's rational 
creatures with Turkish savagery for little or no cause, and with astounding infamy to the 
name Christian, to sacrifice souls to hell who might have come to know Christ. "47 
Remembering again his past and how through the reading of God's Word he had come to 
repent of his past actions, Las Casas wrote, "But may Christ be kind to me and grant 
them the spirit of penance for his glory, for if these sins are true, they are light and 
humane in comparison with those about which I must remain silent in view of the 
multitude, immensity, and seriousness of the cruelties they perpetrated."48 Like Las 
Casas, the unrepentant clerigo of forty years prior, Oviedo, and those he represented, 
justified their abuse of the Indians by regarding them as incapable of receiving the Gospel 
through reason and persuasion. The encomenderos wereJherefore justified in placing 
them "under the care of' the Spanish. The natives then were to blame for their own 
destruction because of their actions and apparent refusal to change and embrace 
Christianity. At the same time the Spaniards justified their own actions toward them 
because of their intransigence. 
Another theme which is germane to the conversion of Las Casas is his 
characterization of those who exploited the natives as being blind and unable to 
distinguish their true abilities and inclinations. Specifically concerning Oviedo, he wrote, 
"Because of these brutal crimes, God has blinded his eyes, along with those of the other 
plunderers who were infamous for their pride, greed, brutality, lust for power, and 
ambition."49 Remember it was the clerigo who wrote that he himself was known as a 
greedy man, prospering at the expense of his Indians, proud in his treatment of them, and 
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certainly filled with ambition to get ahead. It was this man who had "the darkness lifted 
from his eyes" and thereafter lived to defend those he had previously exploited.50 One 
can almost sense the emotion in his writing as he continued remembering from years 
before his own transgressions, "in order that he [Oviedo] should not be allowed by God to 
know that those naked people were mild, simple, and meek ... or how ready and willing 
they were to accept the Christian religion."51 
Finally, Las Casas confronted him with being a part of the system, profiting by it, 
and not being honest enough to admit it as he himself had done. He punctuated this 
section of rebuttal to the history of Oviedo, speaking now as a pastor, or at least one who 
is concerned for the welfare of Oviedo, and as one who has received pardon from the 
Christ he· serves, and also as the prophet who must speak for Hin;i. "Oviedo nonetheless 
has his judge. · Christ lives, and holds a whip in his hand.. Oviedo will give an account to 
him ... But I know that I must pardon an ignorant man .... "52 Here the priest was 
content to leave judgment in the hands of God. He recognized that he himself, before his 
conversion, was just as blind as Oviedo. Before a close examination of the actual 
conversion of Las Casas, it is necessary to discuss the antecedents of his message in 
America, by discussing what Hanke called "the first cry on behalf of human liberty in the 
New World."53 
"A Greater Sin than the Killing of Insects" 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the first four Dominicans probably arrived 
in the New World in September, 1510. According to Las Casas, they came "to light the 
darkness which was then present, and which since has grown even thicker."54 Under the 
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leadership of Fray Pedro de Cordoba, who at twenty-eight years old was the youngest of 
the priests, the Dominicans settled in a straw hut on the property of a "good Christian," 
Pedro de Lumbreras. Significantly, Las Casas, provides us with the detail that the Vicar 
had taken the habit at Saint Stephens, in Salamanca, while still very young.55 Helen·Rand 
Parish believed that Cordoba was very influential in the spiritual formation of Las Casas, 
stating that today "Cordoba would be called Las Casas' 'spiritual father,' though they 
were nearly the same age. Las Casas considered him a saint ... . "56 Certainly every 
description of Cordoba by Las Casas is favorable. The priests then began living a very 
simple, yet exemplary, lifestyle of piety, which contrasted with the general spiritual 
climate on Hispaniola. 
Instead of merely preaching against the corruption of the faith, which was evident 
to all, the Dominicans provided an example to follow. This principle would not be lost 
on Las Casas, who, ethically followed their lead in practicing what he preached. He 
wrote, "Every Christian on that island [Hispaniola] had perverted the Christian practices, 
especially in regards to fasting and practicing abstinence as required by the Church." In 
contrast to the typical impiety of the colonists, the Dominicans set the example, "The 
friars by means of their preaching, and even more because through their severe penance 
and abstinence, brought the Spaniards to an awareness of their behavior."57 Regarding 
their preaching, Cordoba was the first one to preach to the Indians the Gospel message 
since the arrival of the Spanish. Las Casas heard this message, preached in the nearby 
village of Concepcion de la Vega, and was impressed by it. Adding a detail that must 
have brought him personal pain, the clerigo, at the point of writing a Dominican, wrote, 
"Most Indians died without hearing the faith preached."58 Soon after this event, Fray 
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Domingo de Mendoza accompanied by other "stalwart, sturdy and dedicated religious," 
arrived in Santo Domingo. Those who came with him also imbibed of the simple, 
spiritual life of the order. Both Spaniards and natives profited by their preaching and 
example.59 
In this atmosphere, the Dominicans contemplated the condition of the Indian. 
They questioned the nature of the relationship between the Christian Spaniard and the 
pagan Indian. Among the first attitude they noticed was the seeming unconcern for the 
Indian except as a piece of capital. Las Casas wrote "how they [the Indians] were 
consumed without the concern of those who possessed them as if they were useless 
animals." They also asked the question, "How is it that in just fifteen or sixteen years the 
number of natives has so decreased, since we hear of how crowded it was when they first 
arrived?"60 According to Las Casas, there were two types of Spaniards. There existed 
those who were very cruel, "without mercy or pity, whose only desire was too get rich on 
the blood of the Indian." Others, were not so cruel, and, "who felt sorry for the Indians." 
Yet, both of these, "placed their own natural physical interests above the health and 
salvation of the exploited."61 Only one man, Pedro de Renteria, the partner of Las Casas, 
was merciful toward the natives. Obviously Las Casas placed himself in the category of 
the "not so cruel," yet it is noteworthy that he left himself out of the picture in writing 
about his partner Renteria and his positive attitude. The epiphany had not yet arrived 
with its consequent repentance and conversion. 
Perhaps in preparation for his own change of life experience, Las Casas informs 
us of Juan Garces. This murderer had fled into the mountains after knifing his wife, who 
was from a prominent native family of Concepcion. He lived there in exile several years 
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until he heard of the arrival of the Dominicans. Because of their example of living a holy 
life, he went to them, repented of his past deeds, and asked for forgiveness and expressed 
a desire to serve God the rest of his life. "They accepted him· with kindness after seeing 
signs of his conversion and hatred of his past life and desire to do penance. "62 Like Las 
Casas, he also had taken part in the "execrable cruelties" committed against the natives 
and was ashamed of his actions; The fact that the Dominicans, as God's representatives, 
could give absolution to one such as Garces was not lost upon the future Dominican. 
Atonement could be made for past actions through repentance and penance. 
Upon hearing this confirmation of what they had personally seen concerning the 
treatment and decimation of the Amerindians, the Dominicans began to pray, keep vigils 
and seek guidance as to the best way to fight this injustice. They had to speak for those 
who had no other defense. T9-ey also realized the difficulty of their task. Those who 
lived off the labor of another would not easily be changed. "After mature reflection they 
decided to preach publicly from the pulpit that because of their sinful oppression of the 
Indians, their reward would be going to hell. "63 The question now became who would 
preach such a.condemnatory sermon. 
After much discussion among the Dominicans, they all agreed upon the content of 
the sermon, and chose their best preacher, Anton Montesino, to deliver it. Las Casas 
gave us the detail that he, "had the gift of preaching, he was sharp in rebuking sin, and 
above all, \:'ery choleric in his words and sermons, which was very efficient and thought 
to reap great results. "64 The novelty of his message, which was the first of its type in the 
New World, was that the killing of the natives was more sinful and would receive greater 
condemnation from God than the killing of insects. This message reflected the moral 
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outrage of the Dominicans, and was the culmination of nearly two years of observation, 
praying, and effort to stop the persecution and destruction of the _natives. Montesino was 
to deliver this message on the fourth week of Advent, 1511, coinciding with the event in 
Saint John's Gospel in which John the Baptist answers the question of the Pharisees with 
the expression, "I am the voice crying out in the wildemess."65 
Las Casas provides us with the only text of this sermon. Although he does not 
appear to have been present at its preaching, he certainly would have had access to 
written copies of the message even before he wrote his Historia in the Dominican 
monastery.66 Because of the significance of this sermon and the obvious impact it had, not 
only on Las Casas but on the entire theological-juridical discussion, the complete text is 
here reproduced. 67 
· You are all in mortal sin! Youliye in it and you die in it! Why? 
Because of the cruelty and tyranny you use with these innocent people. 
Tell me, with what right, with what justice, do you hold these Indians in 
such cruel and horrible servitude? On what authority have you waged 
such detestable wars on these people, in their mild, peaceful lands, in 
which you have consumed such infinitudes of them, wreaking upon them 
this death and unheard-of havoc? How is it that you hold them so crushed 
and exhausted,. giving them nothing to eat, nor any treatment for their 
diseases, which you cause them to be infected with through the surfeit of 
their toils, so that they 'die on you' [as you say]--you mean, you kill 
them--mining gold for. you day after day? And what care do you take that 
anyone catechize them, so that they may come to know their God and 
Creator, be baptized, hear Mass, observe Sundays and Holy Days? Are 
they not human beings? Have they no rational souls? Are you not 
obligated to love them as you love yourselves? Do you not understand 
this? Do you not grasp this? How is it that you sleep so soundly, so 
lethargically? Know for a certainty that in the state in which you are you 
can no more be saved than Moors or Turks who have not, nor wish to 
have, the faith of Jesus Christ.68 
Montesino preached this sermon to the most important people on all Hispaniola, 
including Governor Diego Columbus. After confronting the Spanish with their sins and 
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challenging them to rethink their Christian responsibilities, the preacher left the meeting 
amidst a hum of controversy and returned to his "thin cabbage soup, and the straw hut of 
his order."69 The offended met at the home of the Governor.· 
The significance of this message cannot be ~verestimated. This challenge in the 
form of a sermon drew the battle lines for the upcoming struggle into which Las Casas 
placed himself. As mentioned, Hanke describes this as, "the first cry for justice in 
America. "7° Carro believed, " ... the voice of P. Montesinos, in 1511, was not an isolated 
voice, the product of overactive zeal, without a theological-juridical base, and critical of 
his country." Through his questions which thundered out at the hearers, "We see 
reflected the total Thomistic theological-juridical tradition, we view the origin of human 
rights, and the origin of international law, we see the first antecedents of the New Laws of 
the Indies, which became fleshed out through the teaching of the theologians. "71 
Gutierrez wrote, "Ma:ny of the burning questions that would be debated over the next 
half-century and more are present in seed here. "72 The initial results of the message, 
however, were not as impressive. Las Casas reports that the reaction among the hearers 
was mixed, "some with astonishment, some quite out of their senses, some hardened in 
their attitudes, and some feeling sorry," but significantly in view of his experience, he 
concluded, "but no one, as I understand it, was converted."73 
Meeting with the Governor, the Christians did not debate the significance of the 
sermon, the questions raised, nor even the manner of delivery, but rather they viewed 
Montesino as preaching treason. According to the colonists, many of whom were in the 
employ of the Crown, he preached against the lordship of the King in the Indies, as he 
questioned the monarch's right to give away his possessions. Daniel Castro added an 
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interesting interpretation to this, "The colonists failed, or refused, to recognize that 
Montesinos was not challenging their right to receive tribute from the Indians, nor their 
right to exploit them rationally, nor was he challenging the king's sovereignty." Thus the 
Spanish usufruct of the land and the inhabitants wa~ not at issue, but , "What he was 
questioning was the right which the Spanish had arrogated to themselves to treat the 
Indians as disposable instruments of work, lesser beings, unworthy of the respect that 
even the animals deserved."74 
Certainly this is true as far as it goes. This interpretation, however, failed to take 
into account the spiritual emphasis of the priests. The thrust of Montesino' s sermon is 
evangelism and the need for the colonists to demonstrate the Gospel by their actions to 
the natives. The result of the mistreatment of the natives was their consequent death, both 
physically and spiritually. This death was the result of the greed, avarice, and lack of 
love on the part of the colonists, and one which occurred without the Indians having had 
the opportunity to hear and witness the Gospel. The Christians ( and presumably the 
Franciscans who had been on the island since 1502) were providing no opportunity for 
training in spiritual matters and neglecting this responsibility. In fact, they were negative 
examples because of their mistreatment. Evangelism was the rationale for their presence 
(Alexander's Donation), and it became the focus of the Dominicans. The fact that they 
announced that the Spanish were in mortal sin because of their lack of concern for the 
natives attested to the theological foundation of their protest. They were, therefore, not 
only concerned with the treatment and use of the Indians but also their mortal souls. 
Their physical death was the result and not the cause of the Spanish failure in evangelism 
and Christian concern. Without emphasizing the theological nature of the Dominican's 
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message, they became simply political reformers, traitors to the Crown as charged by the 
offended officials, and, perhaps worst of all, guilty of hypocrisy to their Order and to their 
faith. Above all, their desire was to include the Indian in the ·church. At the same time, 
through their example and works; the Spaniards the:1Ilselves would demonstrate they were 
a part of the Church. Gutierrez stated, "This evangelical perspective, it seems to tis, is the 
key to an understanding of the Dominican's mighty challenge."75 
After discussion among themselves, the offended Christians decided to go to the 
Dominican vicar, Pedro de Cordoba, and register their protest. Upon arriving at the 
convent and being met by Cordoba, the Governor and his group demanded to speak with 
Montesino. When they settled down, and as Las Casas reported, "tempered the anger 
with which they arrivedt Montesino spoke with them. They demanded to know how he 
could preach against the fact that the King awarded them the Indians and that they had 
been won by much fighting. If he did not retract his words, they would go to his 
superiors. Montesino replied that the reason he had preached this "new doctrine," as 
they called it, was for their own benefit. This message was the product of the collective 
thought and feeling of all of the four Dominicans. " ... They had decided to preach the 
truth of the Gospel because it was necessary for the salvation of all the Spaniards as well 
as the Indians of this island. They had seen so many perish without any more care than if 
they were beasts of the field. "76 Without the preaching and living out of the Gospel 
message both Spaniards and natives were perishing without salvation; the Indian because 
they had not heard the message, the Spaniards because they did not live it. His 
admonition to repent, however, fell upon deaf ears. If they were to obey the message of 
the preaching they would have had to give up the native labor by which they acquired 
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their gold. This they apparently were incapable of doing. The colonists left when the 
Dominicans agreed to reconsider the message. 
The next Sunday the church was again full as they believed they would hear a 
retraction by a repentant priest. They heard no sue~ thing. Montesino repeated what he 
preached the previous Sunday, "In no way can a Spaniard save his soul ifhe remained in 
that state of oppressing and mistreating those people. The friars would no longer confess 
them."77 Needless to say, these words did not impress or convert the colonists, who again 
left grumbling and determined to do something about these Dominicans. 
Years later, in a reflective moment , when remembering arid retelling this event, 
Las Casas identified himself, not with the Dominicans, but with the colonists who were 
blinded by their own greed and ambition. "It is a dangerous thing, and worthy of many 
tears, when persons are caught up in sin. This is·especially.so when they have improved 
themselves at the expense of defrauding others." The penitent priest had at one time 
advanced on the back of others. Recalling his own epiphany, and the change that was 
worked in his life at that moment, he added, " ... it is difficult for them to change by 
human actions alone. God must do a great miracle. "78 At the center of his thoughts and 
words was always the one moment in which he received his sight and changed the course 
of his life. 
Preaching by itself is necessary and good. Individuals must hear the message. 
Their consciences must be pricked and evil spoken of because, "hearing reprimands from 
the pulpit is an abomination. Silence convinces people that God is not looking, and 
divine law revoked just because preachers do not mention it."79 Las Casas was one of the 
men that Montesino was speaking against. Hearing about this sermon, perhaps reading it 
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verbatim, as well as the previously mentioned encounter with the Dominican who refused 
him absolution, all had their impact upon the clerigo-encomendero. These were all 
milestones in his life. Yet more than two years would pass before it would all make 
sense. Certainly these events, plus what he saw during the pacification process in Cuba 
all had an effect. The defining moment, however, when the "blindness left his eyes" was 
the miraculous work of God. 
News ofMotesino's message spread quickly to Spain and to his superior in the 
Order, Antonio de Loaysa, the Dominican provincial. He wrote to the friars on 
Hispaniola that, "Members of the King's Council ... determined that you should return 
to Spain, because of certain ideas that one of you preached in detriment of our religion .. 
. as a result of this the whole of the Indies is about to revolt, and none of you, or any other 
Christian, can·remain there." Loaysa, without the benefit of hearing from his own 
pastors, continued his admonition stressing that, "I order all, especially each and 
everyone of you, in virtute Sane ti Spiritus ... not to preach about this matter. "80 In 
another letter, dated 16 March 1512, Loaysa again expressed concern about, "news I have 
received which has caused me much grief." He then expressed·complete surprise that, 
"You would consent to the preaching such things as to be an impediment to our desired 
end ... the conversion .of the infidels to the faith of Christ and to care for those souls 
entrusted to you." In order to better do this, he forbade them to again preach such 
scandalous material. 81 
Because this challenge not only affected the preaching of the Gospel but also 
challenged royal authority, King Ferdinand wrote to Diego Columbus and enclosed a 
warning to the Dominicans. 
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I myself saw the sermon that you say a Dominican friar, Fray Antonio 
Montesino, delivered. Although he has always preached in a scandalous 
manner, this really surprised me because he did not have theological, 
canonical, or legal foundations to preach this, according to my experts. I 
also believe this because the Queen, my wife, sent a letter ordering the 
Indians to serve the Christians as they are now doing ... and in view of 
the Donation which the holy Pope Alexander VI, granted us of all the 
islands and mainlands discovered ... I· order you ... to speak with them in 
the most sincere manner possible ... and have them agree that neither they 
[Montesino or Cordoba] nor anyone else in their Order will discuss this 
matter, nor any other similar matters, either from the pulpit or in public, 
not even in secret, except to explain that they held these opinions because 
they were uninformed of the rights we have to these lands and to have the 
Indians serve, not only as they now do, but to have them serve even more; 
let them [the Dominicans] remain on that island that they may bear more 
fruit for our faith; but if by chance they continue in their negative ways ... 
send them here to their Superior on the first available boat, so they can be 
punished accordingly. This must be done with utmost diligence, because 
each hour they remain on the island, holding these destructive beliefs, they 
will cause harm to everything over there. 82 
Ferdinand had made his choice and sided with the colonists in this dispute with 
the religious reformers. Unlike the more pious Isabella, he seemed to have been more 
influenced by the acquisition of wealth than the saving of souls. As Spain had been in the 
Indies now only twenty years, neither the colonies nor their inhabitants were of particular 
interest to the monarch as long as things went smoothly and the revenue continued. 
These possessions were of such minor importance that two key individuals, Bishop Juan 
de Fonseca, the King's main advisor to the Indies, and Lope de Conchillos, Ferdinand's 
Secretary, handled all the affairs for this region.83 Perhaps it is not surprising that in the 
distribution oflndians, they received the largest share. The King received 1430, Fonseca 
obtained 244, and Lope de Conchillos, 264. Other colonists who were close advisors to 
the king also received an equally large repartimiento. The call to eliminate the system 
which divided the land and natives among the Spaniards and make subsequent restitution 
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to the natives therefore met strong opposition among powerful forces. 84 
For his part, Las Casas initially explained the actions of the monarch in his typical 
fashion, by blaming the apparent disinterest and lack of support for the reformist cause, 
not on greed or lack of concern, but on bad counsel. We shall notice how in the course of 
his life and writings, Las Casas became ever more confrontational and direct in his 
challenge to the reigning monarch. After the letters which rebuked Montesino and 
demonstrated the lack of support for the Dominicans in the Indies, Las Casas attributed 
this royal response to poor advice. "You see how easy it is to deceive Kings, how 
destructive to the kingdom to listen to poor advice, and how oppression rules where truth 
is silent." Las Casas also gave a further rationale for the ruler's behavior "He was old 
and tired. "85 
The behavior of the Franciscans in this early controversy puzzled many, including 
Las Casas. They arrived in the New World with Ovando in 1502, under the leadership of 
the virtuous and pious Alonso de Espinal. Initially, they established convents and were 
somewhat successful at evangelization. Resistance by the colonists, however, caused 
them to change their focus, and now the Order emphasized the education of the sons of 
the local nobility.86 Their attitude seemed to be, and there is very little evidence 
concerning their activities, that the destruction of the Indians was some sort of divine 
retribution for idolatry. 87 
Las Casas characterizes their leader, Espinal, as being somewhat limited in 
knowledge, though well-meaning. The colonists chose him to represent their cause in 
Spain, and he went, "Unaware that they were sending him to further the cause of 
servitude and captivity in which millions of innocents had died, not one was saved from 
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extinction."88 The Franciscans were also unaware, according to the former encomendero, 
that they were guilty of mortal sin and under compulsion-to make amends for their 
activity. Apparently the friar did not know exactly .what was ·happening since Indians 
were allotted to those who provided materially for ~e Franciscans and did not work 
directly for the Order. Therefore, the Franciscans were not directly involved in their 
exploitation. Las Casas explained his behavior, "I believe his simplicity and ignorance 
are the blame for his actions. I do not, even for a moment, doubt his goodness. We knew 
each other well. "89 
The Laws of Burgos 
The King decided to call for a meeting to resolve the issues now broiling in the 
Indies. The colonists sent the well provisioned Franciscan friar Espinal to Spain to 
represent their interests. The Dominicans sent their best preacher, Montesino. The actual 
meeting itself is described by Las Casas in some detail and with characteristic sarcasm 
(for example, he describes the entry of Espinal into the court, "and the king received him 
as ifhe were the angel Saint Michael just sent from God").90 The result of these meetings 
was the enactment of the Laws of Burgos, promulgated 27 December, 1512.91 
These laws were explicitly intended to define the responsibilities of the 
encomenderos, yet in reality they articulated the condition of the Indies as they actually 
existed. Most importantly, they provided no method of enforcement for the violation of 
the mandates. In other words, these directives were another case of royal direction 
without any real teeth to assure their completion. Compliance with the provisions of 
these laws was left in the hands of the very ones they were designed to limit. Gibson 
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summarizes the result" ... the Laws of Burgos are of interest for what they tell us of the 
existing state of the colony and the royal attitudes, for it should not be supposed that the 
meliorative provisions were ever enforced or obeyed."92 
A study of the text of the Laws of Burgos in.dicates that in many ways they were a 
reaffirmation of the cedula issued by the Queen on 20 December 1503, which formed the 
initial legal basis for the encomienda. The prologue to the Laws of Burgos began with 
the assurance that the chief end and goal of the Queen was to see the natives come to a 
knowledge of the Catholic faith. Following this explanation, the document sought to 
explain how evangelism could best be accomplished while reaffirming the servile and 
inferior nature of the Amerindians. 
Whereas, it has become evident through long experience that nothing has 
sufficed to bring the said chiefs and Indians to a knowledge of our Faith 
(necessary for their salvation), since by nature they are inclined to idleness 
and vice and have no manner of virtue or doctrine(by which our Lord is 
disserved), and that the principal obstacle in the way of'correcting their 
vices and having them profit by and impressing them with a doctrine is 
that their dwellings are remote from the settlements of the Spaniards 
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Fray Bartolome, writing over forty years after the passage of these laws, criticized 
them severely. At this point he recognized they had the effect of legally justifying the 
destruction of the natives. "These laws, some thirty in number, some, actually the 
majority, were wicked, cruel, tyrannical, and contrary to natural law, and which no 
reason, argument, or fiction may in any manner excuse. Others were impossible [to 
observe], irrational, and worse than barbaric." Continuing his theme of excusing the 
monarchy for these poor decisions, he added, "These were not the laws of the King."94 
This condemnation of the system, however, was not new. This same theme is 
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recurrent in the writings of Las Casas from the beginning. One of the most significant 
aspects of the life of Las Casas is that his message did not change over the years. In his 
first written denouncement of the system in 1516, Bartolome wrote, "There are twelve 
causes for this destruction [ of the Indian] which ha"'.e occurred since the beginning, which 
can be reduced to two: ... too much work due to the greed of the Spanish, and poor 
treatment .... "95 In another Memorial of the same year, he wrote, "The reason the 
Indians died and continue to die is mainly because of the system of giving them to 
individuals."96 This principal reason then leads to the other ways that they are killed, 
especially forcing them to live apart from their home in villages created by the Spanish. 
From the beginning, Las Casas condemned the idea of placing the natives in close 
proximity to the Spaniards, either for conversion or service. He saw the problem inherent 
in this situation from the beginning. 
According to the Crown, the main problem for the effective spreading of the 
Gospel to the native was their lack of proximity to the colonists. The Christians again 
used evangelism as the pretext for placing the natives in reducciones. Las Casas 
constantly rejected this idea, not only as poor evangelism, as already noted, but also as 
poor economics. The moving of the Indians resulted in their death. "This has been the 
general infallible rule, that in moving these people from where they were born and reared 
to another location, even if only a short distance, cause their sickness; there are few who 
escaped death because of this. "97 Thus, the bringing of Indians to live in close proximity 
to the Spanish caused their destruction. Eventually this action would destroy the labor 
supply. The practical Las Casas not only used spiritual but also economic reasons in his 
arguments. 
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The Laws of Burgos served to strengthen further the legal claim of the 
encomenderos to the use of their "property" and frustrated the Dominicans, who sought 
real reform in the system. Although the laws contained some provisions for the better 
treatment of the Indians, such as the Spanish should no longer physically or verbally 
insult the natives, or call them "dogs,' and provide hammocks for them to sleep in, they 
failed to stop the destruction of the Amerindian. Basically, however, conditions remained 
the same.98 
Slowly the events of his life began to influence the priest. Las Casas reflected 
upon what he had seen and heard. The sermons of the Dominicans rang in his ears, and 
the injustices he saw convinced him of the veracity of their condemnation. The supposed 
"reforms" had accomplished nothing. The reality of what he saw, as well as his own 
actions, failed.to coincide with the Christianity he professed. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Darkness Turns to Light ( 1514-1516) 
The conversion of a soul is the miracle of a moment 
The manufacture of a saint is the work of a lifetime. 1 
It is within the context of these events that the defining moment in the life of 
Bartolome de Las Casas took place. All his previous life experiences were prologue and 
all significant future events pointed back to this event. To this moment he constantly 
referred in both his writing and preaching. At this moment in his life he recognized and 
accepted the call on his life. This chapter will examine the specific events surrounding 
this experience and its immediate results. After this epiphany, Las Casas repented of his 
former way of life and began to attack the system of which he had been a part. 
Scholars generally refer to this moment as his "first conversion" to distinguish it 
from his decision to enter the Dominican Order in 1522, his "second conversion." 
Gutierrez writes that Las Casas himself never referred to this event as a "conversion." 
Yet Las Casas will make reference to his decision to ·enter the Dominican Order 
specifically as a "conversion." According to Gutierrez, "Consequently we may refer to 
the event of 1514 as a prophetic call, which will only become stronger and deeper in the 
years to come."2 This event took place just prior to Pentecost, 1514, in Cuba.3 Because 
of the significance of these events to the life and ministry of Las Casas, we shall examine 
them in some detail. Initially, however, we shall define the process of conversion. 
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Psychologists have defined conversion as a "reorientation" of self. In most general 
terms, one self, or identity, was replaced by another.4 There can be religious 
conversions as well as those which have nothing to do with religion. Those who study 
this process agree upon four major criteria in a definition of conversion: 
First, conversion is a profound change in self. Second, this change is not 
simply a matter of maturation, but most typically is identified with a 
decision, sudden or gradual, to accept another perspective within which 
the new self is to be identified. Third, this change in self constitutes a 
change in the entire mode of one's life--a new centering of concern, 
interest, and action. Fourth, and finally, this new change is seen as 
'higher' or as an emancipation from a previous dilemma or less valuable 
life.5 
The experience of Las Casas certainly fit this definition. · He changed his entire 
"self' for another and committed himself to this new way of life. This change was most 
definitely a sudden conversion, though events did precede and assist in bringing it about. 
There are basically two types of conversion. The sudden conversion occurs.when 
the person feels himself in the grip of forces beyond his control. Often this experience 
presents itself in a moment of crisis, to which the person surrenders himself, and tends to 
accompany feelings of guilt or unworthiness. Gradual conversion, however, is more 
subtle. This type of experience is generally the product of an actual search for answers. 
The process is also more cognitive and includes a gradual acceptance of the new life over 
the old, with no clearly defined moment of change.6 Clearly, Las Casas most closely fits 
into the former category, although this does not seem to account for the myriad of events 
that led to the moment of decision. 
Leon Salzman, M.D. and Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, emphasized the process 
which preceded the conversion experience. His view is that: 
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Most change--possibly all--is gradual in its development but, since it 
culminates in a specific moment of alteration, may seem to the observer to 
be an instantaneous, unexplained, mysterious event. However, in every 
case, there has been an incubation or preparation, with greater or lesser 
struggle, and then a final triggering or precipitating event or confluence of 
events which produces the sudden, dramatic, and obvious change. Where 
a profound change in philosophy, ideology, or ethics occurs, the hidden 
but encompassing struggle is particularly significant. Thus, conversion 
cannot be regarded as a sudden or dramatic event .... 7 
This dissertation contends.that the experiences in the life of Las Casas before his 
conversion, especially those narrated in the first chapter, had a definite effect upon his 
mind and being. Otherwise, he would not have recalled them forty years later in writing 
about his life. Despite this time of "incubation or preparation," however, there was also a 
definite moment of conversion. At this moment he received a commission or calling, or 
what Henry James might caH a "twice born" experience. James explained that some 
"melancholy temperaments" are literally compelled by a crisis situation to accept or to 
realize a faith in an instant. 8 
Las Casas did face a crisis; what he saw and experienced did not coincide with 
his faith. Either his faith must not be valid or he had to align his practice with its tenets. 
Thus, the crisis was brought on by the reading of Scripture and consequent confrontation 
between the clearly directive nature of the Word of God and the actions of one who 
claimed to believe, practice, and even teach this faith. In response to this crisis, Las 
Casas did the only logical thing. He repented and changed his way of life to conform to 
his beliefs. 
At this time, the future Dominican was not only an encomendero, as we have 
discussed, but also a priest. As such he was responsible for the celebration of Mass on 
the upcoming Pentecost Sunday. While studying a text and some previous sermons in 
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preparation for this service, he began to reflect upon those events in his life that 
contradicted the message in the sermon he was about to preach. Those experiences 
began to weigh on his conscience. Through reflection, prayer, and meditation, he realized 
what he personally had done, the evils of the system in which he was involved, and what 
he must now do. His firsthand account of these events written many years later explain 
his thoughts. He appeared to be brutally honest in both his self praise and condemnation. 
As usual, he wrote about himself in the third person. 
Diego Velasquez and the group of Spaniards with him left the port 
of Xagua to go and found a settlement of Spaniards in the province, where 
they established the town called Sancti Espiritus. Apart from Bartolome 
de Las Casas, there was not a single cleric or friar on the whole island, 
except for one in the town of Baracoa. The feast of Pentecost was coming 
up. So he agreed to leave his home on the Arimao River (accent on the 
penult) a league from Xagua where his holdings were and go and say mass 
for them and preach to them: on that feast. Las Casas looked over the 
previous sermons he had preached on that feast and his other sermons for 
that season. He began to meditate on some passages of Sacred Scripture. 
If my memory serves me, the first and most important was from 
Ecclesiasticus 34: 18 ff.: 
Unclean is the offering sacrificed by an oppressor. [Such] 
mockeries of the unjust are not pleasing [to God]. The Lord is pleased 
only by those who keep to the way of truth and justice. The Most High 
does not accept the gifts of unjust people, He does not look well upon their 
offerings. Their sins will not be expiated by repeat-sacrifices. The one 
whose sacrifice comes from the goods of the poor is like one who kills his 
neighbor. The one who sheds blood and the one who defrauds the laborer 
are kin and kind. 
He began to reflect on the misery, the forced labor the Indians had 
to undergo. He was helped in this by what he had heard and experienced 
on the island of Hispaniola, by what the Dominicans preached continually 
--no one could, in good conscience, hold the Indians in encomienda, and 
those friars would not confess and absolve any who so held them--a 
preaching Las Casas had refused to accept. ... 
He spent some days thinking about the situation, each day getting surer 
and surer from what he read concerning what was legal and what was 
actual, measuring the one by the other, until he came to the same truth by 
himself. Everything in these Indies that was done to the Indians was 
tyrannical and unjust. Everything he read to firm up his judgment he 
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found favorable, and he used to say strongly that from the very moment he 
began to dispel the darkness of that ignorance, he never read a book in 
Latin or Spanish--a countless number over the span of forty-two 
years--where he did not find some argument or authority to prove or 
support the justice of those Indian peoples, and to coridemn the injustices 
done to them. 9 
A thoughtful reading of this passage indicates that Las Casas' s conversion 
resulted from his belief that one can be touched or reached by God while reading 
Scripture. Meditation was the catalyst that caused him to reflect upon his life and actions. 
He now recognized his need for change for him to be acceptable to God. He then filtered 
the attitudes and actions of his life through the prism of these biblical passages. 
Bartolome wrote that after "meditating upon some passages of Sacred Scripture," 
especially the apocryphal book, Ecclesiasticus, he began to apply the Word of God to the 
situations he experienced. He applied his theology to the practical and saw a paradox. 
There existed an inconsistency in the direction he received from the Scripture, and . 
therefore what he must preach as a priest. His actions must then align with his preaching. 
As mentioned previously, Las Casas saw the ethical dichotomy and inconsistency 
between his beliefs and his actions and could no longer live in two worlds--the world of 
the encomendero, who made his living from the backs of the poor, and the clerigo, whose 
offering he now viewed as unacceptable to God because of its uncleanness. He was no 
longer among the "just," but now must, according to the definition given in 
Ecclesiasticus, place himself among the "unjust," or those not pleasing to God. Not only 
was his life not pleasing to God, but also there could be no expiation, no sacrifice, no way 
to make this sin all right with God if he continued in it. The Dominican who refused him 
absolution, and therefore declared him to be in mortal sin was right. It was as if the 
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Scripture held a mirror to his face and showed him how he looked to God. The picture 
was not pretty. God equated this encomendero, despite :the fact he was a benevolent one, 
with "one who kills his neighbor." Murder was a mortal sin,· and the one who practiced it 
could not expect to live in the pre·sence of God foreyer more. This was his fate, according 
to the Scripture he encountered, ifhe did not repent and change his life. 
This realization applied not only to himself but also to all those engaged in this 
practice. If he, being a good encomendero, could not achieve salvation by continuing in 
this practice, how much more difficult must it be for those who were really evil. He 
realized that the system itself bred the conditions which led to death for all those engaged 
in it. The Indian was condemned to eternal separation from God, because he would not 
hear the message from the Spaniard who treated him so brutally. The Spaniard 
(Christian) likewise was condemned because of his refusal to repent from the mortal sin 
in which he was engaged. Death, both physical, and most importantly spiritual, was the 
natural result of this injustice. 10 Once armed with the truth in his own life, the priest, and 
increasingly the mouthpiece of God, or prophet, then became concerned for the others 
who were likewise damned. All of the experiences over the past twelve years returned to 
his memory, and he knew he had to make a change in his manner of life. Injustice in 
one's own life must first be eliminated before preaching and attempting to bring justice to 
others. Scholars, however, differ over the nature of his conversion. 
Anthony Pagden views Las Casas' s own account of his conversion as an attempt 
to make his experience analogous to that of Saint Paul on the Road to Damascus. Paul's 
conversion came as a result of a direct encounter with a divine presence, that of Las Casas 
came through confrontation with a text. Pagden calls this experience ''the bestowal of a 
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power to understand through experience." It was the text of Ecclesiasticus, not the divine 
encounter which, "led directly back to, and gave meaning to, the.sufferings of the Indians 
to which he had been a hitherto unreflective witness." It was the text then that "made 
sense of what he had seen, but what his blinded eyes had never allowed him to 'witness' 
for years."11 The combination of the appeal to the canon of the text, as well as his own 
experience, "hecho y Derecho, or, facts and the Law, ius et factum," the coupling of 
authority and experience, is what characterized his work from then on. 12 
Certainly Pagden is correct in emphasizing the significance of the Scripture, 
Church Fathers, and experience in Las Casas's work. In his response to John Major, for 
example, Las Casas wrote nearly forty years after his experience with Scripture, "Away 
then with John Major and his dreams! He knows neither the law nor thefacts."13 Yet, 
within the process of conversion itself, Pagden has minimized the response of Las Casas. 
He had to choose to respond to the message, repent of his former life, and submit himself 
to the Word. Others read the same words, heard the sermons, and saw the destruction, 
but refused to change. God called, but Bartolome responded. The fact that he recognized 
and changed in the face of the crisis that the Scripture presented is what distinguishes Las 
Casas. His positive response to this event directed and provided the impetus for the rest 
of his life. 
Gimenez Fernandez specifically calls the experience of Las Casas his "road to 
Damascus."14 By this he implies that Las Casas experienced a dramatic and sudden 
conversion like Saint Paul when he actually encountered the Lord on the road to 
Damascus (Acts 22). D. Ramos Perez, however contradicts this position. He emphasizes 
that this experience took place over a period of time, "from days before Pentecost until 
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the celebration of the Assumption, that is the length of four months." Therefore, it was 
not a sudden, dramatic conversion. He also writes that Las Casas specifically wrote the 
account to make it seem like a "supernatural calling."15 Ramos then places the event in a 
political context. He views the decline of the influence and power of the followers of 
Diego Columbus, coupled with the arrival of Alburquerque, who would redistribute the 
allotments oflndians, as the precipitating factors. It is unclear ifhe believes that the 
priest would lose his encomienda as the result of this change, and therefore preemptively 
gave them up, or did so as a result of conscience, or even fear for his reputation. 16 
This is a different interpretation from that of Juan Friede, who also emphasizes 
the political nature of Las Casas' s conversion, but from a different perspective. He posits 
that Las Casas viewed the ineffectiveness of legislation passed to safeguard the Indian, 
but which had·no effect in preventing their destruction. He then worked to change this 
fact. He could not remain, after viewing this, simply a theologian or jurist, but, "It was 
this conviction that converted him from a preacher into a man of action--essentially a 
political man." Friede characterizes Las Casas as the "head of a political movement and 
the organizer of an activist party--the only pro-Indian party in Spain and America that 
exerted a strong influence on the Latin American reality."17 This movement wrestled 
with the colonial powers, but eventually lost the contest. Thus, Friede's conclusion is 
different from that of Ramos in that the latter interpreted the political context as forcing 
the conversion. The former viewed the conversion as involving the priest in the political 
scene. Both of these positions have merit and are based on fact, yet they leave out the 
spiritual and theological positions that were dominant. 
Although historical context is important, Gutierrez is correct when he writes, 
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"Ramos is clearly on solid ground when he underscores the processual nature of this 
enlightenment of Las Casas's conscience. But he is less so when it comes to the cleric's 
motivations for changing his position .... "18 Gutierrez also inakes the point that Ramos 
fails to discuss why Las Casas and the Dominicans .criticized the laws dealing with the 
institution itself and not merely the administration of the system. Clearly, the experience 
ofthe priest was a spiritual one and not one tied to political machinations. Certainly, Las 
Casas used political influence to attempt to change policy, as culminated in the New 
Laws of 1542, but his goal was conversion of the pagans, not political power. How else 
can one explain the total dedication of the rest of his life to this cause? If politically 
motivated, would he not have given up after the realignment of power in 1514? 
Although Las Casas was friendly with the Columbus family, he also criticized 
Christopher for his role in beginning the enslavement and mistreatment of the Indians and 
viewed his motivation as more serving the Crown than God. Thus, the poor treatment of 
Columbus in his final days was divine retribution for this attitude. 19 
In regard to the motivation of Las Casas, this work agrees with Anton Peter who 
writes, "The complete work of Las Casas shows evidence that the first and last intentions 
of the author is the evangelization of the Indians. "20 Without a doubt, this aspect of his 
life is true. His thoughts were always for the care and protection of the native, but to the 
end of bringing them into the Church. To attain this goal he was practical enough to 
know that he needed to use the political system as best as he could. Yet, as we have seen, 
evangelism was precisely the main point of his life. Peter then makes the connection 
I 
between this motivation and his desire to change the social system to make their entry 
into the Church easier and more possible. He viewed the essence of lascasian theology as 
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comprising a "double conversion." "On one side is the religious conversion which is 
defined as the free acceptance of the Christian faith on the part of the unbeliever." Peter 
takes this a step further, "On the other hand and as a result of this religious conversion, 
which is also a real and authentic conversion, is. the.renunciation of the systematic 
practice of oppression, by those who are responsible to bring the Good News to the 
unbelievers." This second aspect is called "social conversio.n."21 
It is necessary here to make a brief theological distinction between "conversion" 
of those who are unbelievers, an action that leads to salvation, and the "conversion" of 
Christians that also implies salvation. Las Casas continually sought to evangelize, to 
bring the Good News, the Gospel, the message of Christ, to the Indian. Indeed, this was 
the primary justification for the Spanish presence in the New World, as already 
mentioned many times. At the heart of this theology is Las Casas's conviction, based 
upon sound biblical foundation, that God has chosen persons from every nation to come 
to a knowledge of Christ. This is the conversion of the unbeliever. He wrote: 
It was due to the will and work of Christ, the head of the Church, that 
God's chosen should be called should be culled from every race, every 
tribe, every language, every comer of the world. Thus, no race, no nation 
· on this entire globe would be left totally untouched by the free gift of 
divine grace. Some among them, be they few or many, are to be taken into 
eternal life. We must hold this to be true also of our Indian nations.22 
Of course, if they were chosen to receive the Gospel, that presupposes they were 
rational beings, made in the image and likeness of God, and therefore capable of 
accepting the sacrifice of Christ. This is not trying to impose twentieth-century 
Protestant theology on Las Casas. His goal was not just to "get them saved" but baptized 
and into the Catholic Church. The view of the Church in the sixteenth-century followed 
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that of Cyprian "outside the Church there is no salvation. "23 This position was refined by 
Aquinas, who asserted that to be saved, one needed to believe in the Incarnation, the 
Redemption, and the Trinity. Las Casas, and the Salamancari School, recognized the 
uniqueness of the Indies, the discovery of which certainly upset the scheme of their 
previously nicely configured world. Their beliefs as to whether the Indians were saved or 
not before they heard the Gospel need not concern us here .. Las Casas, specifically 
stating his views concerning predestination, wrote in the Prologue to his Historia that 
God had chosen some from all nations for salvation. Although all are called, Christ's 
atonement was unlimited, God alone knows those whom He has chosen. No person or 
theology can exclude them from God's Kingdom. The responsibility of the Church is to 
bring the message; the results are in God's hands.24 But what of the Christian Spaniards? 
Las Casas was very much concerned with what Gutierrez calls "the salvation of 
the faithful."25 In a letter to the then-confessor to Emperor Charles V, Father Bartolome 
Carranza, he wrote that it was deceitful to think that the encomiendas and repartimientos 
were established for the teaching of doctrine to the Indians. By this point in his life he 
had come to this realization. He was sure that the "worldly laymen who came in those 
days were vicious idiots," and they needed salvation as much as the Indians who had 
never heard of idols or other vices that might prevent them from receiving the Gospel. 
They certainly were incapable of teaching the natives anything about Christianity.26 In 
another letter to the Bishop of Charcas, Las Casas wrote that those individuals who die in 
a state of not having been absolved of their sins (like he was before his conversion) and 
not repenting and making restitution, were damned. He wrote that "[the encomenderos] 
will go to hell along with their confessors, and the bishops who appointed them."27 Thus, 
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not only the ignorant infidel but also the Christian who was not living according to the 
standards of the Gospel were unable to receive salvation .. Some speak of Las Casas's 
"conversion" from the perspective of his being a member of the Church, a Christian, but 
not living according to the tenets of the Gospel. Therefore, he was living a life 
indistinguishable from that of a pagan. What he then was "converted" to was to a man 
who repented of his sins, received absolution, and was now at peace with God. Thus, 
though nominally a Christian, he was living a lie. He was like those mentioned in Saint 
Matthew's Gospel, who cry out "Lord, Lord," but were not permitted into the Kingdom 
because they failed to do the will of the Father (Matt. 7: 21).28 Let us now return to the 
discussion about Anton Peter's views on conversion . 
. After discussing the two types of conversion, personal and social, Peter then 
makes the transition from Las.Casas to the "Liberation Theology" of today. He believes 
that Las Casas and his social conversion are applicable to the present theology and 
practice. Reflecting the theological ideas of Gutierrez, he asks, "How can we announce 
the God oflove in the midst of the reality of Latin America? How do you make the poor 
and oppressed, whose human dignity and self worth is systematically destroyed, 
understand that God loves them?" His answer, and here he compares this theology with 
that of Las Casas, is that the Church must identify itself physically and spiritually with 
the poor. The Church, like Las Casas, must become a visible sign of the unconditional 
love of Christ. There must be a "hermeneutical conversion," that is, the Scripture must 
be viewed from the perspective of the poor. This interpretation will result in an 
"epistemological rupture," in which the previous manner of daily practice evolving out of 
doctrine is converted to the praxis of justifying practice by finding scriptural support.29 It, 
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therefore, turns the previous manner of "doing theology" around, placing practice above 
dogma. 
Peter and his mentor Gutierrez view the Gospel from the eyes of the poor. 
Indeed, Gutierrez makes the statement that the "poor are preferred by God. "30 The 
concern of both Peter and Gutierrez, like that of Las Casas, is to bring the Gospel to the 
poor of the world, specifically those Indians in Peru. They work in that context and 
reflect that perspective. Peter emphasizes that the poor are the location where Christ 
meets the individual and this therefore is a privileged position to be in.31 Although it is 
not the intent of this dissertation to criticize the doctrines of Liberation Theology, which 
reflects a specific theology relatively new to Christian tradition, orthodox teaching 
emphasizes that Christ does not favor one class of persons over the other. The wealthy 
can also be moved to compassion and encounter Christ. What Las Casas, and traditional 
orthodox Christianity emphasize, is the fact that justice is more valuable than gold. Too 
often the pursuit of wealth becomes a stumbling block for those who should be searching 
after justice. It is the love of money, not money itself, which is the root of all sorts of evil 
(1 Tim. 6: 10). The desire for wealth, not the wealth itself, was what fundamentally 
destroyed the Indians. As Bartolome wrote, "Christ did not come into the world to die 
for gold, but to suffer for persons, so that they may be saved."32 The Scripture does make 
it clear that it is easier for the poor to come to know God, but their poverty does not 
somehow make them more privileged. They may have fewer distractions and more 
readily recognize their spiritual need as a result of their material need. The responsibility 
of the rich is to care for the poor. They therefore have a greater responsibility. Peter is 
accurate in his assessment that good deeds must follow salvation. Justice must 
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accompany the Gospel. These are the two faces of Christianity; salvation by means of the 
Gospel, and then reforming or transforming society through deeds of justice and ending 
of oppression. Yet, this does not somehow place the poor in a privileged or preferred 
position relative to the Gospel. 
Gutierrez, like Ramos, views the change in Las Casas as a slow, gradual process 
rather than a "road to Damascus." Like Pagden, he recognized that revelation came as a 
result of the confrontation between the priest and the Scripture. "Scripture and reality are 
mutually illuminating. They reinforce one another, and this relationship produces Las 
Casas's transformation.•m This illumination then caused himto continue to read and 
study and recognize that all that had been done to the Indians was unjust. He did not 
radically change, according to Gutierrez, "from being a cruel encomendero, personally 
aggressive toward the Indians, into being their defender. His transformation is much 
more subtle. "34 What Las Casas now recognized is that he was a part of a corrupt system. 
The blindness to this fact is what left him. Henceforth he would be alert not only to the 
sins of commission, or those actions he personally did which were reprehensible, but also 
to the sins of omission. The latter involve not doing what one ought to do, either by 
feigning ignorance or looking the other way.35 He now recognized his responsibility to 
act and not passively enjoy a system that brought him benefits at the expense of others. 
The text was the catalyst for the crisis which brought these thoughts into focus; but the 
preceding events leading up to this specific moment were also part of the process. 
Although Gutierrez, and others who emphasize that many events led to his 
conversion were correct, so also was Perez F emandez who offered that, "Las Casas was 
a priest and at a certain, determined moment of his life (in 1514), after celebrating mass 
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for four years, his conscience awoke to the injustices the Spanish were committing with 
the Indians." As a result of this awakening of his mind at a specific moment, "He saw 
that he too was among these Spanish, totally void of Christian spirit, and decided to 
change this, beginning with himself, and then continue outward through his priestly 
ministry to do all he could to change the oppression of the Indian. "36 Despite having 
heard the sermons of the Dominicans, as well as having discussions with them, and 
viewing the destruction in the Indies for twelve years, Las Casas had an epiphany or 
encounter with God through the reading of Scripture. 
Daniel Castro, in an unpublished dissertation concerning Las Casas, does not 
agree with the view that Las Casas experienced an epiphany. He believes that this 
"irresistibly symbolic image" has done much to enhance the image of the priest as a 
solitary champion of Indian rights, when in reality he was just one of a group of 
reformers. Specifically concerning the conversion, he writes, "From all available 
evidence, his transformation was a rather slow process; it had taken twelve years from the 
time of his arrival on the island to that moment in 1514."37 As already noted, there were 
a number of significant events in the life of Las Casas that helped prepare the way for the 
sudden transformation. Yet, there was a defining moment, a point in time when it all 
made sense, when the weight of the enormity of the suffering and the past actions all 
collapsed upon the priest, and he realized his need to ask for forgiveness, change his 
attitude and actions towards the natives, and work toward the abolishment of the corrupt 
and exploitative system. 
Castro continues, "The deliberate manner in which he went about putting his 
material possessions in order after having made his decision belies the claim of a 
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miraculous transformation."38 Actually, it is the way he went about shedding the 
trappings of sin, that prove the "miraculous transformation," not belie it. Had he planned 
this out, he would have made the arrangements before announcing his intention to the 
governor. He would already have spoken with his partner, Renteria, and would not have 
had to wait for him to return before making his decision public. Also, perhaps he could 
have made specific arrangements for another Spaniard to take care of his Indians instead 
of just turning them over to Velazquez .. Simply because he then conducted his business 
affairs in a logical, rational, and consistent manner does not imply that something 
miraculous could not have happened. Had he just walked away from his responsibilities, 
the sudden nature of an authentic conversion would have been more suspect and the 
possibility of a purely emotional experience more logical. Las Casas explained his 
encounter with the Word of God: 
He then made decision to preach his conclusion, But since his holding 
Indians meant holding a contradiction of his own preaching, he determined 
to give them up so as to be free to condemn allotments, the whole system 
of forced labor, as unjust and tyrannical, and to hand the Indians back to 
Governor Diego Velasquez. They were better off under the padre's 
control, to be sure. He had treated them with greater respect, and would 
be even more respectful in the future. He knew that giving them up meant 
· they would be handed over to someone who would brutalize them, work 
them to death, as someone did ultimately. Granted, he would give them 
treatment as good as a father gives his children. Yet since he would 
preach that no one could in good conscience hold Indians, he could never 
escape people mocking back at him, 'You hold Indians nonetheless. Why 
not release them? You say holding them is tyranny!' So he decided to 
give them up completely.39 
This was the logical attempt by a man to live according to his convictions and 
discharge his responsibilities in an exemplary manner. He demonstrated his ethical 
consistency and self-righteous paternalism. There is no evidence here that this was not a 
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sudden, unexpected conversion, accompanied by a definite change in the direction of his 
life. 
Las Casas owned this allotment in partnership with art honest, pious man, Pedro 
de Renteria. He was away at the time on an expedition to buy pigs and corn to make their 
farm more profitable. Had the priest known beforehand about his conversion and planned 
this to happen, he never would have let his partner go on such an expedition. He did, 
however, go to the governor. "He stated that no one in that situation [as an 
encomendero] could be saved, and he stated he intended to preach this to escape the 
danger, and to do what his priesthood required. "40 Las Casas then gave the Indians back 
to the Governor but asked for the business to be confidential until Renteria returned. 
Notice that here again the priest is worried about the salvation of Christians who could 
die unabsolved if they continued living in mortal sin. 
As expected, this revelation shocked the governor who did what he could to 
change the padre's mind. What stunned Velazquez as much as anything was the fact that 
at this time the friar was not a member of the mendicant Order of Dominicans. 
Therefore, he was allowed to have wealth and property. Las Casas also had a growing 
reputation for being prosperous and even greedy. What happened that he should now 
suddenly give up the source of this growing wealth?· How did this miraculous, sudden, 
and unexpected change occur? His response was to give Las Casas two weeks to think 
his decision over. The response of the newly-enlightened priest was," ... ifl ever repent 
of the decision I broached to you, if I ever want to hold Indians again ... if you accept 
my plea to have them, even ifl wept blood, may God be the one to punish you severely, 
may God never forgive this sin."41 The affect of this decision and subsequent example 
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caused respect for Las Casas to grow on the island, and treatmenttoward some of the 
Indians improved. 
As Las Casas concluded this section, "Such an actiori [giving up his Indians] was 
considered then and always the consummate proof _that could demonstrate sanctity."42 
Las Casas knew that actions spoke for beliefs. He consistently berated those who said 
one thing and did another. He believed that setting free his Indians demonstrated the 
reality of his faith. This action was what made the conversion a reality and what 
ultimately saved his soul. Good works are an essential part of the Christian life. One 
cannot call himself a Christian and, at the same time, oppress.those weaker and less 
fortunate. Christian actions must proceed from Christian beliefs or it makes a mockery of 
the belief system and what Christ represented. The priest would preach against the 
ethical inconsistency of hypocrisy the rest of his life. Repentance for previous action 
implies both a change of attitude and action. Both changes were evident in the life of the 
priest from Seville. 43 Bartolome did not minimize the importance of a profession of faith 
or the sacraments, but he indicated that faith without works is useless (James 2: 20). 
There remained only for Las Casas to make his decision public to the rest of the 
Spaniards. In the Historia he wrote: 
The padre made the secret public the following way. He was preaching on 
the feast day of the Assumption of Our Lady44 in that place where he was 
[the town of Sancti Espiritus] mentioned earlier. He was explaining the 
contemplative and the active life, the theme of the gospel reading of the 
day, talking about the spiritual and temporal works of mercy. He had to 
make clear to his hearers their obligation to perform these works toward 
the native peoples they made use of so cruelly; he had to blame the 
merciless, negligent, mindless ways they lived off the natives. For which 
it struck him as the right moment to reveal the secret agreement he had set 
up with the governor. And he said, 'My Lord, I give you freedom to 
reveal to everyone concerning what we agree on in secret--! take that 
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freedom myself in order to reveal it to those here present.'. This said, he 
began to expose to them their own blindness, the injustices, the tyrannies, 
the cruelties they committed against such innocent, such gentle people. 
They could not save their souls, neither those who held Indians by 
allotment, nor the ones who handed them out. They were bound by 
obligation to make restitution. He himself, once he knew the danger of 
damnation in which he lived, had given up his Indians, had given up many 
other things connected with the holding of Indians. The congregation was 
stupefied, even fearful of what he said to them. Some felt compunction, 
others thought it a bad dream, hearing bizarre statements such as: No one 
could hold Indians in servitude without sinning. As if to say they could 
not make use of the beasts of the field! Unbelievable.45 
Thus did the newly-repentant Las Casas make public his decision and at the same 
time challenge his hearers to do the same. This specific action was the initial salvo in his 
attack upon the encomienda system and those involved in it. He made public the inward 
spiritual decision resulting from the epiphany. He chose to put into practice the dictates 
of his conscience and faith. As Isacio Perez writes, "This sermon culminates the 'first 
conversion'. This did not consist of passing from unbelief or impiety to a recognition and 
practice of religion, since he was already a priest, but a strong change of conscience." 
This change, then, is the "conversion" of the believer, or Christian. It is the recognition 
that practice must comply with belief, that one must demonstrate by outward actions what 
one holds as inner convictions. It involves both a change in one's attitude and actions 
about a matter of conscience. Perez continues," ... a recognition of the responsibility 
Christians have to care for their neighbors, in this case the Indians, and the decision that 
accompanies this realization, to put into practice one's beliefs before preaching them, 
which was his duty as a priest. "46 
Thus concluded one of the most significant events in the life of Bartolome de Las 
Casas and at the same time began the next phase of it. This repentance from his former 
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life as encomendero and dedication to his new one as a spokesman for God began as a 
direct result of his encounter with God through the reading of Ecclesiasticus. 
Throughout the rest of his life, and in all of his major works, he referred to this moment 
and its significance. His desire was that eachpenins.ular, or Spaniard, as well as the 
nation of Spain itself, would have a similar encounter, repent of his previous actions and 
make restitution to the Indians. With this epiphany he recei.ved both his call and 
message from God and dedicated himself to the fulfillment of this ministry, the ministry 
of a prophet in the biblical tradition. 
The Struggle Begins 
After this experience, Las Casas was convinced of the injustices which he, along 
with all the Spaniards, had perpetrated through their exploitation and imperialism. He 
could no longer justify or rationalize away these injustices. Therefore, the priest gave up 
his Indians, consolidated his holdings with his partner Renteria, sold them, and took the 
profits to live on for the next three years of his life which would be in Spain.47 For, using 
all the worldly wisdom that he had accumulated over the past twelve years in the New 
World, he knew that in order to change the system he would need to go the seat of power, 
the Crown, and bring not only spiritual pressure, as he had witnessed the Dominicans 
attempt, but also political pressure upon the system. The marshaling of both spiritual and 
secular arguments in his apologetic would become the trademark of this single-minded 
cleric who believed that he was on a mission from God. To accomplish this task, he 
turned for advice and counsel to the Dominicans. 
In order to leave Cuba safely, Las Casas, now known as a proponent oflndian 
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rights and, therefore, no friend of the colonists, drew up a document that detailed his 
activities on behalf of the Crown over the last three and one-half years. He then let it be 
known that he was returning to Paris to continue his studies. 48 On his way back to 
Europe, he stopped at Hispaniola to consult with Pedro de Cordoba. The Dominican 
leader had previously sent Montesino back to Spain to lobby King Ferdinand on behalf of 
the natives. Although the monarch recognized the need for some type of reform, the need 
for wealth overrode the desirefor reform.49 Cordoba told Las Casas: "You will not labor 
in vain because God will oversee the projects, but be certain of this, we will never 
achieve our objectives while the King lives." Although disappointed at hearing these 
words, Las Casas responded that God was giving him the zeal and desire to carry out the 
works with which He had charged him. Because of this, "I hope that the Lord helps me, 
yet ifl am nof successful, I will have done my duty as a Christian."50 Unfortunately for 
the Indians, the King and his first reform council at Burgos had, in effect, already 
legalized the encomienda. 
These Laws of Burgos, are more a description of the actual state of affairs in the 
Indies than a royal directive as to a more humane treatment of the natives. They also 
reflect an attitude about the Indians with which the reformers would have to contend. The 
preamble to these laws states, "Whereas, it has become evident through long experience 
that nothing has sufficed to bring the said chiefs and Indians to a knowledge of our faith 
(by which our Lord is disserved), since by nature they are inclined to idleness and vice, 
and have no manner of virtue or doctrine." As it was the duty of the council to seek a 
remedy for this situation, they decreed that the Indians would have to live near to the 
Spaniards and be entrusted to their care. Although there were some concessions to the 
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natives--they were not to serve as carriers, the Spanish were forbidden to whip them or 
call them "dogs", and the sons of chiefs were to receive education--the net result was to 
formalize the encomienda system. In 1514, Rodrigo de Albtirquerque arrived in 
Hispaniola to allot the natives to the encomenderos'. He also gave to each one a paper 
requiring them to instruct those in their charge in the Catholic faith. No mechanism, 
however, was established to enforce these laws.51 
Most of those involved in making policy for the Indies were also involved in 
some way with the encomienda system. King Ferdinand was the largest holder of 
Indians. Two other powerful individuals, with whom Las Casas would have to deal, and 
who were also encomenderos, were Secretary Lope Conchillos and Juan Rodriguez de 
Fonseca, Bishop of Burgos. Fonseca achieved the status of chief authority over matters 
dealing with the Indies. 52 Thus, the situation confronting the reformers appeared bleak. 
Although disappointed at his own previous efforts to reform the situation, Fray 
Pedro appointed Montesino to travel with Las Casas and assist him in any way possible. 
This he did when they arrived in Seville, as Montesino introduced him to the friend of 
Columbus, the archbishop Fray Diego de Deza. Deza was the Dominican head of all the 
priests in the New World and gave Las Casas letters of introduction to the King and his 
court. On Christmas Eve, 1515, Las Casas met with an ailing Ferdinand at Plascencia.53 
After a long meeting with the King, and with the promise to meet again, Las 
Casas met first with Secretary Conchillos. He received Las Casas well, spoke kindly 
with him, and finally asked what he wanted. Conchillos promised to give him whatever 
he desired in the Indies. In response, Las Casas declared that he was now free from 
materialism, as the Lord had removed the darkness from him. He was subsequently 
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elected by God to speak against the moral outrages he had seen. Certainly the material 
advantages that Conchillos could offer him could not compare with the purposes and 
plans that God had in store for him. Throughout the life and works of the cleric, we shall 
see that his motivation was not personal gain. Although he certainly agreed with the 
Crown receiving the usufruct of the New World, indeed that was the basis on which he 
makes most of his appeals to the monarchy, he personally desired the conversion of the 
natives, and not material gain. After this meeting, he met with Bishop Fonseca and 
apprised him of the conditions in the Indies. After detailing that while in Cuba he was 
present for the death of seven thousand Indian children in three months time, Fonseca 
responded, "What does that have to do with me, or the King?"54 In the near future, Las 
Casas, recalling the treatment he had received from the King's principal advisors, would 
blame them arid not the Monarchy for the injustices to the Indians. As he and his 
message matured, he became increasingly confrontational to the Crown and direct in his 
warnings. Initially, however, his method was to blame the monarch's advisors. Las 
Casas did this so that he would have someone to whom he could appeal their decisions. 
He never met Ferdinand again because the aging king died 25 January 1516.55 
Las Casas also placed himself in a position to be utilized by the Crown. In an 
effort to appear to have the natives' interest at heart but still not anger the colonists who 
supplied wealth and had strong representation at court, the monarchy could use Las 
Casas as a kind of lightning rod for its policies. At the same time, because of his 
first-hand knowledge of conditions in the New World, he was a good source of 
information to the Crown and a counterbalance to the reports of his enemies, who were 
out for their own material benefit. The fact that the motivation of the monarchy was 
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primarily to advance its own material gain is not the issue here. 
Las Casas's appeal to the material interests of the monarchy should not be viewed 
as a double minded stance on his part. On the one hand, he interpreted the claim of the 
Spanish over the New World to be valid and in accordance with the papal donations. 
This interpretation was consistent with the medieval worldview and the consequent 
imperialism for both material benefits and spiritual evangelism. On the other hand he 
was being "as wise as a serpent" in his efforts to spare the slaughter of the inhabitants and 
new subjects. Las Casas was single minded; his desire was to spare the destruction of the 
Indians and convert them to Christianity, which he viewed as having eternal 
consequences and therefore more important than the temporal exploitation. In order to 
accomplish this task, he used methods that sometimes brought criticism. For him, there 
was no dichotomy. Thus in his works there are constant references to the potential wealth 
available to the Crown. This wealth proved ever more necessary as the lavish lifestyle 
and foreign involvements of the new King Charles V (Charles 1 in Spain), necessitated an 
ever increasing need for revenue to repay his creditors. 56 His appeal to the pragmatic was 
for the purpose of relieving the suffering of his beloved Indians. Yet, he realized that 
those who had never seen the suffering or did not feel the spiritual burden that he felt or 
simply had their own interests at heart, needed economic motivation. Otherwise there 
would be no practical reason to change their destructive policies. For example the priest 
wrote, 
"[Las Casas] says that the population of more than fifty of the Lucayo islands is lost, 
these were sites where churches could be built, so that both God and your Royal Highness 
would be served," then to bring the practical side to bear, Las Casas continued, "your 
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income would also be increased because of the richness and fruitfulness of the land. If 
adequately treated from the beginning, Your Highness would now have incalculable 
wealth from it."57 The priest attempted to demonstrate how sparing the lives of the 
natives would also materially benefit the monarch. 
After the death of the King, Las Casas met with the two regents of Spain for the 
young Prince Charles. These were Adrian of Utrecht, a Flemish ambassador and 
representative of the prince, and Cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros. The priest immediately 
presented them with a report he had prepared for the King. This denunciation of Spanish 
atrocities in the Antilles was his first written public document on this subject. The report 
itself focused on the lack of responsibility demonstrated by the colonists for the care of 
the natives. He included many of the themes he later developed and expanded in his 
book, The Brief Account of the Destruction of the Indies. These issues included the lack 
of gratitude the Spaniards had shown to the original inhabitants who greeted them so 
warmly, the abuse of the Indians in the mines and subsequent starvation because they 
could not grow food, and the lack of respect for the directives of the Crown. Perhaps 
most significantly, Las Casas emphasized the theme that the natives wanted nothing to do 
with the Christian religion after their experiences with the Spanish. Apparently in 
reference to the Hatuey incident, Las Casas, in an obvious attempt to shock the king as 
well as to indicate his own grief and shame, expressed that the natives said that they 
would rather go to hell where they would no longer have any dealings with the Christians 
than to go to heaven and see them again. This would be a painful and recurring theme in 
his writings. 58 
Also in 1516, Las Casas wrote his first significant tract, a list of remedies for the 
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Indians of Cuba. Prepared as a complement to the grievances and presented to Cisneros, 
this tract was intended to give specific suggestions for reforming colonial policy. In 
addition, he appended a detailed suggested policy for the implementation of these 
proposals on other islands and territories in the Indies.59 This memorial impressed upon 
Cisneros the need to make changes in the Indies. In an attempt to prevent friction 
between the Dominicans and the Franciscans, he appointed. a committee of three 
Jeronymites to implement changes and to conduct an investigation for future 
recommendations. Cisneros asked Las Casas for his recommendations as to the 
qualifications these individuals should possess. He did not take the priest's suggestion, 
however, of appointing a single administrator over Indian affairs.6° Cisneros did appoint 
the Segovian lawyer Alonso de Suazo, who had earned the respect of all because of his 
judicial abilities and reputation for fairness, to accompany the mission. As the juez 
visitador, Suazo was also to act as representative for the Indians who had no other official 
advocate and who were incapable of representing themselves in their claim for justice. 
As a result of pressure from Las Casas, this event marked the first time the Crown 
appointed an official to investigate charges made on behalf of the lndians.61 Finally, 
Cisneros appointed Las Casas as the advisor to the friars, and, with an annual salary of 
one hundred gold pesos per year, the ''procurador o protector de todos los indios de las 
Indias."62 
This success began the intense new work of the newly-converted friar who was 
now at home both in the halls of the King's court as well as the Church. His writings had 
had the intended effect of focusing royal attention upon the plight of the rapidly 
diminishing native populations. He had received an official title, and his mission began. 
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This mission would not prove as fruitful as Las Casas hoped. In fact because of the 
influence of the colonists upon the Jeronymites even before their departure, the mission 
was doomed from the start. Yet, the responsibility of the prophet is to present the 
message. This Las Casas did. He consistently proclaimed not only the problem but also 
specific remedios, or solutions to these problems. In order to understand what changed 
the focus of his life and mission, and to appreciate the chaHenge Las Casas faced in 
bringing about his vision, we must examine in more detail both the conversion itself and 
the system out of which it came. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Ministry Begins (1514-1522) 
Although, as indicated in the last chapter, Las Casas had now repented of his 
former life, received his "prophetic call,"' identified himself with the reformers, and 
traveled to Spain to confront the Monarchy and its representatives with the truth of what 
was happening in the Indies, the style of his message was still evolving. Initially, :from 
the time of his change of heart in 1514 until his decision to join the Dominican Order in 
1522, the priest knew that he dare not appeal only to the spiritual interests of the 
colonists, but must emphasize the practical and profitable to make his plans acceptable. 
He knew that he must be, in the biblical language, "as wise as a serpent, but as harmless 
as a dove." His views were so radical and would involve such a change of heart on the 
part of the hearers, that he knew he had to make them palatable to the practical minded 
and profit oriented. One cannot deny that during these years his message was as equally 
concerned with colonization as evangelization, but this would change as he matured and 
became more outspoken and direct in his views and solutions. However, the seeds of this 
mature message were always present. 
Evangelization was, from the beginning, uppermost in his heart and goals for 
America. Concurrent with this was an end to the encomienda system which was causing 
the physical death of the natives. These themes were repeated many times throughout his 
life. They were also accompanied by a call to repent lest the judgment of God fall upon 
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Spain and its leadership. This burden of evangelizing the natives and changing the heart 
of the Spanish Christians, acquired at the same time as his enlightenment, began to 
consume the newly inspired priest. Yet the prophet did have to mature and become more 
refined in his methods even as he increasingly confronted the motives and spelled out the 
consequences of those opposing him. His technique would become more sophisticated, 
his message more mature and theologically astute, but the motivation for this and the 
basic tenets of it would not change. He therefore, using the worldly wisdom he already 
acquired, designed his initial proposals to· appeals to the self interest of those who could 
help him. 
This chapter will examine and reinterpret specific writings of Las Casas in an 
attempt to demonstrate that he had a very definite sense of being God's choice to bring 
repentance to Spain and bring it back to its primary responsibility in the New World--the 
evangelization of the natives. With his change of outlook came also the responsibility to 
speak on behalf of God and against the deadly system of slavery as well as the 
encomienda. This burden was not only for the evangelism of the Amerindians, but also 
matured to include justice for all oppressed, including the African. He felt a strong 
responsibility to warn the Spanish nation of the destruction and judgment that would 
befall it if it did not repent of its unchristian attitudes and deeds in America. Although 
the specific plans and goals of Las Casas matured over the years, from the beginning, the 
newly converted priest confronted the Crown with both a picture of the wrongs the 
Spanish perpetrated and specific remedies for their change. Sure of both his calling and 
message, Las Casas, in an ethically consistent manner, influenced the policies and 
actions of Spain in the New World. Despite failures, learning experiences, and setbacks, 
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the message did not change, even if perhaps the methods did. 
Some scholars examine the life of the newly converted Las Casas from the 
perspective that although he was concerned about the welfare of the natives, his main 
motivation was still the development of the maxill?-um profit from the continued 
exploitation of the Indians, albeit now in a less destructive manner. Consistent with his 
thesis that Las Casas was a benevolent extension of Spanish. imperialism, Castro 
contended that, " ... In his early years, the liberty he envisioned for them [the Indians] 
was little more than a liberty conditioned by the economic and political needs of the 
motherland. "2 · In other words, the interests of the Crown were more important to him 
than the conversion of the Indians. In order to achieve these goals the natives were then 
intended to become like the Spanish and fit into their colonial plan. Bataillon also 
viewed the initial activities of the priest as only secondarily involving evangelism. His 
main goal was making the colonial system of exploitation more efficient. He wrote, "If 
we examine without preconceived ideas his reforming activity from 1516 to 1520, we see 
that evangelization formed only its ideal background. "3 The businessman, although now 
enlightened in his conscience, was still dominant and the profit motive still supreme. 
Reflecting this attitude of a practical minded businessman, interested in bringing profits 
back to the monarchy, however, was a conscious decision on the part of the cleric. 
In his initial proposals, "A Memorial of Grievances Done to the Indians," ( 1516), 
and the supplement to this, "Memorial of Remedies for the Indians," (1516), both of 
which he presented to Cardinal Cisneros, he demonstrated much of what would become 
his major themes. Hanke described these as reflecting, "a fresh and indigenous Spanish 
Renaissance attitude, ... This radical and thoroughgoing blueprint of 1517 for the 
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government of the Indies was apparently worked out by Las Casas and the Dominicans 
associated with him without benefit of advice or assistance from anyone."4 Because of 
the significance of these, this chapter will examine them in some detail below. For the 
moment, however, their importance was that they demonstrated that from the beginning 
Las Casas emphasized the practical nature of his reforms while maintaining the ultimate, 
most significant goals in view. Within the first few years of his reformist ministry, Las 
Casas discovered the method of how to appeal to the ruling powers by appealing to their 
material well being. The priest had been a successful businessman and was doing quite 
well. After he refocused his life for the acquisition of spiritual riches, however, he 
utilized his talents in the performance of his duties as spokesman for God. 
In looking back upon his early proposals on behalf of the. Amerindians, Las 
Casas soon recognized that the conversion of the Indians in and of itself, would not be 
sufficient motivation for the Crown to assist in his ultimate goals. In dealing with the 
Bishop of Burgos, concerning colonizing Tierra Finne with farmers, he wrote, "The 
cleric was astounded to find out that the Bishop failed to consider conversion as 
profitable in itself." With a sense of much grief the cleric continued, "He thought about 
appealing to the Bishop's lack of sensitivity by questioning his sacrilegious zeal to 
increase the King's treasury, by reminding him of his spiritual duty to care for so many 
souls."5 But he knew from experience how much the Bishop disliked him and his plans 
and always rejected them both. Because of this attitude, he needed to invent a plan that 
would appeal to his material interests. Despite the fact that the Bishop represented the 
Catholic Church, his main motivation was apparently the acquisition of wealth and not 
concern for souls. Therefore the former businessman appealed primarily to the profit 
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motivations of the Bishop, the representative of the Church, in order that he might fulfill 
his spiritual duties. Even though Bartolome appealed to the business interests of the 
Crown, he was aware of what he was doing and knowingly took this action. He 
recognized that to get the support of those motivated by money he must demonstrate why 
the evangelization of the labor force was to the advantage of the managers. As he looked 
back upon his activities during the early years of his ministry, the mature Las Casas 
wrote, "The clerigo 's maxim was that unless the solution to the problem worked as much 
on behalf of the Spanish as the Indians, the latter would never be saved." Thus in order to 
make his remedies acceptable to the colonists and the Crown, "He based the freedom and 
conversion of the Indians on purely materialistic interests of those who could help him 
achieve his goals."6 The worldly wisdom of the man was not lost in the process which 
converted him from encomendero to spokesman for God. In order to achieve a higher 
purpose, he utilized the methods with which he was most familiar. Later, of course, as he 
saw these methods were having little effect, he dropped all pretense at economic 
motivation; but initially he pursued this ostensible goal. Before examining these first 
writings of Las Casas, it is necessary to examine him in light of the prophetic tradition. 
Many contemporary lascasian scholars refer to his "conversion" as a prophetic 
call, and place Las Casas in the prophetic tradition of the Church. As mentioned earlier, 
Gutierrez is among these. Parish also wrote that his experiences were similar to those of 
the classical biblical prophets and their subsequent speaking against social injustice. 
Writing about the moment when "the blinders fell from his eyes," she stated, "At that 
moment also, Bartolome de Las Casas had the shattering experience which connected 
him with all the chastising prophets of the ancient Hebrew tradition." Most importantly, 
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the prophets realized their speaking against the existing order was not sufficient, but they 
must also present specific remedies or proposals to fill the void left by the change in 
official policies, even if it meant personal loss or difficulty. 7 · 
Carlos Soria, also a priest; wrote asking whether Las Casas was an historian, 
humanist, or prophet? Certainly his life and writings reflect all three facets. He 
concluded that he was a prophet who utilized his historical message, and humanistic 
goals most effectively to transmit the Gospel message of justice and evangelization. 
According to Soria, "The gift of prophecy, according to the Scripture, forms one of the 
most precious offices given by the Lord to the Church who are the community of God. "8 
The prophet is one who denounces sin and violence and is a force for salvation. 
Although not alone in this struggle, Las Casas was, for a long time, the most outspoken 
chronicler seeking to awaken Spain to its fate should it not heed the message of the 
prophet. It was the ''prophetic character" of Las Casas that sometimes caused him to 
speak hyperbolically and act without considering the consequences of his actions.9 
Probably the strongest advocate for placing Las Casas in the prophetic tradition 
is Isacio Perez Fernandez. In a series of articles, he indicated that Bartolome functioned 
as a "Protector" to the Indians and a "Prophet" to the Spanish. Just by virtue of being a 
member of the Order of Preachers and a Dominican Priest, by definition then we can say, 
according to Perez, "He [Las Casas] was called and chosen by God, to exercise an 
ecclesiastical mission which by its very nature includes the function of prophecy."10 Thus 
all priests as they preach must speak for God, and in the completion of their duties, 
prophesy. This is especially so when they are denouncing abuses and injustices and 
speaking on behalf of the poor. One is a prophet when one performs the act of 
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prophesying. The goal of denouncing injustice is for the purpose of bringing salvation to 
the hearers. The prophet, however, is merely the bringer of the message of another and 
not the originator of that message. Thus Bartolome, in order to be a true prophet, must 
speak the message given him by God and not simp~y transmit his own theories. 
Although admitting that few have named Las Casas a prophet over the centuries, Perez 
believed this does not detract from the fact that he functione_d as one, and was one by 
virtue of his office. 11 
The French Dominican Marie-Dominique Chenu also placed Las Casas in the 
prophetic tradition. Whereas Vitoria acted as the theologian providing the intellectual 
basis, the prophet actually brought the specific message that challenged the injustice in 
the existing governmental system. "Las Casas was a 'prophet' in the biblical and 
evangelical sense of the word," Chenu wrote, "and his gift is an essential part of the 
building of the life of the Church." Because he can be defined by the texts of the New 
Testament, "Las Casas is one more case among many, through the long history of the 
Church, but he beautifully illustrates both the doctrine and practice at a time when the 
Church was shaken, more than we can imagine."12 His gift as prophet served to 
strengthen the role of the Church in the New World. 
On the opposing side, or leading those who disagree with this prophetic 
appellation, is the Spanish philologist Ramon Menendez Pidal. Questioning the mental 
sanity of Las Casas, he found no real evidence that the defamer of Spain spoke in a truly 
prophetic manner. He believed the priest, when he condemned all of the conquistadores, 
all of the encomenderos, and even all of Spain, by stating it was infected with sin 
because of its actions in the Indies, was speaking in a, "prophetic delirium typical of 
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some paranoids."13 Menendez Pidal also stated there was no evidence among the 
contemporaries of Las Casas that they considered him a prophet.. He quoted a 1555 letter 
from Father Fray Toribio de Motolinia to Charles V, who wrote, "he [Las Casas] wants to 
be a seer or prophet, but he is no true prophet,"14 as the only evidence of how his peers 
considered him. Emperor Charles V also paid Las Casas little heed, according to 
Menendez Pidal, preferring to deal with the theologian Vitoria instead of him. 
Marcel Bataillon believed that the priest's challenge to the policies of the 
highest authorities is reminiscent of the biblical prophets. Although Las Casas was not 
alone but surrounded by a large missionary group that believed the same as he, he was 
also unique in that he had been a part of the very system he was now opposing. Thus he 
spoke not from theory, but from experience and eye witness. Although he appealed to 
the conscience, there was, "a tremendous difference between the kings of Israel like the 
tyrant Ahab, who was opposed by Elijah, and the imperial Spanish Catholic sovereign 
who Las Casas denounced ... [because of that] I call him a quasi-prophet." 15 Las Casas 
felt that he was the "voice of God" and because of this he exaggerated at times. There 
existed therefore, many differences between the situation of the future Dominican and the 
Old Testament prophets. Because the monarchy was Christian, and attempting at least 
nominally to fulfill the mandates of the Church in the New World as well as because of 
the hyperbolic nature of Las Casas to get his point across in the pronouncement of his 
message, Bataillon does not place him as a true prophet. 
Also involved in the discussion of the prophetic nature of Las Casas and his 
message, are those who place him as the first spokesman for Liberation Theology. 
Among these Enrique Dussel and Luciano Perefia are representative. According to 
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Dussel, the conversion of Las Casas initiated the concept ofwarsofliberation whereby 
the Church spoke on behalf of the poor, and provided assistance as the oppressed threw 
off the yoke of the colonial oppressor. The poor now had a spokesman to represent them 
against those in power. This was the beginning of liberation theology. "This prophetic 
conversion of a thinker, who later would be as prolific in writing as he was profound and 
practical in his conclusions, could be considered the birth of the Latin American theology 
of liberation. "16 Because of this he endorsed, though preceding by centuries, the rebellion 
of Tupac Amaru (1746-1782) and in the land of his own awakening, Cuba, Fidel Castro 
(1959). Like Dussel, Perefia also wrote that Las Casas was a prophet in the biblical and 
evangelical sense of the word. His message of self-determination, and governmental 
responsibility to protect and foster human rights was the precursor of the contemporary 
liberation theology movement. Las Casas himself became a symbol of resistance and the 
banner of liberation,. and "is a prophet of liberation."17 
Gutierrez, however, disagreed with attributing modern meaning to the words of 
Las Casas in his own time. His theological message and work was valid in its own 
context and time. Thus, he wrote, "to dub Las Casas a 'liberation theologian' may have 
the interest of calling attention to certain important aspects of his thought and the 
permanent liberative dimension to the Christian faith." Yet despite the similarity of the 
style and challenge of his message, "It does not seem to us to be appropriate."18 Gutierrez 
is correct in this. To utilize Las Casas five hundred years later in a totally different 
context and situation is to force him into a mold where he does not fit. Because he 
interpreted God's Word to his contemporaries, warned of future retribution, and 
interceded between the Amerindians and Spanish authorities, it seems more appropriate 
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to place Las Casas in the tradition of the biblical prophets. Theirs was the message of 
social justice and calling the rulers back to God. This emphasis appears more consistent 
with Las Casas rather than aligning him with any specific contemporary theological 
camp engaged in attempting to change the political and economic structure. 
The Style of the Message: Challenge and Remedios 
In an effort to avoid making this issue merely an exercise in semantics, this 
dissertation will examine recurring themes from specific texts of Las Casas and allow 
him to interpret his own self image. He believed God had chosen him to bring a specific 
message to the Spanish, and this sense of divine call is what motivated the man and 
defined. the message. Using both Scripture and the Church Fathers, filtering these 
through his own experience, and refining them by his Dominican theological training, he 
developed a theme that he repeated and refined over the years. 
This theme involved the repentance of Spain, the cessation of ongoing destructive 
practices, and restitution for past atrocities, lest God bring the entire nation to judgment. 
Thus the pattern that Las Casas followed in his own personal awakening was also the 
blueprint for the entire nation. Although others have accurately called Las Casas a 
prophet and labeled his message as prophetic, they have failed to consider the role of 
repentance in this process. It was the repentance of Las Casas, whereby he changed both 
his way of thinking and his actions; repentance that allowed the blindness to leave his 
eyes and whereby he saw the corruption in the system itself and not just in the individual 
encomendero; and repentance that caused him to desire to make restitution for his past 
actions and participation. Repentance also played a significant role, after his failure at 
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Cumana, in his decision to join the Dominican Order, an event that further changed his 
life's direction. From that moment in which his eyes opened to the injustice in the 
Spanish system, his life became an act of penance. It was a life dedicated to making up 
for past sins so that God would not reject him and refuse him absolution as the 
Dominican priest had once done. There were times when he questioned God's 
forgiveness in his life, yet in his Last Will and Testament, as we shall view in the final 
chapter, he seemed to accept that his penance was sufficient, yet that of Spain was still 
lacking. Before examining this message, which so many have called prophetic, let us 
examine the simple definition of the word "prophet" from a classical and biblical 
perspective. 
Las Casas does fit the definition of the term "prophet" from both a secular and 
theological perspective. The Greek word prophetes literally means, "one who proclaims 
or speaks for another."19 In classical Greece this meant one who interpreted the will of 
the gods to the general populace; one whom individuals consulted about the specific 
intent of the gods in a given situation. Their methods could involve listening to oracles, 
divining dreams, or making sense out of chicken entrails. Prophets were also able to state 
or present issues in a clear way. They had the ability to articulate and clarify concerns of 
the day in such a way that all could comprehend them. The hearer then decided whether 
to heed the message or reject the prophet.20 
The gift of prophecy in the New Testament is one way in which the Church is 
built up or strengthened (Ephesians 5). This office has been present since the founding of 
the Church. This word also carried the connotation of one who spoke on behalf of God 
and thereby interpreted the Word of God to a specific people at a given time in history. 
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In other words, prophets made the Scripture relevant and understandable to those 
listening to it. During the first centuries of the development of the Christian Church, 
false and true prophets were judged by the Church according to their consistency with the 
written Word of God. Prophets have held a respected office in the Church since the time 
of the Chief Prophet, Christ Himself.21 
The Hebrew word for prophet, nabi, means "one who is called," and also carries 
the connotation of an "authorized spokesperson." The word contains the meaning not 
only of "forthtelling"' or speaking on behalf of someone else, such as God, but also 
"foretelling," or predicting future events. A true prophet could only be a person who had 
a clearly defined directive to share. This message needed to conform to the already 
revealed truths about God or be consistent with God's character and morality. The 
prophet was always aware that God had chosen him and had a sure belief of this choice 
and that he was to convey a specific message to a particular people at a particular place or 
in a determined circumstance. The common denominator of all prophets is the clear 
sense of being chosen. 22 
The call of a prophet, according to both biblical and secular accounts, could come 
in a number of ways--through prayer and meditation, after reflective study, in conjunction 
with specific occurrences, or suddenly. Just as the occupations and backgrounds of the 
prophets varied, so too did the way they received and understood their charge. Although 
the basic message came from outside the prophet, i.e. from God, the interpretation and 
presentation of that message reflected the individual personality of the prophet. The 
prophet's own language, mannerisms, customs, and tradition would then be used to 
transmit the message.23 
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Certainly in the.last chapter we have seen that Las Casas had a definite sense of a 
divine encounter. What psychologists call a "crisis" arose in his life. As he encountered 
God through the pages of Scripture, he realized the inconsistency of his words and deeds. 
He knew that God had enlightened him, and that the "darkness left his eyes." From that 
day on, all he read or saw confirmed this sense and consequently he changed his attitude 
and actions. His own sense of purpose and mission grew as_ his message developed and 
matured through the years. 
On 23 January, 1516, King Ferdinand died. Wasting no time, Las Casas met with 
the regent Cardinal Cisneros and presented him with his first written proposal for the 
salvation of his beloved natives. This tract, a Memorial de remedios, is the first 
indication we have of the budding prophet and his message. His desire and goal was to 
bring liberty to the Indians and to prevent their slaughter, while evangelizing them in the 
Catholic faith. His message needed time to develop, evolve, and refine. The prophet had 
been called, the basics of the message received, but yet the specific manner and emphasis 
of these goals was to take a lifetime to develop. 
From the beginning of his message to the Crown, Las Casas emphasized the 
evangelical nature of the Spanish presence in the Indies. One theme that dominated his 
writings was given in this first tract. "The principal end for which all has been ordained, 
or could be ordained and the prime goal for which we must strive, is the salvation of the 
Indians, which must be effected through the Christian doctrine as His Highness 
commands."24 Although in this document he did not specifically refer to the Alexandrine 
Bull of Donation, the allusion to it was obvious. The "principal end," as the priest called 
it, was training in Christian doctrine. This was the theory behind the encomienda, and the 
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stated purpose of "commending" the natives to the Christians. The Spanish were 
responsible to teach Catholic doctrine to the Amerindians and demonstrate the faith to 
them by caring for them in a Christian manner. 
The rationale behind the system was that by placing the Indians in close proximity 
to the Spanish, they would be able both to receive instruction and see the Christian faith 
modeled. Indeed, in the second remedy in this document, he recommended that no 
Indian be commended to individual Spaniards, but that the natives be placed together in a 
communal section of each Spanish town. Although this was only a minor variation in the 
first article of the Laws of Burgos, he recognized the benefit that should proceed from 
this arrangement. Bartolome insisted that, in accordance with Christ's command, the 
faith must be proclaimed in message and witness. In this there were great problems. 
Because, "the Spanish, to whom the Indians were commended, do not know what to 
teach, and if some do know, because of the little charitable love they have, do not 
demonstrate it, but are more concerned with getting rich than saving souls."25 The 
consistency of both word and deed was crucial to not only the message of Las Casas, but 
also to his own life. 
Significantly Las Casas closed the tract with the same admonition concerning the 
role of the Spanish. We might also notice the beginnings of the sarcasm that will creep 
into his works. 
I beseech your most reverend lordship, that you consider, as without a 
doubt I know you will consider, that the first and last aim that must 
motivate us in the remedy for those sad souls must be God, and how to 
attract them to heaven; because God did not redeem them nor discover 
them so that they might be cast into hell, [ with the Spanish] having no 
thought for them but to acquire wealth. This does not seem unreasonable, 
let alone a great burden.26 
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Thus God and the necessity for bringing salvation to the natives motivated the 
prophet, and must motivate the Christian in all that he does. As Gutierrez wrote 
concerning his message, "It is this theocentrism that puts teeth into Las Casas's analyses, 
denunciations, and proposals. It was also what made him so fearsome for his 
adversaries."27 The ultimate motivation for one's actions must be his faith in God. This 
faith will strengthen an individuals's sense of purpose and provide courage when success 
appears doubtful. 
In the first specific remedy, Las Casas proposed an immediate cessation of all 
Indian labor in the islands until the Monarchy could have a chance to investigate fully the 
situation. The reason for this was that since the death of King Ferdinand, and, "in 
accordance with the destructive habit of the Spaniards to make use of the Indians, they 
will either kill or cause them to perish in a short time."28 During this idle time, when the 
natives could rest, they could put on some weight and regain their strength. In the second 
part of this first remedy, he demonstrated the characteristic of appealing to the practical 
side of those in charge in order to spare those dying from mistreatment. Thus he tied 
together the health and physical salvation of the native with the profit motivation of the 
oppressor. He wrote, that they should be allowed to rest, "so that when they return to 
work they will be strong enough to bear it. "29 Furthermore, in order to find out exactly 
what was happening in the Indies, to prevent the further slaughter of the, "almost 
innumerable natives that have perished," and to emphasize the work of spiritual salvation, 
the Crown should send a religious, of good moral character, not greedy, and not part of 
the enterprise of the Indies. He could be accompanied on each island by a priest who 
lived on that island, knew the situation, and would therefore reveal the truth to the 
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Monarchy and not seek their own personal gain. In this manner the authorities could 
make good decisions based upon objective facts. This would then appeal to all concerned 
as it regarded the protection of the Indian and the interests of the Christians. 
The second remedy, as mentioned above, sll:ggested that the Indians not be placed 
with individuals, but in a common area in each village or town. This also made provision 
for the Spanish leader of each village to provide food for the workers and care for their 
needs. They could then also most effectively provide them with Christian training. 
Again emphasizing the practical alongside the spiritual, he suggested: 
This community, made under the suggested conditions, will prevent the 
accidental death of the Indians, like has happened, and they will live. 
There will then be a place for them to be instructed in the faith unto 
salvation, and not destruction. Your Majesty will then have a guaranteed 
.income and your lands populated and filled with vassals; and because the 
people in this.land multiply ·so rapidly, their usefulness will also increase 
to the great benefit and permanence of the kingdom. Moreover, [the 
Spanish] will not commit such grave and abominable sins, because there 
will not be the opportunity for the greedy to stuff themselves, diminishing 
and killing Your Majesty's vassals, having no regard except for their own 
interests. 30 
Thus Las Casas made the proposal to the Monarchy by tying together the spiritual 
and physical needs of the Amerindians, and appealing to the practical necessity of the 
Spanish. We can also see his use of guilt on the Monarchy by appealing to the sense of 
sin attributed to the Christian Spanish. This too will.be a recurring theme as he sought to 
prick the conscience of those responsible. 
In the third remedio Las Casas developed one of his favorite concepts. This was 
the settlement of the New World by peasants and farmers from the Old. He would have 
the opportunity to implement this grand experiment on Tierra Firme in just a few years. 
Each farmer would have five Indians and their families assigned to him. The farmer 
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could then disciple the natives in effective agricultural techniques thereby increasing the 
productivity of the land. He hoped miscegenation would. also occur and the colonists 
would then both have an interest in the economy of the land and increasing the 
population. Also, the farmer would model Christi~ behavior and teach his disciples in 
the way of the faith. Again, because of this, the Monarchy would be served and prosper. 
Castro wrote that this particular remedy, "more than_any other provides evidence 
of the naivete and myopia about the nature of colonization which characterized Las 
Casas' s efforts in his early years of colonization"31 This is true, but as the priest matured 
he increasingly sought for the non-religious Spanish to have contact with the natives in a 
benevolent farming and trading manner inasmuch as they lived near each other. His goal 
was for members of the religious orders to enter the land eventually, live in proximity to 
the natives, arid by reason and persuasion bring them to the faith. This experiment would 
culminate in his venture in Vera Paz. 32 
The other remedios covered a wide range of areas with the emphasis being the 
care and salvation of the Indians. One proposal recommended that those violating the 
proposed laws would be punished by the Crown. A pious religious would enforce these 
laws and attempt to change the attitude of merely paying lip service to the official 
directives, known as, "obedezco pero no cumplo," (i obey, but do not comply), which 
characterized the attitude of the Spanish toward royal legislation. The Indians would 
receive the same type of punishment as the Spanish. This would effectively end the 
double standard whereby Indians received harsh treatment for minor offenses and 
penninsulars received no penalty for their deadly behavior. He also asked for the 
establishment of the Inquisition in the New World to stem any heretical activities. A 
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further provision suggested that the natives receive the new legislation in their own 
language. This so they may better comprehend that the old way of doing things had 
changed. 
Las Casas and Slavery 
Undoubtedly the remedio which caused the most controversy was the eleventh 
which called for the replacement of Indian workers with African slaves. He wrote, "In 
place of the Indians that are in these communities, Your Majesty could substitute twenty 
blacks, or other slaves, in the mines ... they will collect more gold than twice as many 
Indians."33 Exactly what he meant by the "other slaves" is clarified a few pages later. In 
the context of explaining how rich the land is, Las Casas wrote that slaves, "both black 
and white," can be brought from Castille to raise sugar and collect gold.34 Obviously at 
this time in Spain there were numbers of slaves from all ethnic backgrounds. 
Significantly, he does not condemn the institution of slavery so prevalent in the world at 
this time. This change in thinking would evolve and come later as he expanded his area 
of concern from just the Amerindians to all under oppression. Because of the 
controversial nature of this proposal and because it encompassed an issue which showed 
a real maturation of the message of Las Casas, we shall examine his position concerning 
slavery in some detail. For although the priest initially called for the importation of 
blacks as slaves, by the end of his life the blindness would again leave him and he would 
equate the treatment of the Indians and Africans, calling the enslavement of the both, 
"unjust and tyrannical."35 
The history of the institution of slavery is as old as the history of the human race. 
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Most ancient civilizations, such as Greece, Egypt, and Rome, practiced slavery. 
Philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle endorsed slavery, and even the great religions 
like Christianity and Islam utilized it. The basis for this slavery was varied, involving 
such reasons as capture in war, conviction for a crime, or even the sale of self or 
children to avoid starvation or to pay debts. Thus in the world from which Las Casas 
came, slavery was a common sight. Slavery in the New World, however, took on a new 
form.36 
Beginning in the middle of the fifteenth century, the Portuguese began exploring 
and then making raids upon the west coast of Africa for the purpose of bringing slaves 
back to Europe and then the Canary Islands to work in the sugar fields. Because Africa 
was primarily Muslim, and therefore an ancient foe of Christendom, they justified 
enslaving Africans as a continuation of the Crusades. These wars then were "just wars," 
and as such slavery was legal and the taking of Africans as slaves was legitimate. Also, 
because slavery was practiced among Africans, if they themselves did not capture 
individuals by raiding, the Christians were merely buying slaves from others who had 
enslaved them. This was a totally different issue from that faced in the New World. The 
question of enslaving the Amerindians, as discussed in Chapter one, revolved around the 
legality of their basic human nature and the type of warfare in which they were captured. 
According to Las Casas, they had been enslaved and deprived ofliberty unjustly, and 
therefore they were not to be enslaved. The legality of African slaves was not an issue at 
this time, and all theologians and jurists of the time accepted slavery if based upon 
traditionally legal titles. 37 
Prior to the involvement of Las Casas in the issue of African slavery through his 
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eleventh remedio, hundreds of black slaves had arrived in the New World. His petition 
then to send Africans, who had the reputation for being able to work in the heat longer 
. . 
than either Europeans or Indians, was not the first. . In his book, Bartolome de Las Casas: 
Contra Los Ne~ros?, Isacio Perez gave an exhaustive list of the chronology of those 
seeking to bring African slaves in to the New World. Among those making this request 
were the Jeronymites, who asked that Cisneros allow slaves to be imported directly from 
Guinea, the comptroller of Hispaniola, Gil Gonzalez Davila, and others.38 Even the 
Dominicans, in a letter signed by Pedro de Cordoba, asked the Crown to allow the 
importation of slaves as a temporary compensation for those Spaniards who had to give 
up their Indians. Those who had none should be allowed to purchase some on credit. 39 
Thus the issue of African slavery was not one of legality and Las Casas did not originate 
the practice. Africans living in Spain, along with whites who were also enslaved in a 
')ust manner," were.requested and sent to the New World. Las Casas does not deal with 
the legitimacy of the institution of slavery. He argued neither for nor against the practice. 
As a man of his times he merely accepted the situation as it was. This position changed, 
however, as he became better acquainted with the facts of the system. 
In addition to the request for slaves in his eleventh remedio, the Dominican in 
future years and writings, made two additional requests for slaves in the New World. In 
his 1531 "Carta al Consejo de lndias," Las Casas recommended that, "Your Majesty loan 
five or six hundred blacks to each of the islands."40 These could replace the Indians. 
After three years, the population would increase, the rents would be paid to the 
Monarchy, and they could then recoup the cost of the slaves. Also, in the construction of 
new outposts, and towns, Christians could bring with them, "Negro slaves, Moors, or 
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those of other standing, to serve them, live by their own hands, or any other way not 
damaging to the lndians."41 He made the same type of request for the loan of black slaves 
in the 1542 "Memorial de Remedios."42 Again the attraction·was the increase in revenue 
which would result from the increase in population._ The priest continued to show concern 
for those Indians, dying in droves, by appealing to the practical nature of the Crown. Yet, 
something about the African trade troubled the cleric. 
The final request by Las Casas for slaves occurred in 1543, after being presented 
for bishop, and while preparing to go to his diocese. He requested that Emperor Charles 
V grant him license to, "bring [to Chiapa] two dozen black slaves, void of all rights both 
in Seville as in the Indies ... for the maintenance of the religious .... "43 These are the 
written requests by Las Casas for African slaves to be utilized in the New World. As 
mentioned by Perez, he did not have responsibility for enslaving the Africans, or for 
mistreating them, either during the trip to the Indies or after their arrival. He merely 
utilized an established system, until the darkness once again left his eyes.44 
About the year 1547, the now Bishop of Chiapa stopped in Lisbon to find out 
exactly what was happening in Africa concerning the slave trade. At this time Portugal 
monopolized the Guinea slave trade. Probably during this visit he learned of works by 
Portuguese historians concerning the beginning of the trade on that continent, and 
actually how the raiders acquired these persons. 45 This was the beginning of the events 
which led to the awakening of Las Casas to the evils of the slave trade. With the 
information he received at this time and upon reflection, by 1554, he added chapters 
seventeen to twenty-seven to the first books of his Historia.46 
These chapters, which detail how Portugal arrived in Africa, and under what 
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circumstances they obtained the slaves, would also indicate the enlightenment process of 
Las Casas to the evils and injustice of the system of black slavery then practiced. 
Recounting the story from the Portuguese chroniclers, the bishop again decried the 
capture, enslavement and slaughter of innocents by_Christians. Worse from the bishop's 
perspective, they practiced these acts in God's name, and gave credit to Him for making 
the trade so profitable. This was the exact opposite of what.the evangelistic purpose of 
the Church should be in pagan lands. As happened in the Indies, "they killed and sent to 
hell so many unbelievers that they left the entire island in shock and hatred of the name 
Christian, and filled them with grief and bittemess."47 Thus did Las Casas come to grips 
with the fact that the slaves were not taken by '1ust" means, and the servitude inflicted 
upon them was just as evil and unjustified as that committed to the Indians. In fact, the 
infidels in Africa, like the Amerindians, could have waged the '1ust war" against the 
Christians who had so maliciously attacked them. 48 The prophet, interpreting the Word 
of God in a specific time and place to a specific situation, made aware of injustice 
through the enlightenment of knowledge, now continued to deepen and expand his 
message to include both all those suffering, and the institution responsible for their 
enslavement 
Significantly, a second time, Las Casas remembered and reflected upon the 
passage of Scripture that had caused his first conversion. This happened after he read the 
account of the Portuguese raiders. After capturing a number of slaves, they chose the 
best one to give to the church in Lagos. Their desire was to give God a tithe, or a portion 
of the booty. This infuriated the priest who wrote, "As if God were some wicked and 
violent tyrant whom they could please, and He might therefore approve of the tyrannies 
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of those who made the offering. "49 He then paraphrased the verse that had meant so 
much to him in the past, Ecclesiasticus 34, "God does not approve those who harm their 
neighbors sinfully, then offer God a sacrifice from their ill-gotten goods. Such a sacrifice 
is instead like honoring and serving a father by hac~ing his son to pieces as he looks 
on. "50 The fact that they gave a part of their goods to God cannot excuse the fact they are 
guilty of mortal sin. God cannot be bought off by g1fts, however great or small. Las 
Casas now emerged from the fog that had covered him concerning this issue. Through 
experience and reflecting upon the Word of God, once again he was faithful to and 
consistent with the message received from God as he became aware of it. He 
subsequently defended the rights of the black slaves in the same manner as he had fought 
for those of the Indians. 
In later .chapters of his Historia, Las Casas continued to explain his position 
making it ever more clear and detailed.51 He recounted his initial involvement in the 
matter in that those who had Indian slaves offered to give them up ifhe could help get 
them a license for the importation of Africans. At this time, he pointed out, he did not 
know how the Africans had come to be slaves. They were already in Spain, and he 
supposed they became slaves through the process of a "just war." 'When he discovered 
how unjustly they were taken, "He would not have suggested it for all the world, because 
the blacks were enslaved unjustly, tyrannically, from the beginning, as had been the 
Indians."52 . He now directly equated the unjust treatment of the Indians and the Africans, 
both ofwhomthe Europeans exploited for their own good and profit. For the priest 
simply to explain away his actions, however, was not sufficient. He realized repentance, 
and consequent action to validate this attitude, must also be involved. 
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Las Casas explained in another chapter how, after again explaining the manner in 
which he proposed the importation of blacks, and obtained permission from the Crown to 
import some blacks from Castille, he now considered these actions immoral and judged 
himself. For him this was an actofpenance. This time, instead of self-righteously 
excusing his own sins of ignorance or even emphasizing that this was a way in which the 
natives could be set free, he took total responsibility for his lack of action. He frankly 
and sadly wrote, "Many years later, the cleric, regretted the counsel he gave the King 
regarding this matter. He judged himself culpable, through inadvertence, as he would 
later see and ascertain, that it was just as unjust to enslave the blacks as the Indians." 
Even though he had no knowledge concerning this matter at that time, "He was uncertain 
that his ignorance and good intentions would excuse him from the judgment of God. "53 
This despite the fact that he assumed they were justly captured at the time. Sins of 
omission are just as heinous as those of commission. He now viewed the entire 
enterprise as being abominable to God and regretted his part in it. 
Perhaps the saddest part to the repentant cleric was the fact that the sugar mills 
continued to increase and the number of African slaves continued to grow. In the year he 
wrote this, about 1560, he stated there were thirty thousand blacks on Hispaniola and 
probably 100,000 in the Indies as a whole.54 Furthermore, the Indians he had hoped to 
see set free by the colonists were also not helped. Their numbers continued to dwindle 
through death. As a conclusion to this section,· Las Casas placed the blame on the 
Spaniards for the sin of buying the Africans. In addition the Spaniards were responsible 
also for the God's judgment upon the sins committed by both the Portuguese, for 
distributing the slaves, and the Africans themselves for capturing and selling other 
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blacks.55 
Although Eric Williams may have correctly criticized Las_ Casas' s initial actions, 
he failed to give him credit for his later change in attitude. He contended that the planters 
and Las Casas had come to terms over black slave~. They obtained his support in return 
for the promise to free Indians from the work. 56 Las Casas could see the Indians' death 
and near extinction firsthand, however, and, in accordance with the leading thinkers of his 
time, believed the Africans to have been captured in a ''just war." Also, he did not 
suggest that more Africans be enslaved, merely that those already in Castile be brought to 
the Indies. Williams, therefore, wrongly concluded that, "Justice to the Indians was 
purchased at the price of injustice to the Africans."57 Justice did not come to the Indians 
or the blacks. Injustice to the blacks had been going on for more than seventy-five years. 
Williams was ·also unfair to say, "He [Las Casas] saw the light very late on that issue 
[black slavery] , and. never became Protector of the Negroes, and his repentance was a 
lame acknowledgement of error."58 In fact, he saw the light before his contemporaries 
and condemned the trade and slavery as forcefully as possible. His repentance came after 
the realization of doing wrong. It could not have come sooner. An opposing, and more 
attractive viewpoint was that·ofMartinez, who summarized, "Las Casas erred in this, 
although the error was made in good faith and inspired by compassion. He attempted to 
save from ruin and total extinction the indigenous race of America--replacing them with 
Africans who were more robust and capable. "59 As a man of his times, Las Casas acted 
within the knowledge he had. When that awareness improved, he committed himself to 
the change. Through the combination of eyewitness experiences and confronting the 
Scripture, Las Casas continued to change personally. As he matured so did his message. 
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He interpreted the Word of God, or fulfilled the role of prophet, in an ever more specific 
manner. 
Thus the bishop of Chiapa now expanded his message to condemn not only 
enslavement of Indians and Africans, but also the slave trade itself. He no longer viewed 
the raids on the coast of Guinea as being just. Greed and the concurrent lust for wealth 
and power were the cause of these affairs. Christian evangelism, the main concern of Las 
Casas, suffered as a result of practices that had no justification. After the blinders fell 
from his eyes he equally condemned these injustices. He was also the first of his time to 
speak out against this institution. He presaged the movement to condemn slavery that 
would not begin until the end of the sixteenth century. As mentioned earlier, concerning 
this issue, he was in conflict with the major theologians of his time, including the 
Salamancan School.60 His message of repentance for the Spanish and justice for the 
oppressed matured and deepened as his understanding and knowledge increased. He 
progressed substantially since his first remedios in 1516 and asked forgiveness for this 
early position. 
The Monarchy Responds 
The result of the remedies Las Casas issued was that Cardinal Cisneros, the 
Regent who would rule Spain and the Indies until the arrival of the new Hapsburg king, 
appointed the Jeronymite friars to investigate the treatment of the natives in the Indies. 
His detailed instructions differed little from the original remedies of Las Casas. Despite 
the fact that Cisneros appointed him as advisor to the friars, Las Casas did not sail with 
them and arrived thirteen days after they did. This accented the differences between the 
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Jeronymites, whom the. colonists had already influenced, and the Protector of the Indians, 
whose main concern was the Amerindians' welfare.61 
According to Las Casas, the Jeronymites informed the colonists of their purpose 
immediately upon arrival. They were there as a result of a number of complaints 
concerning the treatment of the natives, and their main purpose for coming to the Indies 
was to see that the Indians were treated "like Christians and free men." Therefore 
meetings of both caciques and Spaniards should be held to determine solutions they both 
could accept. 62 
Las Casas provided an interesting vignette as to how the Cardinal came to admit 
that the Indians were indeed free and therefore worthy of equal treatment with the 
Christians. While speaking with Cisneros, he had avoided mentioning the free condition 
of the Amerindians, stressing instead their poor treatment. Finally, he asked the Cardinal 
what could possibly justify the Spanish oppression and placing the Indians in such 
servitude. Cisneros curtly answered, "None, of course. Why? Are they not free men? 
Does anyone doubt this fact?" From that time on the priest spoke openly about the free 
nature of the natives.63 
The exact authority ofthe Jeronymites has been an issue of discussion. Certainly 
they had wide powers to carry out their directives. Although Las Casas believed they 
were not to form policy, but merely administrators who were there solely to carry out 
royal instructions, and listen to his counsel, actually they were more like royal 
governors. They interviewed colonists who testified the Indians were incapable of 
self-rule and needed to be under the tutelage of the Spanish. The authority of the 
Protector, however, was more in an advisory capacity, and he became furious with the 
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friars for not immediately carrying out his plans. Because they did not respond to his 
directives, he quickly returned to Spain to complain of their actions. By this time, 
however, the Cardinal was ill and gave him little attention.64 · 
Basically, the Jeronymite mission failed to satisfy anyone. The reformers were 
not satisfied because the encomienda system remained in place. They accomplished few 
reforms to alleviate the plight of the natives. In fact, Las Casas, the prophet and . 
spokesman for God, attributed to the judgment of God the fact that King Charles would 
not meet with them upon their return to Spain in 1520, because, "they did so little to 
remedy the oppression of the Indians, they who could have done so much since they held 
the remedies in their hand." God also demonstrated his displeasure, according to the 
Protector, with one of the friars, Luis de Figueroa, chief among the three, who later 
received an appointment as Bishop of Santo Domingo. He died, however, before 
assuming the office .. 65 The displeasure of God is demonstrated against those who carry 
his responsibility but fail to carry out his purposes. 
The colonists did not appreciate the few reforms instituted by the friars. 
Unfortunately, after building thirty villages for the relocation of the natives, an epidemic 
of smallpox broke out and killed about a third of the population. This caused the 
Spaniards to begin asking for the importation of African slaves to replace the dying 
workers. A further recommendation that the Indians be exempted from working in the 
mines and used exclusively for agriculture was· also proposed. Fear of losing their way of 
life caused the colonists to oppose all efforts by the Jeronymites. Caught between the 
two conflicting forces, they accomplished little and suffered much frustration. 66 Also 
frustrated was the reformer who now believed the only way to prove his ideas was to 
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create a colony unadulterated by the greedy Spanish. To this end he returned to Spain. 
With the help of Fray Reginaldo Montesino, O.P., the brother of the famous 
preacher Fray Antonio, his knowiedge of Latin, and a letter of recommendation from the 
Picard Franciscans, Las Casas soon became the adviser on Indian affairs to the Flemish 
Chancellor Jean le Sauvage. At his request, the priest drew up a series of plans for a new 
government in the Indies. Unfortunately for the reformers, Sauvage soon died, and Chief 
Minister Chievres placed the responsibility for the Indies in the hands of Juan Rodriguez 
de Fonseca, the Bishop of Burgos, and no friend of Las Casas.67 
The initial plan called for incentives to be given to peasants who emigrated to the 
Indies. These benefits included free land, passage, animals, and seed. Even Las Casas 
was to receive a salary and a staff. This plan received approval in September, 1518. 
Resistance to the plan, however, came from the grandees of Spain who feared losing their 
tenants as these peasants migrated to the Indies. Resistance also came from the Bishop of 
Burgos who saw no financial benefit to the Crown. In addition, word arrived that the 
Indians of Hispaniola had all but been exterminated through disease, and the farms that 
were to support the peasants had been sold. Because of these difficulties, Las Casas 
abandoned this scheme yet embarked upon the most ambitious plan to date--one that 
would occupy him for the next three years--a settlement on the coast of Venezuela, Tierra 
Finne. 68 This effort was a practical application of the ideal of Las Casas to merge the 
evangelism of the natives with the prosperity of the empire through a specific 
colonization technique. 
The significance of this project in the life of Las Casas cannot be overestimated. 
Experience gained from this experiment proved invaluable for the future plans in his 
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peaceful experiment in Vera Paz. The failure of his plan led to what scholars have called 
his "second conversion." For it is after this event, dejected and frustrated, that he entered 
the Dominican Order. Here he deepened and broadened his message theologically which 
led to future practical applications. No longer did he compromise evangelism for 
colonization. This became a significant change in attitude that subsequently impacted the 
message of the future Dominican. 
The desire to bring the missionary effort to the mainland from the islands was not 
new. As early as 1513, the Dominicans, after viewing the destruction of the natives on 
the islands, considered a plan to reach the as yet relatively untouched Indians along the 
mainland coast. Pedro de Cordoba, in an agreement with King Ferdinand, planned to 
begin the colony on the coast of Paria. His license, which stipulated no Spaniard could 
even approach the areas of missionary activity, was the first of its kind. His vision of an 
entirely Indian community under the sovereignty of the Spanish King and administered 
by the mendicant orders was unique.69 Unfortunately, the area Columbus visited in 1498, 
quickly gained a reputation as having large quantities of pearls and Indians who desired 
to trade for trinkets. 70 Thus, instead of becoming a missionary experiment, it became 
another opportunity for exploitation. 
About the middle of 1518,71 Las Casas recdved a letter from Pedro de Cordoba. 
He expressed that Juan Bono (whom Las Casas sarcastically renamed 'malo'), had again 
raided the coast of Trinidad, killing and taking natives as slaves; In this letter, Cordoba 
instructed Bartolome to request one hundred leagues of mainland territory from the king. 
This would include the Dominican monastery at Chiribichi and the Franciscan settlement 
at Cumana. If he could not receive this total amount of land, he should seek at least ten 
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· 1eagues. If this was also not acceptable, he should negotiate for the Alonso islets, located 
some fifteen or twenty leagues out to sea. There they could establish a refuge for the 
Indians fleeing the tyrannies of the Spanish and attempt to save their souls as well as their 
bodies from destruction. The letter continued that i_f he could accomplish none of these 
goals, Cordoba would remove all the missionaries from Tierra Firme to Hispaniola 
because they could do nothing about the injustices. Las Casas, always concerned more 
for the souls of the Indians than for his own comfort or ease, wrote that the thought of no 
one in that area who "knew God," or could teach the faith, "according to the desire that 
God gave to the cleric, strongly believed Christ should be preached by the friars, and 
even greatly desired to go there and labor with them and help them in this work, as a 
cleric."72 Evangelism and the desire to bring the Gospel to those who have not heard the 
message motivated the priest, and he immediately pressed for a new plan for colonization 
and missionary activity. 
This message is revealed in the speech that "micer Bartolome," made before the 
young King Charles, probably in late 1518, as he prepared for his plan of colonization. 
This account would be the second of three times that Las Casas referred to his prophetic 
call experience while in Cuba. This defining moment in his life had such an effect upon 
him that it colored or influenced the rest of his life. The final time would be in his Last 
Will and Testament. 73 
The first person to address the King on the subject of the Indians and the 
possibility of colonization was the bishop of Darien, Juan Cabedo. His opinion was that 
the Spanish arrived at the right time and were doing the right thing in the Indies. His 
observation of the Indians of the Darien as well as those on the islands that he had visited, 
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was that, "those people. are servile a natura, and they hold in high esteem and have much 
gold, which they work hard to obtain. "74 After these observations, Las Casas addressed 
the court. 
He began his words to King Charles by emphasizing the fact he had been in the 
Indies for many years, since the beginning of Spanish colonization. What he was about 
to recount were eyewitness accounts and not from hearsay. The continual and obvious 
mistreatment of the Indians, that had resulted in their near decimation, had one cause, 
" ... greed, the insatiable hunger and thirst for gold in our people." This lust for wealth 
resulted in the death of the natives. They died in two ways: 
The first, is through the unjust and extremely cruel wars against people 
who live, with no offense against anyone, in their own homes and lands. 
The people who died are numberless, both nations and races. Secondly, 
after killing the leaders and chiefs, they placed the Indians into servitude, 
dividing them up to each other, by hundreds, by fifties, and then sent them 
to the mines, where, in the end, due to unbelievable suffering at digging 
for gold, they all died. Wherever there are Spaniards I see the Indians 
dying in these two ways. One of those who helped in this tyranny was my 
very own father, though not anymore.75 
After explaining what he had seen and indicating how this was the norm in the 
Indies, Las Casas recounted his own prophetic call, giving some valuable insights and 
demonstrating how he matured. "Seeing all of this, I was moved, not because I was a 
better Christian than anyone else, but by a natural feeling of compassion which I had at 
seeing a people suffer terrible oppression and injustice, who did not deserve it."76 Gone 
now was the self-righteous justifying attitude, that singled him out as being a better 
encomendero than the rest and treating his Indians with such compassion and so well. 
Now he understood it to be God's grace that had opened his eyes and allowed him to see 
the suffering and injustice in a new way, a way in which he desired to become a part of 
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the solution instead of being a part of the problem. This event four years ago was what 
had caused him to change his life's mission and message and represent the natives 
before Ferdinand. 
By informing and challenging the young ~ng Charles, Las Casas was being 
loyal to the Crown and telling it what it needed to hear, not what was popular or pleasing 
to the ears. He emphasized that the reason he was bringing this to the attention of he 
King was not for personal gain, unlike those who were taking advantage of the Indians, or 
even out of service to the king, but because it was God's will. He wrote, "The fact is I 
would not move from here to go to that comer to serve Your Majesty--with all due 
respect I owe as a subject--ifl did not think and believe I was offering something great to 
God by so doing." The priest was more concerned with following the will of God than in 
serving the Emperor. If Spain put God first and did that which He required it would then 
result in profit and riches beyond what anyone could expect. Obedience to God would 
result in blessings, according to Bartolome, but disobedience would produce ruin. 
In a further effort to assure all those who were listening understood the difference 
between him and those exploiters, he then made it clear, "I state, I affirm, that I renounce 
any reward or recompense that Your Majesty could or would desire to make me."77 Ifhe 
should seek a reward, King Charles would then be justified in not believing him. 
As a response to the bishop of Darien, Las Casas moved to the crux of his speech 
and the cry of his heart. He emphasized his basic message of evangelism and the 
capability, even desire, of the Amerindians to receive Christ. "Those Indian peoples, 
most powerful Lord, and the entire New World which is full of throngs of them, are 
supremely capable of the Christian faith, of all virtue, civilized behavior, tractable to both 
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reason and revelation, and a natura free peoples. "78 Because the Indians have rulers and 
kings who govern them in a structured society, they are.capable of reason and order and 
thus not subject to natural slavery as Aristotle indicated in his Politics. Even if the 
Bishop had interpreted the philosopher correctly and determined they were servile by 
nature, "Aristotle was a pagan, and is now burning in hell," so his teaching must be 
utilized as befits the Church, not the other way around. Then in an expression of 
universality for which the Catholic faith is justly named and proud, "Our Christian 
religion is for all. It adapts itself to every people in the world, accepting all equally, 
removing liberty from no one, sovereignty from no one and places none under servitude, 
especially by the rubric that some are servile a natura."79 
Finally, Las Casas aimed the full force of his prophetic message at the monarch, 
as he both gave him a specific directive from the Word of God, and a veiled threat of 
what would occur in the future if he did not heed this word. "Therefore it is Your 
Majesty's role to root out, at the start of his reign, the tyranny, monstrous and horrible 
before both God and the world, which causes such evil, such irreparable harm," he 
thundered. Las Casas concluded in the true nature of a prophet, "the damnation of a 
major part of the human race, [Remove it] so that the Royal Kingdom of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who died for those Indian peoples, might grow in length of days."80 By not 
stopping the oppression, which was his responsibility as monarch and representative of 
God, Charles was in danger of bringing to damnation many, both Indian and Spanish, and 
holding up the progress of the Lord's kingdom. Christianity desired to include nations 
into the family of God, not exclude or reject them en masse. In his presentation to the 
young King Charles, Las Casas interceded for the Indians and attempted to speak for God 
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on their behalf. He also spoke for the nation as he attempted to avert disaster for its 
sinfulness. The monarch's response did not come immediately, however. 
After nearly a year struggle, during which time Bishop Fonseca and Secretary 
Francisco de los Cobos opposed him at every turn, Charles approved his grant. This 
approval took place, late in 1519, during the last seven days the Emperor was in Spain 
prior to his departure for Germany. Perhaps the plea of Cardinal Adrian of Utrecht, later 
elected Pope, convinced him. Adrian stated that according to divine law, the Church 
Fathers, as well as natural laws, the Indians were indeed free and should be evangelized 
in a peaceful manner and, "not by Mohammedan methods." This convinced the King and 
the Council and they decided, "That the Indians were free men, should be treated as free, 
and attracted to the faith in the manner Christ established." They further determined that 
Las Casas should be in charge of this conversion process. 81 The amount of land he 
received, however, had shrunk to two hundred sixty leagues along the coast, but 
unlimited toward the interior. His responsibility was to erect Christian towns which, 
within a number of years, were to be producing a certain amount of wealth. As incentives 
to the colonists, they could import black slaves, be free from import duties, and receive 
appointments as knights of the Golden Spur. The Crown furnished no funds, however. 
Unfortunately the colony turned into a disaster for Las Casas. This apparent failure, 
however, led to his entry into the Dominican Order.82 
The Failure at Cumana 
Bataillon accused Las Casas of entering into negotiations with the King not only 
for conversion of souls, but also for profit for himself. The seventy peasants who 
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accompanied him on this voyage on 11 November 1520, according to Bataillon, were 
actually for the purpose of labor for the construction ofoutposts_and not farms. The 
main purpose of the venture, therefore, was not colonization but barter with the natives. 
The main desire of the priest was to be financially independent and thereby free from 
anyone's control. The personal funds that had sustained him from 1514 were now 
dwindling. Bataillon suggests that, "From the best of motives, and in good company, he 
had again become codicioso [greedy]. Blame or excuse him for this, we must first of all 
understand him. "83 
This interpretation is consistent with Bataillon's assessment that Las Casas may 
have "converted" in 1514, but he continued to be a shrewd businessman and 
"evangelization formed only its [his venture's] ideal background."84 Bataillon's 
argument failed to be convincing. His determination that the main goal of Las Casas and 
company was barter with the natives, is made on a weak allusion to the Plan of 1518, 
presented to Sauvage. Bataillon admits this emphasis was not present in the Historia, 
chapter 131, which explained the final plan. 85 Wagner and Parish also indicate Las Casas 
gave the appearance of commercialism because he desired to build forts that could be 
utilized as trading posts. This provision, as well as the one allowing for ships to trade 
along the coast,. the Council may have added to ensure approval. Instead of attributing 
this to a profit motivation, however, their conclusion is that this demonstrated a lack of 
foresight. 86 Thus, his experience and not his motivation was in question. He certainly 
had little experience in the field of colonization. More likely is that Las Casas recognized 
he must appeal to the profit motivations of both Crown and investors in order for them to 
agree to his plan, the ultimate goal of which was evangelism. 87 He needed to give the 
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appearance of a profitable venture to acquire support. Gutierrez writes about this project, 
"The Cumana project was intended as the realization of something the cleric had been 
seeking for quite some time: a peaceful colonization and evangelization with Indians and 
Spanish peasants sharing a common life. "88 This w~ his first and foremost goal. 
Perhaps the best answer to this charge, however, came from Las Casas. While he 
was negotiating at the court of King Charles for the colony detailed above, a pious 
Catholic and a member of the Royal Council as well as the Inquisition, named Aguirre, 
came to the cleric and expressed his disapproval and concern over the deal that was being 
made. Basically he accused the priest of having ulterior motives. In his response to this 
man, Las Casas wrote what Gutierrez called, "One of the most impressive passages 
anywhere in his works."89 In this passage Las Casas revealed his innermost thoughts and 
his concern for the natives whom he identified with Christ. The negotiations made 
concerning the land were for the purpose of, as it were, buying or ransoming the natives 
and saving them from certain death. If they remained alive they would subsequently have 
the opportunity to receive the Gospel and the sacraments, thereby becoming a part of the 
Body of Christ. This passage is significant as it revealed Las Casas's message clearly: 
Sir, if you were to see .Our Lord Jesus Christ abused, with someone laying 
hands on Him, afflicting Him with all manne~ of calumny, would you not 
beg with the greatest urgency and with all your might that He be handed 
over to you instead, that you might worship, adore,·and serve Him and do 
all that a true Christian ought to do? He replied, 'Of course I would.' And 
suppose they would not just give Him to you, would you not buy Him? 
He replied, 'Indeed I would, I would purchase Him.' Then the cleric 
added: Indeed, Sir, I have but acted in that very manner .. Because I leave 
Our Lord, Jesus Christ in the Indies, scourged and afflicted and buffeted 
and even crucified, not just one time but millions of times, on the part of 
the Spaniards who ruin and destroy these people and deprive them of the 
space required for their conversion and repentance, depriving them of life 
before their time, so they die without the faith and without the sacraments. 
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Many times I have asked the King's Council to provide them with the 
remedy and remove the stumbling blocks to their salvation, which is made 
up of the Spaniards holding in captivity those they already have, and 
where they still do not, to send Spaniards to go to a certain part of the 
continent where religious,servants of God, have begun to preach the 
Gospel. The Spaniards who cross that land with their violence and wicked 
example prevent them from doing so and make the name of Christ into a 
blasphemy. They replied there is no room there, that is if the friars were to 
occupy the land, the King would have no income from it. At the moment I 
saw they were asking me to sell the Gospel, and therefore Christ, and that 
they scourged Him and beat Him and crucified Him, I agreed to purchase 
Him, offering many goods, much income, and temporal wealth, to pay 
back the King, in the manner Your Mercy has heard.90 
Thus, Las Casas might admit to the "sale of the Gospel" but for the motivation of 
saving and rescuing the natives. As a man of action, he could not passively sit back while 
the colonists slaughtered the natives and at the same time endangered their own souls. In 
fact those that "sell the Gospel" in an effort to save the person are not guilty of any sin; it 
is those who look the other way and do nothing that have the greater guilt. They are 
guilty of the sin of omission. 
Las Casas developed and expanded upon this theme of the sin of omission in the 
work The Only Way. Here, the Dominican, drawing upon the authorities of both 
Augustine and Chrysostom, interpreted the text from Saint Matthew 25. This scripture 
reads in part, "Whoever helps one of the helpless, helps me.'' The one who helps the poor 
and attempts to alleviate their suffering is an assistant or extension of Christ. In another 
part of the same chapter of Matthew, Las Casas quoted from Augustine who referenced 
the section of the verse, "I was starving. You fed me nothing. I was thirsty. You gave 
me no water .... " Augustine wrote, "They are damned, not for doing evil, but for not 
doing good."91 Failing to do what is right in the presence of evil is the sin, not acting in 
accordance with one's desire to assist Christ in His ministry. After arriving in the Indies, 
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however, the cleric had .to make more concessions to the profit seekers in an effort to save 
the Indians, whom he henceforth identified with the crucified Christ. 
Upon arrival in Puerto Rico early in 1521, the colonist-priest learned the Indians 
along the coast of Tierra Firme had killed some Dominican priests at their convent at 
Chiribichi. They had attacked the priests as a consequence of a previous slaving 
expedition under the leadership of Alonso de Hojeda. The Audiencia ordered a punitive 
expedition to retaliate. This news caused him great pain as this area was his first 
destination to begin evangelism. He attempted to stop the punitive expedition, under the 
leadership of Gonzalo de Ocampo, by showing him the order of the King for his 
settlement. This did not stop Ocampo. Las Casas proceeded to Santo Domingo in an 
effort to convince the Audiencia to stop the mission against the Indians. 92 
Although the authorities agreed that the priest had the proper papers, they would 
not halt the expedition of Ocampo which had already begun. While discussions were 
taking place, Ocampo returned with the first of a group of slaves from the region where 
Las Casas was to go. Without a seaworthy vessel and without funds to continue, the 
cleric agreed to a business partnership with the ruling group of businessmen from Santo 
Domingo. They arrived at an agreementthat would divide the spoils from pearl fishing, 
slave trading, and gains that resulted from establishing a profitable colony. Las Casas 
and his knights would each receive one-quarter of the profits, the Crown would also 
receive one,.quarter, and the remainder would go to those pooling their resources. Las 
Casas, in a decision he later regretted yet justified, agreed to this bargain. He even 
accepted the responsibility for deciding which groups of natives were capable of 
receiving the faith and which would become slaves because of their cannibalism. After 
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making this arrangement, he set sail for Tierra Firme. First, however he went to Puerto 
Rico to pick up the fifty knights he left there. Imagine his frustration when he learned 
they had already left on slaving expeditions!93 
The priest-colonist, now without colonists, finally arrived at Cumana in late 
Summer, 1521. He left little information about his life with the friars there. Apparently 
there was little evangelization and not much contact with the natives. His main problems 
were with the nearby Spanish settlement. Unable to stop the raids, afraid that the outpost 
where he lived was going to be attacked, and sick at heart at how events turned out, he 
returned to Santo Domingo.94 After his departure the Indians attacked the monastery and 
killed several servants, although the friars escaped. A month or so after this event Las 
Casas heard the news, including the rumor that he himself had been killed. The result of 
the news of this disaster was a period of intense soul searching. 
He began to ask himself if this disaster at Cumana was a result of God's judgment 
upon him for not totally following spiritual principles and compromising with those of 
the world. He wrote: 
He began to believe and fear that everything he had worked for was now 
lost, and later, when he learned more he believed it to be a divine 
judgment aimed at punishing and causing him to suffer for for joining in 
partnership with those he knew would not assist him, either out of 
dedication or love of God, to save the souls perishing in that province, but 
helped him only for the purpose of greed and getting rich. It seemed he 
had offended God, by making unclean the purity of that very spiritual 
goal, only intended for God, which was for him to go and assist the 
religious and with them to illuminate those people with the preaching of 
the Christian faith and doctrine. He had soiled this with the garbage and 
uncleanness of such earthly human, and even inhuman means, so 
antithetical to the methods used by Christ .... 95 
While wondering what to do next and waiting for further royal orders, Las Casas 
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experienced what has been called his "second conversion. "96 He labored under the guilt 
that his partnership with those who were more concerned with worldly wealth than souls, 
had caused the disaster to occur. Had God now punished hirri because of his poor 
judgment? Although he did not believe he personally had caused the death of the 
individuals involved, the priest felt remorse that peaceful means had not worked and 
those advocating armed conquest felt justified. Las Casas again sensed the need for 
repentance. Convinced that God had spared him, not because of his actions, which were 
reprehensible, but because of his intentions and underlying motivation, he sought aid and 
comfort from the Dominicans.97 
While speaking with Fray Domingo Betanzos, Las Casas came face to face with 
his own mortality. He realized that he must seek God and His will for his life and not do 
only what he himself desired to do. After arguing with Betanzos about waiting to receive 
a letter from the King with instructions on where to proceed from here, the friar 
challenged him by confronting him with the issue of what would happen to the 
instructions if he died. "These words stuck in the soul of the cleric Casas, and from then 
on he began to think more often of his condition and in the end he determined to consider 
himself dead to his own aims and desires .... "98 After this experience, which he himself 
referred to as a "conversion," he decided to enter the ·Dominican Order. 
Bataillon misread the motivations of Las Casas when he wrote, "We would not 
distort his conversation with Betanzos ifwe said that he agreed to play dead."99 There is 
nothing in the decision of Las Casas to indicate it was insincere. Apparently, he again 
experienced an encounter with God. As in the previous conversion or prophetic call, he 
faced a crisis in his life. He believed he was acting according to God's will, yet he had 
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failed. This failure brought him to the realization that ifhe were going to "speak for 
God," he would have to do it God's way. It was not a case of "playing dead" but of a 
genuine death to self. This process of refinement was typical of the biblical prophets and 
others God chose. 100 Self and selfish goals and desires were being squeezed out of the 
priest, and he was learning to submit to God's will in his life. This process of refinement 
was indicated also by the submission that he must now make to the Order. He no longer 
would be a free agent, but would come under the authority of the prelate. Perez 
Fernandez was much closer to the truth. He believed that Friar Betanzos encouraged him 
to abandon colonization as a means to accomplish his goals and devote himself solely to 
evangelization. In other words, he should become single minded and more directly 
focused. His continually deepening self-realization that his actions in speaking for God, 
and corresponding intercession between God and both the Spanish and Indians were what 
gave continuity and meaning to his life. To best accomplish his mission, he decided he 
should now become a member of a community, the Dominican Order, instead of 
attempting to achieve his goals by himself. This would provide him with the support and 
leadership he needed. 101 Thus, in 1522, he consecrated himself to a more ascetic and 
disciplined life in the Dominican Order in order to draw closer to God and purify his 
message. 
It is indeed like he "went to sleep" for a number of years to the delight of his 
enemies and the fears of his friends. He would, however, awaken again. This time his 
message would be deeper, more full of theological reflection, free of self ambition, and 
even more committed to the message he had to share. Gone would be the compromising 
attitude of the past and he would become much more confrontational with the monarchy 
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and direct in his words .. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
The Message is Refined and Deepened (1523-1542) 
The decision of Las Casas to enter the Dominican Order was one of the most 
significant of his life. The process of becoming a friar would forever transform the 
former diocesan priest. About April, 1524, he completed his first year as a novitiate and 
formally entered the Order. 1 He then began his four year course of study in the 
Dominican Monastery of Santo Domingo, on Hispaniola, and, " ... he was kept busy in 
that House of Studies, doing the courses in scripture, patristics and theology that were 
obligatory for all new Dominicans."2 Because he had already studied canon law and 
knew Latin well, he was exempt from those studies. He also began living the life of 
poverty and obedience which his vows required. Along with the others in his order, he 
practiced fasting, prayers, and vigils of the disciplined life. 
It was difficult for someone like he, a man of action, to submit himself to the 
authority of another and discipline himself to the required studies. Nevertheless, this 
change in his status was necessary for the priest to deepen and refine his message. As 
Bataillon wrote," ... it changed him from a good colonist-reformer into a 
theologian-jurist." He now sought to justify theologically what he knew to be true 
practically; yet at the same time be able to distinguish between the two. Compromising 
his message for the sake of appealing to the worldly interests of others was a lesson he 
had learned could have tragic consequences. Bataillon continued, "Never again did he 
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advance ingenious constructions in which temporal and spiritual interests supported each 
other; he now understood the fragility of such a house of.cards. "3 . Yet this would take 
time to develop, and the new Dominican would not immediately renounce worldly means 
to accomplish heavenly goals. He still appealed to ~e potential profit of the Indies for 
the royal treasuries. 
In 1526, at the conclusion of his studies, the now friar Bartolome, on the orders of 
his superiors, went to Puerto de Plata on the northern coast of Hispaniola to build a 
monastery. It was here, in 1527, that he began the greatest work of his career, the 
Historia ~eneral de las Indias, that occupied his attention for thirty-five years. It appears, 
however, that he had collected material for the nearly twenty-five years prior to this, "so 
that it is a mosaic constructed over a period of forty years."4 This work covered the 
history, natural history, and ethnography of the New World up to the year 1520. His 
original manuscript also contained the material for his Apolofjetica historia. He may 
have begun this work to give the perspective of the native Americans, missing from the 
work of Oviedo, published in 1526, the Natural historia.5 His great themes in both of 
these works, which he separated from each other and revised in 1552, involved, 
"Salvation of unbelievers and.beHevers, proclamation of the Gospel to both, and defense 
of the Indians' life and liberty: here are Las Casas' s ·great concerns. They all have their 
foundation in his experience--and his notion--of God .... "6 
This chapter will continue the examination of the prophetic message of friar 
Bartolome, emphasizing those aspects of the message that became more focused as a 
result of his studies in the Dominican monastery and that influenced those in power in 
both the secular and religious realms. He spoke in a more theologically refined and 
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specific manner, and eventually criticized not only the colonists but also the monarchy. 
The seeds of his message, that we examined in the previous chapter, matured and began 
to bear fruit. He had an impact on the legislation of the Crown, specifically in the New 
Laws of 1542. For Las Casas the state was the representative of the Church in the earth. 
Therefore, as the nation dedicated itself to the fulfilling of the divine mandate, it would 
reap the temporal rewards that accompany doing God's wilL He also impacted the 
Church as his works formed the foundation for papal bulls. Also, his prophetic 
judgments would be much more pronounced as he warned of God's judgment upon the 
monarchy and the nation. He also began to expound upon the theme of restitution 
whereby the Spanish should repay the Amerindians for past tyrannies. Thus, as a result 
of his studies, reflections, and experiences, he expanded, documented, and refined his 
words that would have an ever widening audience and an ever more judgmental and 
ominous tone. In his initial letter as a Dominican, however, he visited some old themes, 
albeit in a more theologically refined manner. 
On 20 January, possibly in the year 1531, Las Casas wrote a long, somewhat 
rambling letter to the Council of the Indies, that contained doctrinal treatises and Latin 
excerpts which indicated the author was writing in a monastery with access to its 
theological library.7 This epistle broke his long silence and signaled his return in the fight 
for the rights of the Indians. He challenged the Council to consider the divine will of 
God and then to put themselves in conformity with this. Furthermore, they should not 
look at the author of the letter, but rather examine the text and let that motivate their 
actions. He viewed his role as reminding the Council of their Christian responsibility and 
defending the faith that nominal Christians daily mocked by their unchristian actions. 
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"But see the Christian faith, so vilified, affronted, and worldly in this New World, and the 
loss of such an infinite number of souls, growing greater each day, not only Spanish 
Christians but also those of these.people, called by Christ in these final days for eternal 
salvation." If they could only keep their eyes on ~s fact, they would realize that it 
would not take, "a lot of work, or require spending great amounts of money," for the 
greatest harvest of souls to occur since apostolic times. 8 If they would attend first to the 
saving of the eternal souls of these individuals, "their temporal wealth and goods, which 
would add greatly to their treasuries, would be easily obtained."9 This was not only 
profitable for them, but according to the Papal Bull of Donation of Alexander Vl, from 
which he quoted a large section, their purpose for being in the Indies. He also quoted 
from the Last Testament of Queen Isabella which served to remind them that, "our first 
purpose was . · .. to convert them to our holy Catholic faith, and to send to the islands and 
Tierra Firme, prelates and religious ... to teach the inhabitants our Catholic faith." 10 Las 
Casas thereby continued to remind the monarchy of its primary responsibility in the 
Indies; a message he reiterated until his death. 
As in other works, the friar also gave remedies to alleviate the death of the 
natives, which he testified as numbering "two million dead souls from the surrounding 
area, a million, one hundred thousand from this island alone. " 11 First of all, those in 
power should be removed and the Indians set at liberty. They also should bring African 
or other slaves into the Indies to alleviate the burden of work on the natives. 12 Forts 
should be constructed, soldiers placed in these forts, but under the authority of bishops, 
and mainly for the purpose of conversion, although self defense may also be necessary. If 
the monarchy would follow this advice, the natives would more readily pay tribute to the 
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Crown and the religious who actually collected the revenue would not steal as the present 
authorities were doing. 13 Although this resembled the plan that had failed at Cumana, 
there was a significant distinction. 
Castro believed this continuation of the previously failed plans, and the emphasis 
on the appeals to materialistic motivations, that was repeated in his memorial of 
remedies of 1542, revealed a dichotomy in the thinking of Las Casas. He wrote that this 
plan: 
Clearly indicates the presence of an unresolved contradiction in Las Casas' 
psyche. The contradiction was contained in his simultaneous desire to 
foment the profitable exploration and exploitation of the American 
possessions while trying to protect the natives against the depredations of 
the explorers and colonists. 14 
This, however, is consistent with his previous words that explained that he could 
not achieve his goals without appealing to the profit motives of those in power. 15 He 
recognized that any plan, to receive royal approval, must reward those who invested in 
such a project, and provide for the Crown's needs. Also, he connected the state as the 
temporal extension of the Church. Far from revealing a contradiction, his plans 
demonstrated a reality based on experience and appealing to the motivations he knew 
would get results. Certainly as he grew older his message became more straightforward 
and direct, but this was not a dichotomy in thought but a maturation of his realization that 
compromise with the secular only debilitated the power of the spiritual. The final 
refinement of this particular aspect of his writings did not occur until after his experiences 
in the New World as Bishop of Chiapa. At the same time he repeated old themes, he did 
so in a new and refined manner, and continued with his basic emphasis. 
In this letter of 1542, according to Gutierrez, "he also expresses himself more 
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competently (after his studies) in 'law' and in doctrine. The liberation of the oppressed is 
more than a matter of the social order that is to prevail. .It is based on the God of Jesus 
Christ." In an effort to commumcate most effectively the seriousness of this message, 
and its relevance to the hearers, "He places his addr.essees before that God."16 Thus the 
"new" Las Casas, the Dominican :friar, began his reformed ministry by utilizing the 
learning he had acquired and becoming more confrontational in his words. The 
theocentrism of his emphasis, however, continued as his basic desire to see the physical 
deliverance and spiritual salvation of the natives was always foremost in his heart. A 
specific practical event solidified much of his thinking and had a major impact upon one 
of his most significant and revealing publications. 
The Enriquillo Affair 
An analysis of the case of the Indian Chief of Hispaniola, the so called Enriquillo 
incident (Enriquillo is the Spanish diminutive form of Enrique, or Henry) demonstrates 
the further maturation of the message of the prophet as it became tempered with 
experience. 17 In this event Las Casas played a significant role in establishing peace 
between the natives and the Spanish. This provided the framework, or model, for what 
became one of his most significant evangelistic ideas, the peaceful conversion of the 
Indian. It also provided him with the opportunity to develop another theme, the concept 
of the "just war." This doctrine had been utilized to justify the conquest of the New 
World, but now the friar contended that this had no validity in the case of the Spanish, 
and in fact the Indians were the ones justified in using this remedy. The story of 
Enriquillo is an example of a native who "played by the rules," but was still abused. 
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Enriquillo learned to read and write Spanish while still a youth in the Franciscan 
monastery of Vera Paz. He became a Christian and was familiar with the doctrines of the 
Church. He and a woman named Lucia were married in the Church with its blessing. He 
served a Spanish man, "suffering his unjust servitude and the mistreatment he received on 
a daily basis with patience."18 His master, however, stole his mare and then raped his 
wife. When the Indian protested this treatment, he was beaten and verbally abused. In 
accordance with the law, he then went to the Magistrate in that town, who responded to 
his complaints by throwing him in jail. After his release, he went to complain to the 
audiencia, who merely sent him back to the original official who had abused him. He 
then returned to his original master, Valenzuela by name, and about whom Las Casas 
dryly remarked, "It would have been more just ifhe had been the servant and Enriquillo 
the master," who continued to abuse him. 19 Soon after this the Indian fled to the 
mountains and encouraged others to escape the colonists and join him there.20 
While in the mountains, Enriquillo proved to be a difficult enemy for the 
Spaniards who attempted to capture him. Because of his ability as a leader, and mobility, 
he frustrated all Spanish attempts to take him prisoner. His forces, augmented by 
runaway Indians and black slaves, became well armed and well financed as they took 
weapons and money from the Spaniards, but killed few. After several serious attempts to 
apprehend Enriquillo, the Spanish government sent a force under the leadership of 
Francisco de Barrionuevo to bring the matter to a conclusion. After months of searching 
for Enriquillo in the mountains, in August, 1533, Barrionuevo met with the chief, gave 
him a full pardon, and the title "don," that he used thereafter.21 
Apparently Las Casas met with Enriquillo soon after this event, as the peace treaty 
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needed to be cemented, and Las Casas applied for the job to do it. Because he was 
familiar with the chiefs, his superiors allowed him to go~ . With one other priest he made 
the secret journey into the mountains where he met with the chief and his people.22 Later, 
in a letter to the Council of the Indies, Las Casas explained what happened during the 
month he was gone. In this letter we can see that the Dominican takes much credit for the 
peace and the submission of Don Enrique: 
I went--with only the grace of God and a companion friar, whom the Order 
furnished me--I went to Baoruco, and reassured Don Enrique and 
confirmed him in the service of the Emperor, our lord. I was with him a 
month, and confessed him and his wife and all his captains, and relieved 
them of ali their very just fears. I would not come away from there, till I 
took him with me to the town of Azua, where he was embraced by the 
citizenry and made merry [ with them]; and I left him with the course 
agreed he was to follow, [namely] to go and be entertained at the other 
Spanish towns, and to bring to the service of His Majesty certain captains 
and people in rebellion, and ·particularly to establish his town seven 
leagues from Azua; and he is to provide all that region with bread and 
other supplies. All of this he is actually fulfilling gladly. And in truth, 
noble sirs, had the Dominican Order not sent me, to serve God and His 
Majesty, and I had not gone there, it might be a hundred years before Don 
Enrique would be seen outside the impregnable peaks and highlands where 
he was born and possesses his patrimony. Because even though Francisco 
de Barrionuevo went there and commenced the peace, and it is not right he 
should be defrauded of what he did, yet he was there only one night and 
part of a midday, and then he came back; and this was not sufficient in a 
situation where such a capital and justly undertaken war had gone on for 
so many years previous. Since I saw the great harm and destruction of this 
island, and the inestimable good that would accrue to all the land from 
security and peace with Don Enrique, and the long experience I have in 
such matters, I persuaded the superior to send me; and it was necessary to 
keep my going a secret from the royal judges, on account of the hostile 
attitude I knew they had towards me. So I went, and I reassured him; and I 
left him firmer in the service of His Majesty than the peak of Martos, and 
may it please God that they know how to keep him thus. 23 
From the tone of the text it is obvious that Las Casas was pleased with himself 
and his successes. He not only affirmed the peace treaty, but also evangelized the natives 
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and brought to them the sacraments. Thus, he joined the practical and the spiritual that 
were always so important to him. Even his rival, Oviedo, validated his success in this 
venture. 
Oviedo added to his account of the story tha~ the local judges, whom Las Casas 
failed to notify prior to setting out on his journey, were initially angry with him for his 
visit to the Chief. They feared he might upset the fragile peace and frankly were not that 
convinced of his abilities to negotiate a lasting peace. If he were successful, their method 
of accomplishing peace would be proven inadequate. After they saw, however, that he 
had been successful in his efforts to bring about peace, they were content. Success 
usually brought approbation. Oviedo added that Don Enrique lived a little more than a 
year after this event, and then died as a Christian. 24 
Despite his self references, this event demonstrated to the Crown and a dubious 
community that the Spanards could use peaceful means to bring about both peace and the 
evangelization of the natives. This event would prove to be a precursor to his future 
project at Verapaz. If it worked with one cacique, could it not then work for a whole 
region? Finally, Las Casas had a success to which he could point; an example he could 
show others to follow. Violence and the force of Spanish arms had not won the war with 
Enriquillo despite the nearly fifteen years it had cont1nued and certainly had not spread 
the Christianization of the Amerindians. The way of Christ, however, the way of gentle, 
reasonable persuasion, had accomplished the desired result in both areas. 
Helen Rand Parish wrote that this event was the spark which ignited him to write 
one of his most significant and far reaching works, The Only Way to Draw all People to a 
Living Faith. This work, originally written in 1534, in Latin, while at the monastery, and 
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entitled, De unico vocationis modo omnium gentium ad veram religionem, was both a 
religious and political work. It contained references to not only biblical and partristic 
sources, but also to the ancient philosophers.25 He therefore combined his theological 
knowledge with the practical experience he had gained in this incident and arrived at the 
conclusion that only peaceful means should be utilized to "pacify" and convert the 
Amerindians. From this point he further refined his message and abandoned such 
notions as establishing forts to protect the Spanish from contact with the natives as in 
Tierra Firme. Or as Gutierrez wrote, "Thus Bartolome' s first book would have been a 
theological reflection on his own experience of peaceful evangelization."26 This treatise 
concerning the evangelization of the Indians has been called, "The first and most erudite 
treatise on missiology, which although aimed primarily at stimulating and beginning 
evangelizatiori in America, is the mission code for all times ... and anticipated the 
teaching of Vatican Council II, contained in the document "Ad gentes."27 The message of 
the prophet finally had a concrete example to which it could point. The theoretical and 
theological had now come alive in the practical and it served as the model for future 
efforts at converting the natives and bringing peace to the area. 
At the heart of this work of Las Casas, and the Gospel message itself, is the 
concept of teaching by example, or allowing a person's actions to speak for them. The 
Spaniards needed to earn the right to preach to the natives through Christian behavior and 
mode of conduct. This they clearly had not done. Just as Christ had given the apostles an 
example of how to live and thereby spread the Gospel, so too did the apostles pass on this 
mode of teaching. As Bartolome wrote, "Given that Christ, the model of all graces of the 
soul, taught, set the form of preaching His law, worldwide--not just by word, but also by 
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deed, winning people over gently, persuasively, attracting them--then clearly the apostles 
kept to that form unswervingly."28 Because even the apostles needed to follow the way of 
Christ in their teaching, so too did the Spanish. Las Casas concluded, "So Christ taught, 
Christ set the way, the form for preaching the Gospel: deeds first, words later."29 No one 
is allowed to bring the Gospel by a different way. The Dominican used the peaceful 
conversion of Don Enrique as a way to demonstrate that the. Spanish should follow his 
example and bring about not only peace but also the conversion of the natives to the 
Gospel of Christ. His words aligned with and supplemented his actions. 
Within the retelling of the incident ofEnriquillo, however, Las Casas expounded 
upon another theme that he repeated and developed many times in his writings. This was 
the idea that the natives, and not the Spanish, were conducting a 'just war." Inherent 
within this concept is the obvious corollary that warfare was not a valid way to spread the 
Gospel of peace. This concept would be the heart of his work, In Defense of the Indians, 
which formed the basis for his famous dispute with Sepulveda in Valladolid in 1550. The 
Spaniards called the actions of Don Enrique an uprising, and sought to put him and his 
followers down as rebels against the lawfully established government. To the 
Dominican, however, this was not the case because the Indians had never accepted the 
rule of the Spanish monarchy in the first place. They were merely defending themselves 
and their homes; the Spanards were the usurpers of authority. 
Appealing to both history and Scripture~ Las Casas wrote that the natives were 
just acting in self defense and attempting to maintain their form of government: 
The war against the Spanish by him [Enriquillo] and his followers was a 
just one. He was chosen by his followers as the leader, as can be justly 
demonstrated. This justification is clear from both the history of the 
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Maccabees in the Scripture, and the acts ofD. Pelayo in Spanish writings. 
Not only was his a war of self defense, but by the same token and in the 
same manner of justification, Enriquillo and his Indians could avenge 
personal affronts, decimation, as well as territorial usurpation by war and 
punishment. This is in regards to natural law, and for the moment I am not 
even speaking of matters of faith which would add another right to self 
defense, Enriquillo and his few followers, had every justification to follow 
and destroy the Spaniards as their main enemy because of they had. 
survived the cruelty and terrible tyranny of the Spaniards. They had 
destroyed all the great republics established by the natives on this island. 
In this regard they were justified by natural law, since this is not properly 
called, war, but an act of self-defense.30 
Because the Indians had never recognized the Spanish King as the legitimate 
ruler, Don Enrique was the Prince of the island. The natives may have been tyrannized, 
"de facto but not de Jure." Therefore that which the Spanish perpetrated on the island 
was not done according to reason but according to force and injustice. In a future writing, 
Dace Dudas, 1564, Las Casas developed this theme even further and wrote, "Because 
these people [the Indians] are without fault, and the Spanish are the destroyers of them, 
the Monarchy is obligated to punish the Spanish."31 Therefore, even at personal risk to 
the King, he should not only wage war but even lead it himself, upon the unjust who are 
tyrannizing other of his subjects. The Bishop of Chiapa, acting in the role of prophet, or 
spokesman for God, because he here interpreted the specific will of God in the particular 
situation, wrote this to the King as a service to him, to apprise him of his responsibilities, 
and that as he fulfilled these he would conserve his soul and live a blessed life.32 Thus we 
can see that although the Dominican will repeat, refine, and strengthen his message 
throughout his life, the basics of that message remained constant. 
To continue lascasian thought on this doctrine, in one of his last writings the 
Bishop of Chiapa addressed another memorial to the Council of the Indies. In this 
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document was the culmination of his concept of the 'just war" doctrine as it applied to 
the Indies, as well as other prophetic warnings. At the end of his life he spoke as clearly 
and as forcefully as possible. Gone now was any self-justification, or attempt to appeal 
to worldly measures to achieve heavenly goals. In as clear and as strong a way as 
possible, he wrote, "The native peoples of all the lands in the Indies into which we have 
come, have the vested right to make war on us most justly and to expel us immediately 
from the land. This right will remain with them until Judgment Day."33 
All of the wars fought against the Indians have been waged unjustly. Implied 
within the above statement of Las Casas, and spelled out specifically in another part of 
this memorial, was the fact that all those who have abused the Indians, and did not make 
restitution for their action, were in mortal sin and therefore their eternal souls were in 
jeopardy. There would be a Judgment Day, even for the King himself, since he had done 
nothing to prevent the tyrannies and murders. The protection of the Indians, who were 
also royal subjects, was both his responsibility and mandate. He fulfilled none of these 
responsibilities. 34 As he aged, the prophet became increasingly confrontational with the 
Monarchy. The message hardened not because Las Casas was disrespectful to the 
monarch, but because he was concerned for his eternal salvation. As previously 
explained, an important prophetic role is to force the hearer to view himself and his 
situation in light of Scripture. Las Casas attempted here, in a figurative manner, to hold 
a mirror up to the king and allow him to see his destiny if he did not repent and change 
his actions. He believed the eternal soul of the monarch to be in jeopardy because of his 
sin of omission, or inaction in preventing the destruction of the natives. 
Not only was it necessary for the Spaniards to cease doing evil and making war 
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upon the natives, but their souls were also in danger if they did not make restitution for 
all they had unjustly taken from the natives. They must return to them what they had 
stolen and destroyed. This concept was another one of Las Casas' s favorite themes, 
introduced in The Only Way, that he continued to develop and repeat until his death. He 
challenged the authorities, "On peril of losing their souls, all who start wars of conversion 
... all are bound to restore to the devastated pagan peoples whatever they took in war, 
permanent or perishable and make up for whatever they destroyed. Make up totally."35 
Thus the conquerors must not only give back what they had taken but also make amends 
for all that they had consumed. The Dominican emphasized and expanded upon this 
concept in the future after he became a bishop. 
The incident with Don Enrique was therefore crucial to the development and 
maturation of the message of Las Casas. Out of this experience he deepened his 
conviction that there was only one method of spreading the Gospel message. This 
consisted of peaceful persuasion and appealing to the reason of the hearers. War was 
never justified. This was the opening thought for his work The Only Way. "One way, 
one way only, of teaching a living faith, to everyone, everywhere, always, was set by 
Divine Providence." Thus he demonstrated his inductive Aristotelian logic that from 
examining the specifics, in this case the example ofEnriquillo, one could then project the 
ideal which would be valid at any time or in any circumstance. He continued to elaborate 
on how this could be done, "The way that wins the mind with reasons, that wins the will 
with gentleness, with invitation. It has to fit all people on earth, no distinction made for 
sect, for error, even for evil."36 Thus we observe the former clerigo, now as a Dominican, 
as he deepened his theological justification for what he always knew to be true. Peaceful 
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conversion through the .use of example and reason was the only legitimate way to spread 
the message of Christ that was available to all. Salvation is universal, not restricted in 
any way. His message now broadened to include his personal experiences with 
Enriquillo, which could be applied to all efforts at e:vangelization as well as bringing 
about peace, and the concept of restitution for past sins that must be made to all exploited 
individuals or nations. 
After his experiences with Don Enrique, and the writing of his work, The Only 
Way, Las Casas now decided to begin his own missionary venture in Peru. Traveling in 
1535 with the newly appointed Bishop of Panama, Fray Tomas de Berlanga, he soon 
arrived in that region, but found it full of sickness and hunger. Because of these 
conditions, he left for Peru. After two and a half months becalmed at sea, however, he 
and his companions arrived in Nicaragua. There he found the natives to be suffering 
greatly.37 
From Land of War to Land of Peace 
Writing to an unnamed courtier in October 1535, Las Casas described the beauty 
of the land and the fact that it was, "the will of God which brought us to these parts" 
instead of Peru. After describing how the Spanish had reduced the number of Indians 
from a total of perhaps 600,000 to perhaps 12,000 to 15,000, Las Casas proposed a plan 
that continued the goals of peaceful conversion from The Only Way, and also anticipated 
his future project ofVerapaz. He wrote that beyond Lake Nicaragua there were a large 
number of tribes, who were enemies of the Christians because of the atrocities committed 
in the area. If the Crown would send a cedula, or royal order, he and his companions 
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would pacify these peoples and make them subjects. In order to accomplish this, 
however, the official document must specify that no Christian, "great or small," should 
have any contact with them. Also, they must not be subjected in any way to the Spanish. 
If these points were agreed to, "I and my companio1:1,s, trusting in divine assistance and 
protection, for we undertake this mission for His honor and the salvation of their souls, 
would go among them, pacify them, and bring them to serve our sovereign, and to 
convert them so they may know their Creator." This is necessary, and, "This is the true 
way of having these people acknowledge God, as their God, and then the king as their 
sovereign. The goal of Your Majesty is to spread the faith. This is your primary 
authority and title to these lands."38 This cedula had to stipulate that anyone violating 
these principles would be subject to death. 
Thus, in an attempt to move from individual conversion by peaceful means as in 
the case of Enriquillo, to the conversion of a number of tribes Las Casas developed his 
mission. Viewing his unexpected arrival in Nicaragua as God's provision, he sought to 
bring about God's will. He again brought up the theme that conversion to Christianity, 
by authority of the Papal Donation, was the main purpose and sole justification for the 
Spanish presence in the Indies. He wrote, "The whole purpose of the [papal] concession 
to the Spanish monarchs, its motivation and lordship. that they exercise over these lands 
was for their life and for the conversion and salvation of their souls. Yet it has become a 
quick, miserable death, and final perdition."39 To clarify and expand further upon the 
lack of focus of the monarchy and to reinforce the blame it had for what was happening, 
as well as a further admonition for his peaceful means, he ended this letter with the 
words, "This is not the way of Christ, nor of His preaching, nor His way of converting 
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souls. This is the way of Muhammad, and even worse than his way ... because after 
those he subjected by force of arms believed in his religion, he gave then their lives."40 
His message continued to emphasize the necessity of saving both the physical life upon 
this earth and salvation of the soul through eternal life in the hereafter. Because he 
preached this kind of message and declared he would refuse absolution to anyone who 
participated in a slave raiding expedition of Governor Rodrigo de Contreras, Las Casas 
and his companions were not welcome in Nicaragua and therefore went to Guatemala. 
Las Casas and his associates arrived in Santiago de Guatemala in the summer of 
1536 as the guest of Bishop Marroquin. He instructed the preachers to learn the Mayan 
language because of their desire to begin a pastoral ministry among the natives. They 
were in need of instruction in the faith and this the friars desired to do in the natives' 
languages.41 There is some question as to whether or not Las Casas learned any of the 
local languages. Conflicting with the account ofRemesal, the Franciscan Motolonia 
wrote in his 1552 letter to Charles V that Las Casas," ... did not learn any Indian 
tongue."42 Although he may not have learned any of the indigenous languages, he did 
consider this knowledge to be important for those religious actually working with the 
natives. For example, he recommended to the Pope that any bishops coming to the Indies 
"learn the language of their sheep."43 Also, in his 1516 Memorial de remedios, 
obviously considering the way the Requirimiento was broadcast to the Indians in a way 
they could not understand, Las Casas urged that all new laws and information 
promulgated by the Crown be in the native languages so that the natives could clearly 
understand them.44 He did not speak to the issue of whether or not he was fluent in any of 
the languages, but he certainly demonstrated his regard for those who were and 
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recognized the importance of the Spanish identifying with the natives in their own 
tongue. Gutierrez summarized his view of the significance ofthe native languages in the 
life of the Dominican, "A language is an element of the culture of a people. And culture 
is life .... "45 This concern for the natives hearing the message in their own language, 
yet not learning it himself, would be consistent with his role as prophet. 
The pastor must learn the "language of their sheep,'~ but the prophet's main 
responsibility is to influence those in authority as he interprets God's message for the 
time. It is apparent in reading the letters of Las Casas from the 1530s that he desired to 
return to Spain and the seat of power. He believed he could influence royal policy more 
effectively there. While pastoring and teaching the Indians about the faith was important 
and needed to be done, he.knew his responsibility was elsewhere. He knew that in order 
to save the Indians, he had to influence those in authority who could pass legislation that 
would protect the native peoples. Just as the biblical prophets had pleaded their case 
before the Kings of Israel, so too did The Dominican desire to be heard. Soon Las Casas 
had a direct impact upon the authorities in both the religious and secular arenas. 
Prior to beginning his work on peaceful conversion in Guatemala, Las Casas 
received a summons from Bishops Juan de Zumarraga and Julian de Garces to attend a 
conference in Oaxaca, Mexico. His companions remained in Guatemala. This meeting 
was very significant in that those who attended agreed upon and sent specific suggestions 
to the Pope on three themes: adult baptism oflndians, slavery of natives of the Indies, 
and, perhaps most importantly, the manner of their conversion. Bernardino de Minaya, a 
Dominican, took these petitions to Pope Paul lll in Rome. He also carried notes from Las 
Casas that contained the initial ideas of his work De Uni co Modo. Apparently after 
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consulting these communications the Pope promulgated the bull, Sublimus Deus on 2 
June, 1537. This document follows the concepts outlined in the work De Unico Modo, of 
Las Casas. 46 This decree emphasized the rationality of the Indians and the fact they 
should not be enslaved but brought to a knowledge ~f the faith. This bull was directly 
based on the message of Las Casas and demonstrated his influence with the Pope. 
The bull is addressed to, "all Christ's faithful who will read these words." After 
the blessing, the Pope wrote, "Sacred Scripture also testifies that we were created to attain 
eternal life and eternal bliss. And no one is able to reach life and bliss in eternity except 
through faith in Jesus Christ." Because all humans were created in His image, "So we 
have perforce to admit that we humans are of such nature and condition that we can 
receive the faith of Christ. Anyone who is a human being is capable of receiving that 
faith." In an effort to thwart the designs of God, who desires that all individuals learn of 
Him and His plan for their lives, Satan blinded certain ones with a lust for riches, and had 
them proclaim that the Indians were incapable of receiving the faith because they were 
beasts. These lackeys of Satan," ... reduce them to slavery, they load them with 
afflictions they would never load on any beast of burden." The Pope then expounded the 
heart of his message: 
We are the unworthy Viceregent on earth of the Lord. We try with all our 
might to lead into the flock of Christ committed to our care, those who are 
outside of the sheepfold. We are aware through what we have been told 
that those Indians, as true human beings, have not only the capacity for 
Christian faith, but the willingness to flock to it. We wish to provide apt 
solutions for the situation. The Indians we speak of, and all other peoples 
who come to the knowledge of Christians, outside the faith though they be, 
are not to be deprived of their liberty or the right to their property. They 
are to have, to hold, to enjoy both liberty and dominion, freely, lawfully. 
They must not be enslaved. Should any thing different be done, it is void, 
invalid, of no force, no worth. And those Indians and other peoples are to 
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be invited into the faith of Christ by the preaching of God's Word and the 
example of a good life.47 
Thus, incorporated within this papal bull are the two great themes of Las Casas, 
especially espoused in De Unico Modo. The first of these was the universality of the 
Gospel. Christ died for all who were made in the image and likeness of God. All were 
equal in God's eyes. These peoples included not only those who already were within the 
family of faith but also those who have not yet .heard the message or had the option of 
accepting or rejecting it. Thus, the Indian and any others who remain to be "discovered," 
have just a much right to the Gospel as the Spanish. They are free beings and may not be 
deprived of their liberty. The other theme is that Christians must proclaim this message 
by both word and deed. They must appeal gently and reasonably to the pagan in words 
and act out the message in their lives by example. One without the other will not produce 
the desired result, that is the attraction of all peoples to the message of Christ.48 Thus, Las 
Casas had an influence on the highest spiritual authority in the Church. 
Only days prior to issuing this bull, the Pope issued two other pronouncements 
relevant to the question of the Indians. Both of these bear the mark of Las Casas. The 
brief Pastorate Officium (29 May) included the threat of excommunication of those 
enslaving the Indians. As the Amerindians were human beings, they could accept the 
faith and therefore must not be deprived of their liberty. The other bull, Altitudo Divini 
Consilii (1 June), addressed to the bishops in the Indies, dealt with the issue of baptism. 
Siding with the Dominicans against the Franciscans, though doing so in an inoffensive or 
condemnatory way, the Pope decreed that instruction in the faith should precede 
baptism.49 Unfortunately, Emperor Charles V officially forced the revocation of these 
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documents by royal decree. This was not really necessary because at the same time 
unofficially, the intent of them was ignored. "At the same time, the encomenderos and 
their allies, despite their claim to be Christians, will ignore the papal directives. Such is 
the immemorial custom of the great ones of this wo!ld when their interests are 
threatened."50 Las Casas, however, now had more spiritual documents he could cite in 
his attempts to bring peacefully justice and the Gospel to the natives. 
After his conference in Oaxaca, Las Casas returned to Guatemala, where he 
embarked upon another attempt to put into practice the principles he developed in his De 
unico modo. To accomplish this task he needed the support of government officials. He 
entered into secret negotiations with Governor, Alonso de Maldonado, who was 
sympathetic to his ideas. According to these plans, the Dominicans would enter into an 
area, known as Tuzulutlan, or "land of war," in northeastern Guatemala, that contained 
warlike peoples and.subdue.them by peaceful means. The inhabitants of this area had 
resisted three previous attempts at conquest. Their mission was to bring the Gospel 
slowly and deliberately to these peoples without the involvement of any other Spaniards. 
The goal was to bring them the Gospel, and, at the same time make them subjects of 
Spain.51 
As Las Casas preached the doctrines he desired all Christians to practice, his 
message met derision among the colonists. They actually believed the Lord had brought 
this meddlesome Dominican to their area so that he would fail in his attempts at peaceful 
negotiations. Here in the "land of war"' he would fail once and for all, and he and his 
methods would be proven invalid. Perhaps the natives would even do the Spanish the 
favor of permanently removing the priest. Thus would their method of enslaving and 
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slaughtering the natives be justified and reinforced as his proved unsuccessful. Yet 
Bartolome was just as convinced his methods would work and secretly he worked out a 
plan with the govemor.52 
The agreements made between the Dominicans and Governor Maldonado were 
simple and to the point. "That the Indians won by peaceful means should not be divided 
among the Spaniards but should depend directly upon the Crown, with only moderate 
tribute to pay, and that for five years no Spaniards except Las Casas and his brother 
Dominicans be allowed in the province."53 The purpose behind these agreements was to 
give the peaceful plan enough time to work and to keep secular Spaniards from 
interfering with the actions of the priests. 
The work began as. the friars composed verses, religious songs, and Christian 
teaching in the local Quiche language. These explained the basic biblical messages, such 
as creation and the coming of Jesus. They then taught these stories to some Indian 
merchants who traveled in that area. They also provided them with some trinkets to 
excite the interest of the natives. Their efforts met with some success although the 
project took them a year to complete, as Father Cancer, a skilled linguist, went to the area 
of Zacapulas and began to build a church there. Out of curiosity, and realizing the 
Spanish were not as fearsome as they once believed, the Indians established contact with 
the friars. 54 
One of the most successful converts for the Dominicans was the cacique Juan. It 
was he who rebuilt the church that had been burned in Zacapulas. He also provided safe 
passage for the friars throughout the area. Several other caciques received the faith and 
later received the title "don" for their efforts. Now Las Casas was ready to go into the 
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fiercest area, Co ban. With an escort of seventy warriors from the people of Chief Juan, 
Bartolome went throughout the area, receiving a warm reception. At the beginning of 
1538, he returned to Zacapulas after a successful missionary and evangelization mission 
into the heretofore untouched areas. 55 
News of their success was a complete surprise as well as a disappointment to the 
colonists who expected and desired the priests to fa1I. Upon his arrival back in Santiago 
de Guatemala, Las Casas began to preach about his activities and called for the peaceful 
conversion of the natives and restitution for past atrocities. It was obvious to the friars, 
however, that more clerics must come to the area to successfully complete the project. 
To accomplish this task, Las Casas and Ladrada left for Spain with instructions from 
Bishop Marroquin to induce fifty more friars to come to the region. They also carried 
letters of recommendation from Maldonado, the adelantado Pedro de Alvarado, and 
Bishop Zumarraga. Thus, after nearly twenty years, the Dominican was to return to the 
seat of power to continue his message and recruit new laborers for the field. He traveled 
to Spain with the twin successes ofEnriquillo and of beginning the pacification of the 
"Land of War" by peaceful means.56 . The Sevillian embarked upon another mission, that 
of influencing King Charles V to continue to bring about legislation that would continue 
the peaceful conversion and halt or at least modify the hated encomienda system. 
When Las Casas and his companions, Cancer and Ladrada, arrived in Spain, they 
learned that the king was abroad. They then traveled to the Court at Madrid in order to 
obtain from the Council of the Indies royal cedulas that would allow for the mission in 
Tuzulutlan to continue. These documents took the form of obtaining royal financial 
support as well as letters of gratitude to the caciques in Tuzulutlan who assisted the 
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Dominicans in the spreading of the Gospel.57 They then traveled.to Seville where it was 
publicly proclaimed from the steps of the Seville Cathedral that only friars could enter 
the Land of War. After this success Cancer and other Franciscan religious returned to the 
Indies with the official documents. Las Casas and Ladrada, however, decided they 
needed to meet personally with Charles V, whom the Dominican trusted, in order to state 
their case and seek support for a new series of attacks upon those destroying the 
lndians.58 
Because Las Casas was a Dominican, and therefore subject to the authority of the 
order, he needed to respect Cardinal Garcia de Loaysa, also a Dominican and head of the 
Council of the Indies. Fearful that Loaysa might attempt to prevent the meeting with the 
Emperor, Las Casas wrote the monarch a letter. In this communication, dated 15 
December 1540, he stressed he had some important matters to discuss personally with 
him. Also, he again made reference to not only the evangelism that was taking place in 
the Indies, but also the future increase in royal revenues that would accrue to the royal 
coffers if his plans of peace could be accomplished. Furthermore, he requested that the 
king order him to remain in order for their meeting to take place when Charles returned 
from Flanders. 59 Thus did Las Casas bypass his Dominican superiors and Loaysa. 
The Emperor answered his letter almost immediately from Flanders and promised 
a meeting as soon as he returned to Spain. When Las Casas had this assurance, he ended 
his missionary recruitment in order to begin again lobbying for the Indians. Now five 
years after influencing the Pope to issue bulls and edicts, Las Casas prepared to have a 
significant and lasting impact upon the secular realm. Concerning this influence, Wagner 
wrote, "So in 1541, after a monastic hiatus of twenty years, Fray Bartolome de Las Casas 
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was once more to champion the cause of the Indians--with the most significant results of 
his entire career."60 As usual, while he awaited the monarch, the Dominican prepared for 
his meeting by writing and preparing documents. 
The result of the request by Bartolome, as well as other complaints against the 
treatment of the Indies, such as those made by the Spanish Cortes of Valladolid in 1542, 
moved the Emperor to convene a meeting with the Council of the Indies in April, 1542. 
At the same time the monarch, perhaps suspecting some duplicity among the members of 
the Council, ordered a visita, or inspection, of this body. As a consequence of this formal 
investigation, Ramirez de Fuenleal replaced the Dominican Loaysa, no friend of either 
Las Casas or the Indians, as president. Also, the visita removed Diego de Beltran and 
Juan Suarez de Carvajal from office for receiving bribes. While this was going on Las 
Casas was busy using his influence with Charles V, who respected him greatly and 
apparently listened to his counsel.61 
At this time Las Casas brought forth two of his most powerful writings. He 
presented these to the Council and they had a dramatic effect upon both the immediate as 
well as the long range situation. Gutierrez described the significance of these works, 
"The "Octavo Remedio" and the Brevisima relaci6n, both written in 1542, are the 
two-edged sword wielded by Las Casas in convocations destined to culminate in the 
promulgation of the New Laws."62 The exact influence of the Dominican on the writing 
of the New Laws has been a subject for debate and will be treated below. All agree, 
however, that these two works, especially the latter, first published ten years after its 
writing in 1552, as the Brevisima relaci6n de la destrucci6n de las Indias, (A Short 
Account of the Destruction of the Indies),63 had a profound effect upon the image of 
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Spain among the rest of the world, and would provide an opportunity for Las Casas to 
speak in a prophetic manner concerning Spain and her future. 
In this relaci6n, which Las Casas wrote for the Crown Prince Philip, he began by 
explaining his unique, if unwilling, qualifications for writing such a polemical piece. The 
mood of the work was sensational, with its purpose being to shock the moral sensibilities 
of the monarchy. The Spanish had now been fifty years in the Indies, and still had no 
official policy of stopping the slaughter. As the author wrote, "Brother Bartolome de Las 
Casas, or Casaus, came to the Spanish court ... to give our Lord, the Emperor, an 
eye-witness account of these enormities, not a whisper ofwhich·had reached the ears of 
people here." From the beginning of this treatise, Las Casas made it known this was not 
something he had heard about, but he was personally present during the atrocities. This 
was a relaci6n, or formal historical relation, of what actually happened, not simply an 
opinion or summary of others' experiences. 64 He continued, "He also related these same 
events to several people he met during his visit and they were deeply shocked by what he 
had to say and listened open-mouthed to his every word." It is also obvious that one of 
his purposes for writing this was its "shock value." He desired to provoke a reaction 
and cause a sensation. By means of this account he hoped to draw attention to the plight 
of his beloved Indians who had nearly already perished from the islands, and the fate of 
those remaining was now in jeopardy in New Spain and Peru. As ifhe were an unwilling 
participant in this unfolding drama, he continued, "They later begged him and pressed 
him to set down in writing a short account of some of them [the atrocities], and this he 
did." Finally, to speak his mind fully, and to keep from being ignored, he challenged 
those who had profited by the exploitation by invoking a biblical threat," ... he observed 
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that not a few of the people involved in this story had become so anesthetized to human 
suffering by their own greed and ambition that they had ceased to be men in any 
meaningful sense of the term, ... so totally degenerate and given over to a reprobate 
mind, they could not rest content."65 They were again seeking from the monarchy more 
license to exploit and, "commit their dreadful deeds.66 To frustrate these plans, the author 
addressed this work to the Crown Prince who could.intervene with the Emperor. 
The text of the work itself is a litany of the destruction of the Indians in each 
specific area that the Spanish now controlled. Not mincing words, Las Casas wrote 
concerning the cruelty of the Christians as they "pacified" Hispaniola, "They forced their 
way into native settlements, slaughtering everyone they found there, including small 
children, old men, pregnant women, and even women who had just given birth. They 
hacked them to pieces, slicing open their bellies with their swords .... "67 In a 
condemnation of the encomienda system, a favorite theme as we have noticed, he wrote 
concerning Nicaragua, "Each of the settlers took up residence in the town allotted to him 
(or encommended to him as the legal phrase has it), put the inhabitants to work for him, 
stole their already scant foodstuffs for himself and took over the lands owned and worked 
by the natives." Concerning the mistreatment of the natives, he continued, "The settler 
would treat the whole of the population--dignitaries, old men, women and children ... 
and make them labour night and day in his own interests, without any rest whatever; even 
the small children, as soon as they could stand, were made to do as much as they could, 
and more."68 The entire treatise was full of such condemnatory words. What broke the 
priest's heart, however, was the lack of evangelism that had taken place and the attitude 
of the natives concerning Christianity. 
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In an effort to appeal to the Christian conscience of the monarchy Las Casas 
emphasized that evangelism was not taking place. " ... the Spanish have taken no more 
trouble to preach the Christian fruth to these peoples than if they had been dealing with 
dogs or other animals." Not onlyhave they notspr~ad the Gospel by word ordeed, 
which is the formula from The Only Way, but, "Indeed they have done their level best to 
prevent missionaries from preaching, presumably because they felt that the spread of the 
Gospel would in some way stand between them and the gold and wealth they craved." 
The result of this enmity to the preaching of the Gospel must stand as an indictment to the 
Christian Spanish Monarchy. Las Casas concluded, "Today, the peoples of the New 
World are as ignorant of God as they were a hundred years ago: they have no idea of 
whether He is made of wood, or of air, or of water."69 
Las Casas insisted that the lust for wealth had blinded the Spanish and they had 
not fulfilled their mission before God. They had not brought the Gospel to the infidel, 
had not demonstrated the faith by their conduct, and indeed had actually been a 
hindrance, as they had not allowed the true missionaries to complete their task. They 
acted less civilized than the pagans they came to convert to their way of faith. In fact, the 
Indians referred to the Christians as yares, or demons, because of their actions. 70 The 
representatives of Christ had now been identified as being of the devil and not God. The 
irony was too much for the man of God. How painful this must have been for the 
Dominican whose sole desire was to bring Christ to these unbelievers! Because of these 
actions and omissions the judgment of God could not be far away. 
At this point the prophet spoke for God. Las Casas emphasized that his 
motivation for bringing such a message was not for selfish or even punitive reasons, but, 
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" ... to help ensure that.the teeming millions in the New World, for whose sins Christ 
gave His life, do not die in ignorance, but rather are brought to a knowledge of God and 
thereby saved." Because of his love for his native Castile, arid his desire therefore not to 
see the wrath of God come upon it because of their ~ins by lack of following their divine 
mandate, he wrote, "For I do not wish to see my country destroyed as a divine 
punishment for sins against the honour of God and the True Faith."71 There it is. The 
prophet finally warned his king and his nation that God would destroy them for their lack 
of obedience. The nation remained only as long as the mercy of God held out. The 
message deepened and became more pronounced and clear as the prophet had matured. 
There could be no doubt as to his meaning and the authority with which he spoke from 
this time forward. 
In another work, the "Eighth Remedy," also known as "Among the Remedies," 
that Las Casas wrote at about the same time and utilized in the same way as The Short 
Account, he continued this prophetic theme. He expressed·his love of his nation, the 
Crown, and his desire for their good fortune. If the Indians continued to die at the current 
rate, the royal treasury would lose "riches and treasures it rightly should have, both from 
the Indian vassals as well as the Spanish people." Therefore, the kingdom would suffer 
loss and not be as strong as it might. 72 Worse yet, tlie colonists in the Indies were in 
mortal danger of divine retribution. This punishment would also apply to those in Spain 
who did nothing to change the situation. After enumerating his complaints against the 
encomienda system and explaining why the emperor did not have power over the natives 
who did not voluntarily submit to him, and why he should release them from this system, 
Las Casas wrote that the monarchy would do a great service for those Christians living in 
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the Indies. He wrote, "In order to free them from the great sins of tyranny, robberies, 
violence, murders, which they commit every day, oppressing and.robbing and killing 
those people," and now bringing in the idea of restitution or repaying the Indians for what 
was stolen from them, "and at the same time, for the unpayable restitutions for which 
they are liable, and therefore bringing condemnation and retribution for all Spain .... "73 
The inhabitants of the Old World would have to pay for the sins of those in the New. Las 
Casas ended his tract with a prophetic warning. He wrote, " ... and because of all these 
sins, and because of what I read in the Sacred Scripture, God must punish, with terrible 
retributions, and perhaps even destroy all of Spain. "74 The entire nation must pay the 
price of the monarchy's refusal to obey the Word of God. 
For the first time the message of Las Casas became prophetic in the sense of 
prophesying destruction of the nation. Menendez Pidal noted that, " ... in this tract he 
tells us, as far as I can see, the first instance that his great accusatory message also 
includes a prophetic aspect; it is the first time he threatens horrible punishment and 
perhaps complete destruction of the all Spain. "75 According to Menendez Pidal, Las 
Casas meditated much upon the book of the Bible written by the prophet Isaiah, 
especially chapter thirty. In this chapter Isaiah prophesied against those who did not 
listen to the prophets, change their ways, and cease oppression. Judgment would come 
suddenly upon the unjust and totally destroy them. 76 This was the first time the warning 
took on such drastic tones, but it would not be the the last. 
In a 1555 letter to the Royal Confessor, Bartolome de Carranza, Las Casas warned 
that because the monarchy had not punished the conquistadores, but in fact had rewarded 
them with Indians and land, "they [the monarchs] must be punished by God."77 At the 
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end of that same letter,.he warned that because the Emperor and his confessor at the time, 
Pedro de Soto, had revoked the Laws oflnheritance, of the New Laws, discussed below, 
they would be in danger of judgment. Las Casas wrote, "On.the day they both die they 
shall see what kind of candle they have obtained to.light their way to heaven"78 This 
theme will continue throughout the remainder of his writings and culminate in his Last 
Will and Testament. Judgment from an angry God would come to those who flaunt his 
justice toward the poor and oppressed. Those in authority were in authority to bring 
about justice, not exploit those incapable of defending themselves. A new role of 
authority with its consequent privileges was about to come upon the Dominican. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Las Casas as Bishop and Beyond (1542-1563) 
In the midst of the deliberations that formed the backdrop for the publications that 
would result in the New Laws, promulgated in late 1542 and officially printed in 
mid-1543, Las Casas received his appointment as Bishop of Chiapa. During the years 
1542-1543, The Dominican was at the peak of his influence with the Emperor. 
Apparently in November 1542, Las Casas received a visit from the imperial secretary, 
Francisco de los Cobos, who offered him the wealthy bishopric of Cuzco. This he 
refused. Subsequently, however, Las Casas accepted, under threat of a possible papal 
order, the poor bishopric of Chiapa. 1 A new chapter in the life of Las Casas began. 
During his tenure as bishop, he continued to write and utilize his influence, both in Spain 
and the New World, for the benefit of the Indians. This chapter will emphasize the role 
of the works that he wrote during these years and the influence he wielded upon both 
secular and religious authorities. 
Upon his nomination, Las Casas composed a petition to the Emperor in which he 
listed a number of requests. First of all, he desired that. his boundaries be specifically 
defined to include the area south of Chiapa. This area contained the "Land of War," 
which continued as his experiment in peaceful conversion. It was subsequently renamed 
Verapaz, or land of peace. He made it clear in this petition that to continue his 
pacification project was the primary reason for his return to the Indies. He wrote, as was 
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his custom, in the third.person, "For this was the principal reason for which he [Las 
Casas] accepted that bishopric--namely in order to better-carry on and effect the 
pacification and conversion of the people thereof. "2 In order "to carry out these designs 
more competently, other requests included the stre~gthening of the religious authority 
that the civil powers should enforce in questions concerning the treatment of the natives. 
Finally, he requested financial backing from the Crown and, in an overtly political move, 
the removal of the Governor Montejo of the Yucatan region. This official had done 
nothing to end the repression of the natives in that region which would be under the 
bishopric of Chiapa. 3 
The question arises as to why Las Casas would accept a bishopric in the New 
World since he was at the pinnacle of his influence with the aging Charles V and had the 
respect, and ear, of the Crown Prince. This issue was especially pertinent because 
Cardinal Loaysa, who.had been demoted at the result of an investigation called for by Las 
Casas, was temporarily in charge of the Council when it pressed Las Casas to accept the 
bishopric. 4 Also, the monarchy was pressuring him to leave for the Indies as soon as 
possible, even before the papal bulls announcing his ascension to bishop and the 
consecration service. In several cedulas, the Crown exempted him from all taxes, 
requested local governmental financial assistance for him, and, in general, tried to smooth 
the way for him to leave as quickly as possible. 5 Yet, despite knowing his foes were 
pushing him into this bishopric, he accepted it. 
The reasons for his acceptance seemed to outweigh the motivations of those 
pushing for it. Convinced that this appointment would be useful in his attempt to utilize 
the Church to assist in the enforcement of the New Laws, Las Casas recognized the 
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necessity of his presence in the New World. Also, by accepting the miter, he was 
relieved from his vow of obedience to the Dominican Order. Because of these reasons, 
coupled with his desire to continue putting into practice the peaceful methods of 
evangelism he had originated, he accepted the offic~. On 31 March 1544, in the Church 
of San Pablo in Seville, Las Casas was consecrated bishop. 6 His goal was to proceed to 
the New World and assist in the enforcement of the New Laws he helped write and 
publicize. 
As previously mentioned, Charles V enacted the New Laws in late 1542. These. 
laws were the result of an offensive by the defenders of the Indians, primarily Las Casas; 
they also coincided with the King's desire to limit the burgeoning colonial aristocracy. 
The goal of the Emperor was to secure his authority as much in the New World as it was 
in Spain. As Gibson wrote, "If the encomenderos could perpetuate encomienda through 
inheritance, a nobility might be created in the New World comparable to that of fifteenth 
century Spain prior to the centralizing measures of Ferdinand and Isabella."7 In addition, 
Simpson noted, "He [Charles V] was also perennially in need of funds, and the seizure of 
the wealth of the encomenderos must be reckoned among his motives. "8 These laws, 
although following the pattern of the Laws of Burgos, promulgated in 1512, were much 
more specific and written in stronger language. "The difference in mood between 1512 
and 1542 is attributed to the more confident authority of Charles V and the influence of 
his humanitarian advisers, including Las Casas~ at court. "9 
The specific influence of Las Casas on the writing of the New Laws is a matter of 
some question. Menendez Pidal, probably the most outspoken critic of the Dominican, 
believed that, "The New Laws have nothing to do with the extremist theories of Las 
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Casas, but answer the concerns of the moderates, and theoretically depend upon the the 
doctrines of Vitoria.'' 10 Therefore, the passage of the New Laws did not indicate a victory 
for the ideas of Las Casas, but for those of the reformist majority in the Church and high 
government authorities. Because he was the most o.utspoken supporter of the Indians and 
because at this time in his career he was at the height of his influence with the Crown, it 
is natural that Las Casas would receive the credit for their passage, but he was not 
primarily responsible. 11 
Contemporaries of Las Casas, and most present day scholars, however, give him 
much more credit for their passage. G6mara, for example, in his Historia general, wrote 
that Las Casas had obtained passage of the New Laws and that the colonists all blamed 
him for the changes that these laws dictated. 12 Modem scholarship seems to agree with 
this assessment. Parish, representative of this sentiment,_wrote, "At court, Bartolome de 
Las Casas achieved the greatest legislative triumph of his career, the New Laws of 
1542-1543, 'The Laws and Ordinances Newly Made for the Good Government of the 
Indies and the Preservation of the Indians,"' as they were formally entitled. 13 
Concurring, at least with the effect of the legislation, :was Hanke, who wrote, "The 
Dominican friar 
... had set in motion as revolutionary a change in American society and in the 
administration of Spain's great empire overseas as ... Copernicus had achieved in 
astronomical circles with his De revolutionibus orbium coelestium printed in the same 
year as the New Laws."14 
There is no mistaking the influence of the Dominican on the New Laws. His 
ideas were at the heart of these mandates. Although many of the laws dealt with such 
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· topics as the meeting times and days of the Council of the Indies and other procedural 
matters, the most meaningful, and, therefore, the most controversial, were for the benefit 
of the natives. Of the fifty-four articles, twenty-three have tci do with the status of the 
Indian.15 These provisions were designed to protec~ and provide freedoms to the natives 
as well as curb the power of the encomenderos. 
The most significant articles in the New Laws dealing with forced servitude were 
numbers twenty-six and twenty-seven, which prohibited enslavement of Indians and 
affirmed that they were vassals of the Crown. Not even in the case of rebellion could the 
colonists enslave the natives. If an encomendero could not show legal ownership of an 
Indian, the slave must be set free. The Crown would pay for the claim of and represent 
any Indian who argued for his fo::edom; In addition to these two significant articles, 
others dealt with the ending of forced labor and the sending of natives to the pearl 
fisheries. 
The significant articles dealing with encomiendas were numbers thirty-one and 
thirty-five. The former abolished the holding of encomiendas by public officials, 
institutions, the secular clergy, and religious organizations. The latter, and perhaps the 
most difficult for the colonists to accept, ended the inheritance of the encomienda at the 
death of the original owner. Many of the conquistadores who had originally obtained 
title to the property were aging or had died. The question became what would happen to 
the encomienda at their death. In an effort to prevent any new type of hereditary nobility 
from forming, the Crown ordered that at the death of an encomendero, the property 
reverted to the Crown. An evaluation would be made of the life of the deceased and ifhe 
had provided the Crown with some exceptional service, it would provide his heirs with 
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some type of support. .In addition to these provisions, the Indians were to receive 
instruction in the Catholic faith. 16 
These articles correspond almost directly with the "Eighth Remedy" proposed by 
Las Casas. According to him, the most important law that could be passed was the 
ending of the encomienda system. This institution was the center of all the other 
injustices in the Indies. For out of this system flowed the greed that infected every other 
aspect of life and blinded the Christians to their duty toward the natives. He wrote, "Your 
Majesty should order and command ... that all the Indians in the Indies ... should be 
incorporated into the royal Crown of Castille and Aragon, as free subjects and vassals, 
and that none should be encommended to Spanish Christians."17 This ordinance must be 
permanent and apply to all others not yet in contact with the Spanish. Thus Las Casas 
again emphasized the Christian mandate of the Bull of Donation of Alexander VI and the 
responsibility this "donation" brought to the Crown. The Crown's obligation was to 
evangelize, not enslave. The influence of Las Casas was now at its apex among both the 
Church clergy and the state officials. His ideas were at the center of both the papal 
pronouncements and the New Laws. It was, however, one thing to enact legislation or 
promulgate bulls and quite another to enforce the policies in the New World. The 
problem that had plagued the monarchy since 1492 was how to obtain compliance with 
its desires half a world away. This predicament was especially acute when these laws 
were unpopular. 
Another distinguishing feature between theses ordinances and the Laws of Burgos 
was that the Emperor assigned specific individuals to enforce compliance with the 
legislation. Obviously those affected were not going to comply willingly with these 
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prov1s1ons. Unfortunately, the arrival of Governor Blasco Nunez de Vela in Peru 
coincided with the rebellion of Gonzalo Pizarro, brother of the conquistador. Pizarro's 
forces captured and beheaded Nunez de Vela when he arrived and attempted to 
implement the New Laws. The same fate may have awaited Tello de Sandoval in New 
Spain had he not immediately suspended the most controversial provisions pending an 
appeal. Officials immediately left for Spain to inform the monarchy why these could not 
be carried out. 18 
Significantly, not only the encomenderos but also some of the clergy opposed the 
ending of the encomienda system. The clergymen who opposed the dissolution of this 
system included Bishops Motolinia, Marroquin and Zumarraga. Even Domingo de 
Betanzos, the Dominican who had encouraged Las Casas to enter the Order years before, 
argued against the abolition of the encomienda system. In a letter to the Emperor, 
Betanzos and other religious contended that the placing of natives under the care of 
Christians allowed for the teaching of the faith in the most effective manner. Without 
close contact with the Spaniards, the Indians would not naturally convert to the faith, for, 
" ... the Spaniards treat them as if they were their own children and the inheritance their 
own children are to receive."19 Also, the encomenderos were necessary for the financial 
support of the poorer Spaniards and the defense of the nation. With no real support 
among those in authority, the New Laws were bound to fail. No one felt this more 
strongly than the new Bishop of Chiapa and the missionaries he had recruited to come to 
the New World to evangelize and work with the natives. 
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Back in the New World 
If ever a person had the opportunity to doubt the direction of God and to 
compromise the message he felt he had received from God, it was the new Bishop of 
Chiapa. As he returned to the New World and assumed his duties as bishop, he 
encountered much opposition. His entourage required almost a year of difficult travel to 
reach its destination of Ciudad Real in Chiapa. After innumerable delays and 
difficulties, Las Casas and the largest group of missionaries to travel to the New World at 
one time, forty-five, finally set sail on 11 July 1544.20 Upon their arrival in Santo 
Domingo, the bishop and his entourage experienced what would be the first taste of the 
colonist's hostility and outrage. 
As Las Casas and his group of friars processed through the streets of Santo 
Domingo, instead of rejoicing at their arrival, the onlookers jeered and mocked them. 
Furthermore they refused to provide them with food or a place to stay. They even 
boycotted their religious services.21 While on this island, Las Casas wrote to Prince 
Philip that the colonists were not observing the New Laws. Because of this failure their 
souls were in danger and the Prince should do something about it or he would also be 
held accountable.22 To make matters worse for the new shepherd, while the missionaries 
celebrated their final mass on Hispaniola, five of their number deserted. 23 
The reception in his own diocese was no better. Despite a hospitable reception in 
the town of Campeche, the residents would not pay him their tithe, release any of the 
Indians they held, or acknowledge him as their bishop. Similar events occurred in 
Merida. These activities portended the difficulties he found when he finally arrived at 
the principal town in his district, Ciudad Real in March, 1545. In this town resided the 
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majority of his Spanish flock.24 
The new Bishop of Chiapa expected to utilize his.episcopal authority to enforce 
compliance with the New Laws. What he experienced, however, was resistance on every 
front. Parish captures the essence of the reception ~ccorded Las Casas. Instead of 
acceding to his authority as bishop and complying with the royal legislation designed to 
alleviate the suffering of the natives, they protested at every.opportunity. Parish wrote, 
" ... unruly clergy and flock defied his authority, rioted when he refused absolution to the 
slaveholders, and actually drew swords on him, though he faced them down."25 In 
addition, he received no assistance from the audiencia, or secular High Court, of Central 
America. Despite his successes in having the New Laws promulgated in Spain, he faced 
defeat in their application as the colonists sensed their very livelihood and way of life was 
coming under· attack. 
Finally, bowing to the pressure of civil war in Peru and needing the revenue of the 
Indies to satisfy his debts in Europe, Charles V revoked the heart of the New Laws. On 
20 October 1545, he revoked the law of inheritance, which provided that on the death of 
the encomendero the Indians reverted to the Crown. Thus, in his quest to end the hated 
system, Las Casas faced both resistance in his diocese and lack of support from a 
vacillating monarch. 26 
In the midst of these challenges to his episcopal authority, Las Casas composed 
his most controversial tract, his "Twelve Rules·for Confessors," also known as the 
Confesionario. This document circulated among the religious after 1547. Because this. 
document threatened Church sanctions if confessors did not provide restitution to the 
natives, the Council of the Indies ordered its seizure and Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza 
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publicly burned it in 15.48. Because of the unfavorable reception, it was not printed and 
widely circulated until 1552.27 
In this Confesionario Las Casas hardened his position and developed the theme of 
restitution which he now included in his subsequent messages. Without restitution for 
what had been done in the Indies, there could be no salvation. He had begun to develop 
this theme in The Only Way on a theoretical level, but now he specifically applied this 
principle to the situation at hand and it became the center of his counsel to confessors. 28 
Recognizing that the Emperor had succumbed to the financial pressure of his worldly 
needs and, therefore, was not a reliable ally, the bishop utilized the spiritual power' he 
possessed. If secular laws could not bring about the desired effect, the power of the 
Church could be brought to bear on the eternal souls of those who denied justice to the 
oppressed. 
These "Twelve Rules" were to apply to all who desired absolution from sins. 
Trusted priests in his diocese received these guidelines which contained," ... what was 
for him [Las Casas] the true conscience position of Christians, and the classical doctrine 
of restitution required of all who exploited and oppressed other peoples. "29 These 
applied, "to conquistadores, encomenderos slaveholders, and all others who made money 
from the Indians (including merchants who furnished supplies for the wars, and overseers 
of mines and plantations.)."30 
The document gave a detailed description of how priests were to conduct 
confessions. The first responsibility of a confessor was to determine the status of the 
penitent. He must place them in the category of conquistador, encomendero, or 
merchant. Then, if he were a conquistador: 
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The confessor should make the conquistador declare, ordain, and grant the 
following things: First, he is to agree and say that he chooses so-and-so 
for his confessor, a secular priest or religious priest ofx order, Then that 
the conquistador is a believing Christian and wants to depart this life free 
from offense to God and with a clear conscience, thus to stand before the 
judgment seat of God in a state of innocence. He gives his confessor 
complete power over all those matters the confessor judges to pertain to 
his salvation--insofar as the penitent is able and is obliged to by div~e and 
human law in the discharge of his conscience. If the confessor should 
think, should judge it necessary for the man to give back all he owns in the 
manner the confessor judges best, leaving nothing at all to his heirs, the 
confessor is free to do so. It is what the sick man, penitent man should do, 
would do freely, ifhe were still alive, for the safety of his soul. As a 
dying man, he submits all he owns to his confessor's best judgment, 
without condition, without limit of any kind. 31 
Those who still owned slaves were to set them free immediately. As for those 
merchants who had profited by importing weapons of destruction, "They are guilty of all 
the damage done by those things, they are bound to restitution for whatever they stole, for 
whomever they terrorized, killed, destroyed. "32 
Thus did the .bishop link eternal salvation with the restoration of stolen property. 
He now merged the secular world of possessions with the spiritual world of salvation. He 
attempted to use the Church to bring temporal justice and to right the wrongs of those 
who called themselves followers of Christ. Las Casas recognized the monarchy was 
either powerless or uninterested in bringing about the changes he desired. In fact, in 
subsequent writings, he expanded the idea of restitut1on to make the monarch responsible 
for the actions of its subjects. 
Faced with disrespect and rebellion in his diocese, the bishop complained to 
Prince Phillip. In a letter, dated 25 October 1545, Las Casas and Bishop Antonio de 
Valdivieso protested that the authorities, especially Governor Maldonado, his old ally, 
were not obeying the New Laws. Furthermore, they were not providing them their 
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maintenance support. Perhaps the most interesting comment in this letter is that if the 
Prince could not bring about some kind of changes in the- situation, " ... we are 
determined to leave our bishoprics and to return to those lands [Spain], and seek justice 
and aid from Your Majesty, and not to return here until you uproot this tyranny, both for 
the Indians and for the Church."33 In this letter, Las Casas not only demonstrated his 
increasingly confrontational manner with the monarchy but also his desire to return to the 
seat of power. 
Smarting under the hostile attitude of his parishioners, the government officials, 
and even other members of the clergy, he decided to attend a convocation of bishops in 
Mexico City, in January 1546. As.he left Ciudad Real, the aging bishop must have 
realized he would not return, as he appointed the Mercedarian Fray Hernando de 
Arbolancha as vicar.34 Although the other bishops at the meeting wanted only to discuss 
the conversion of the Indians, that is, spiritual matters, Las Casas quickly brought them 
back to the issues he desired to discuss. He agreed that the instruction of the Indians was 
important and then moved into the heart of his message, i.e. restitution by the 
encomenderos. The bishops unanimously approved this recommendation as well as 
others dealing with Indian rights. As Parish writes, "It was a real triumph to get these 
accords in meetings in which only 'spiritual matters' were to be discussed." Las Casas, 
however, was determined to bring up the secular. Viceroy Mendoza refused to accept the 
issues of condemning personal service by Indians to the Spaniards, and, the question of 
slavery itself. This did not deter Las Casas, however, as Parish concludes, "He would 
have to get these by other means. Once more, like the Old Testament prophets and the 
Kings of Israel, he must force the Viceroy to submit before the moral authority of the 
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Law of God. "35 
At a packed cathedral, Las Casas preached a powerful sermon from Isaiah 30: 
8-11. As Parish states, "Never before had the Law of God thundered so powerfully in the 
City of Mexico, and never before had the role of prophet been so clearly expounded;"36 
He concluded the message with a call to end mistreatment and enslavement of the 
Indians. Everyone knew the message was directed at the Viceroy. After this service, 
Mendoza agreed to another meeting of religious, which immediately condemned slavery 
and abusive personal service.37 Unfortunately for the Indians, they made no provision for 
the enforcement of these pronouncements. Making resolutions cost nothing and achieved 
little. Having accomplished what he could in the Indies, Las Casas made preparations to 
leave Mexico and return to Spain. 
In Defense of the Indians 
Upon his return to Spain, Las Casas became embroiled in defending his 
Confesionario. Although this directive had some results, in that several encomenderos 
and others who held properties had freed their Indians and made restitution, the majority 
of the colonists opposed the measure and many had died without receiving absolution. If 
universally applied, this doctrine threatened the wealth of many.38 The Council of the 
Indies had received many complaints about this doctrine and consequently had to deal 
with it. After an investigation, they issued an order to collect and bum all copies of this 
document in the Indies. Furthermore, the Council alleged that Las Casas had challenged 
the right of the monarchy to possession of the New World by declaring all that had been 
done there was illegal and void of any authority. Therefore, they ordered him to present 
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his views concerning the royal title to these lands. 39 
In his first attempt to explain his position, Las Casas composed another document. 
Written probably in 1548-49 and published in 1552, "Thirty ·Propositions" defended his 
controversial Confesionario. After explaining that ~hat he was about to say was the 
product of his neatly fifty years experience in the Indies, Las Casas stated that these 
propositions were a brief summary of his position in the matter at hand. This significant 
document revealed that Las Casas' s reasoning had not changed. Although he had refined 
and deepened his message, and his beliefs had become more legally astute and 
confrontational in their presenta~ion, his basic motivation and theology remained the 
same. In the seventeenth proposition, he affirmed that the Spanish monarchy was the 
rightful ruler of the Indies. This authority resulted, however, from "the authority, 
concession, arid donation of the Holy Apostolic See, and therefore by divine authority."40 
This authority extended to the proclamation of the faith and not the usurpation of 
property. Their sole juridical right of possession depended upon evangelism and nothing 
else. In subsequent propositions he clarified that the natives were required to submit to 
the authority of the· Spanish monarchy after they had, of their own free will, accepted the 
Holy Faith and received baptism. The responsibility of the Crown was to provide the 
Gospel and teaching in the Faith, and these must be offered peacefully.41 
In his first written document of 1516, the Memorial de remedios para las lndias, 
Las Casas began his ministry of intervention with the Crown with the same theme. 
Although at this time he did not mention the Alexandrine Bull of Donation of 1493, the 
substance of the message was identical. He wrote, "The principal goal for which all 
should be aimed and ordered ... is the salvation of those Indians ... this must be the best 
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return for your labors. "42 He summarized this memorial, "That the first and last aim that 
must motivate us in a solution for those poor souls must be God, .and how to attract them 
to heaven; because he did not redeem them nor discover them so that they might be cast 
into hell [by the Spanish] caring only for the acquis.ition of gold."43 Nearly forty years 
after his conversion, or prophetic call, Las Casas reiterated his message for a new 
monarch. This time he spoke with more authority and specifically mentioned the papal 
decree; but his ultimate goal of bringing the natives to a knowledge of Christ and His 
Church, had not varied or wavered. Again, Las Casas called the Crown to its primary 
responsibility of evangelism. This was the authority for the Spanish presence in the New 
World, and to this goal they must adhere or their claim had no validity either legally, 
morally, or spiritually. This was his message from the beginning and will be his final 
word to his beloved sovereign. 
At the same time he was composing these propositions, he became embroiled in 
yet another struggle for the rights of the Indians. As he later wrote," ... in the year 1547, 
the bishop of Chiapa, Fray Bartolome de las Casas, or Casaus, arrived from the Indies." 
He continued that upon his arrival, he learned of a tract written by Juan Gines de 
Sepulveda, which was full of lies and exaggerations about the nature of the Indians that 
would cause irreparable harm if published. Therefore, he "opposed him with all his 
might, discovering and declaring the poison which filled it, and ways to bring about its 
end."44 This struggle was to culminate in the famous disputations of 1550-1551, in 
Valladolid. 45 
Sepulveda had written a tract entitled "Democrates alter" in 1544 intended to 
justify the Spanish conquest of the Indies and explain the natural inferiority of the 
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· natives. This work, Pagden labels as "the most virulent and uncompromising argument 
for the inferiority of the American Indian ever written," .caused C<;)ncem among certain 
members of the Council of the Indies. Therefore, they submitted the work to the 
examination of the scholars at the Universities of Alcala and Salamanca. Both 
institutions condemned the work and recommended against its printing. Although it is 
unclear exactly why they withheld approval, Sepulveda beHeved it to be the work of Las 
Casas and the theologians who followed Vitoria.46 Thus the stage was set for a 
theological and moral battle over Spain's actions in the New World. 
In an effort to resolve the continuing question of the justice of the wars in 
America and the treatment of the natives, in July 15 50, Charles V called for a special 
council meeting to take place in Valladolid. Furthermore, the Holy Roman Emperor, the 
strongest moriarch in Europe at the time, in a unique decision, ordered all conquests 
stopped until this issue could be resolved.47 The significance of this order has not been 
lost to historians. The Spanish historian Angel Losada wrote that "for the first time in 
history a nation and her king initiated discussions concerning the justice of war that was 
being waged." More significantly for our study is the role of the bishop of Chiapa. 
Losada continues that, "Moreover, and again for the first time in history, the emperor, at 
the urging of Las Casas, ordered a provisional halt to the military campaigns in 
America."48 Perhaps to participate more fully in this junta, Las Casas resigned his 
bishopric in August 1550.49 At stake in this dispute was the very legitimacy of Spanish 
presence and actions in her New World empire. 
In mid-August 1550, the sessions of the "Council of Fourteen" began. Among 
this group were theologians who already had indicated their support of the lascasian 
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position, Domingo de Soto and Melchor Cano, and a supporter of Sepulveda, Dr. 
Moscoso. Unfortunately Vitoria had died in 1546. 50 The· council chose Domingo de Soto 
to condense and record the discussions. He characterized the· purpose of the sessions " .. 
. to discuss and determine the best form of government and the best laws which will 
permit the most favorable preaching and extension of the Holy Catholic Faith in the New 
World, which God discovered for us." They also were to determine the best form of 
government to assure the natives' obedience to the Emperor "without doing damage to 
the royal conscience, and in accordance with t,he Bull of Pope Alexander."51 
Both men agreed that the preaching of the faith in the Indies was necessary and 
proper. They also agreed that Spain exercised sovereignty in the New World. They 
disagreed, however, on the methods of spreading the faith and establishing Spanish 
dominion.52 On the first day, Sepulveda gave his position in a speech lasting about three 
hours, based upon his work Democrates alter. The next day Las Casas appeared and read 
from his Apologia. He continued to do so for five straight days, "until the reading was 
completed, or until the members of the junta could bear no more, as Sepulveda 
suggested."53 After Sepulveda received a copy of the former bishop's Apologia, he wrote 
. . 
a rebuttal consisting of twelve points. Las Casas then responded with twelve points of his 
own. After hearing both individuals, the members of the council departed, agreeing to 
meet again in January 15 51, for their final decision. For the next few months they 
considered both sides of the debate. 54 
Sepulveda, who had no firsthand knowledge of the American Indian, and whose 
mind Pagden describes as "rigidly orthodox and highly chauvinistic," based his 
arguments upon information received from Oviedo's Historia general.55 He argued that 
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Spain was justified in its military conquest of the Indians because their subjugation 
facilitated the spread of the Gospel. He reasoned that the Spanish waged a ''just war" in 
an effort to evangelize most effectively and in accordance with the papal bulls of 
donation. Because Indians were culturally inferior ~d practiced cannibalism, human 
sacrifice, and idolatry, they were barbarians and should submit to their cultirral and 
religious superiors. Sepulveda wrote, "Now compare their [Spanish] gifts of prudence, 
talent, generosity, temperance, humanity, and religion with those semi-humans 
(homunculos) in whom one can scarcely find traces ofhumanity."56 According to 
Aristotle, who was Sepulveda's model, the natives were natural slaves. Consequently, 
they deserved to be under Spanish dominium. He also argued that Augustine had 
demonstrated that slavery was the punishment for the sins of which the Indians were 
guilty. Warfare, therefore, was justified to bring these peoples out of darkness and into 
the light of the Gospel and Spanish control.57 
Las Casas then read from his Apologia, which he wrote "at the cost of much sweat 
and many sleepless nights," and which he had dedicated to Prince Philip. In his 
dedicatory introduction he indicated the purpose for his writing. Speaking against the 
words of Sepulveda, whose "poisons are disguised with honey," he wrote, "Therefore I 
considered the many misfortunes, the great harvest of evils so deserving of rebuke, and 
the severest punishment which will arise from his teaching." Always mindful, however, 
that he must link together the offenses against God, the faith, and God's secular 
representative, the monarchy, he continued," ... offense against God, ill repute and 
hatred for our most holy religion, irreparable damage, and the loss of so many believing 
souls, and the loss of the right of the kings of Spain to the empire of the New World." 
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Because he feared these things happening to his beloved nation and monarch, Las Casas 
could not remain quiet. He continued writing, and here . the order of the titles he used to 
describe himself is significant, "I could not contain myself. Mindful that I am a 
Christian, a religious, a bishop, a Spaniard, and a subject of the King of Spain, I cannot 
but unsheathe the sword ofmy pen for the defense of the truth .... "58 Always Las Casas 
was mindful of the perspective from which he wrote. He recognized the significance of 
spreading the Gospel within the context of the Christian nation of Spain. 
Las Casas then attacked the doctrines of Sepulveda one by one utilizing his 
Apologia and Apologetica historia. The underlying basis for his arguments, however, 
was The Only Way.59 Drawing upon Church Fathers, Scripture, philosophers, and 
Church tradition, he argued that the Amerindians were not barbarians. 6° Furthermore, 
just because they worshiped idols and were guilty of pagan practices, including sodomy, 
did not justify the Spaniard's use of warfare against them. He wrote, in clear reference to 
The Only Way, "Therefore there is no crime so horrible, whether it be idolatry or sodomy 
or some other kind, as to demand that the Gospel be preached for the first time in any 
other way than that established by Christ." And just in case they had forgotten the way of 
Christ, he concluded "that is,. in a spirit of brotherly love, offering forgiveness of sins and 
exhorting men to repentance."61 Finally, he contended that force was not a way of 
bringing individuals into the fold of God. This was not the way of Christ. "Leading to 
faith by massacre and terror is Mohammedan. "62 Thus did Las Casas dispense with the 
accusations of Sepulveda. The priest then left the fate of the natives in the hands of the 
Council. 
The council of Valladolid never rendered a definitive verdict on the "winner" of 
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this debate. As late as 1557, one judge had not even made a decision.63 The fact is that 
they never did approve of the printing of Democrates alter and this tract was never 
published. Las Casas took credit for stopping this publication. On the other hand, no 
official changes in policy were forthcoming. Spain. received much revenue from her 
colonies, and any change in this status threatened their income. Thus, realistically, no 
policies could change. The encomienda system was too well entrenched and would 
continue until the nineteenth century. Hanke and Gimenez Fernandez summarize the 
actual results of this dispute, "the Spanish continued enslaving Indians and making war in 
spite of the fulminations of the Bishop of Chiapa. "64 
In 1551, Las Casas and his constant companion, Fray Ladrada, moved into the 
Dominican College of San Gregorio at Valladolid. He received three rooms for himself 
and his books ·and the college provided him with the essentials of life. He had no 
responsibilities and could freely travel. The Dominican paid the college from an annual 
pension the Crown furnished him. He busied himself during this period by recruiting 
missionaries for the Indies, and, of course, writing. 65 
. . Later Works of Las Casas 
During the years 1552-1553, while waiting for a fleet to sail to America, Las 
Casas utilized his time in Seville to publish a number of his most famous tracts. The 
purpose of these tracts was "to summarize and consolidate all his past arguments, and lay 
a foundation for his future advocacy of Indian rights with the new administration. "66 He 
published these works without a license; because of this fact someone, probably 
Sepulveda, denounced him to the Inquisition. Although this organization did not institute 
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formal proceedings against him, it did block the printing of one of his tracts.67 Finally, 
the former bishop had the time to organize, collate, and publish the collection of works he 
had been utilizing the past decades. These became.some of his most famous, or infamous 
to his detractors, writings, as they circulated both in America and the rest ofEurope;68 
Published in late 1552 and early 1553, these writings encapsulated lascasian 
thought. First he published the Octavo Remedio, which was part of a treatise he had 
presented in 1541. This work called for the Indians to reside under the direct authority of 
the Crown, and not in the encomienda system. Next, he published a tract probably 
written for the bishops' meeting in Mexico City in 1546 and an·attack upon the 
enslavement of the Indians, entitled Tratado sobre los esclavos. Certainly the·best known 
and perhaps the most controversial of his works came next, the Brief Account of the 
Destruction of the Indies. He dedicated this work to Prince Philip, and he intended it to 
inform the monarchy of how the Spanish had decimated the natives. The fourth work 
was the summary completed by Domingo de Soto of the controversy with Sepulveda, 
Aqui se contiene una disputa o controversia con Sepulveda. The next tract was the 
Treinta proposiciones muy juridicas, and on 20 September, 1552, the controversial 
A vi sos y reglas para confesores. These six were published and brought with the 
missionaries to the New World when they departed in November 1552. 
In 1553, he completed the last two of his doctrinal works. Replying to the 
criticisms of his Treinta proposiciones, he wrote the Tratado comprobatorio del imperio 
soberano, published in January. Finally, the only work not printed in Spanish was the 
Latin Principia quaedam. This tract dealt with the responsibility that the stronger have in 
their governance over the weaker. After publishing these works, Las Casas returned to 
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Valladolid. 69 
In 1555, Emperor Charles V abdicated his throne and Prince Philip came to 
power. With the kingdom came the burden of debt accumulated by Charles. Recognizing 
his need for funds, the Peruvian encomenderos approached Philip to buy perpetual rights 
to the Indians. When Las Casas learned of this offer he sent a letter to his friend, the 
Confessor to the Emperor, Bartolome Carranza, urging him_ to intervene against the 
sale.70 
In this letter Las Casas continued to develop his theme of the responsibility of the 
monarch for the actions of his subjects. He spoke out boldly, stating that one cannot be a 
Christian and act in an oppressive manner. By placing the Indians in perpetual 
encomienda, the monarchy was placing its own salvation in jeopardy. He asked 
Carranza: 
Father, is there no one who can dissuade these our Catholic monarchs, and 
make them understand that they cannot receive a single real from the 
Indies and have a clear conscience if they as much as consent--! am not 
even saying permit--but just consent-- ... to the subjugation of such a 
large number of tribes and Indian people to the bitter and hopeless lives 
they lead in these captivities of the present, not even counting the murders 
and losses of the past?71 
Thus, we see that Las Casas has broadened his message to be confrontational even 
with the monarchy and judge not only its actions but also its intentions and motivations. 
Gutierrez noted this prophetic tendency that was so evident in the letter, "In the most 
authentic prophetic tradition, Fray Bartolome demonstrates that no human dignity is 
exempt from God's judgment. On the contrary, God is more severe with those who have 
greater responsibility. It is an old position of Las Casas, and carefully thought through."72 
The position of Las Casas, holding the monarchy responsible for the action of its 
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subjects, represented the more confrontational and direct approach that had now become 
one of his standard themes. 
Despite the efforts of Las Casas and Carranza, on 5 September 1556, the now 
King Philip II wrote that he had made up his mind. He would accept the offer of the 
encomenderos and grant them the Indians in perpetuity. This decision, however, was 
never carried out. Bureaucracy and Las Casas prevented it from occurring. By the time 
the announcement was to be sent to Peru, Las Casas, in conjunction with his religious 
allies, especially the Dominicans Fray Domingo de Santo Tomas and Alonso Mendez, 
offered a counterproposal. In this offer they stressed the harm that would befall not only 
the Indians but also the monarchy. They would top any financial offer the encomenderos 
would make. In addition, Las Casas stressed that the enslavement of the Indians would 
result in their further decline in population, resulting in an even greater loss of revenue to 
the Crown. In an effort to remind the monarchy that there existed in the colonies a 
danger of a new class of hereditary nobility, the Dominican played upon Philip's 
concerns. Without funds and personnel, the king could not gather and pay for an army 
which he might need if there was a rebellion in the Indies. The priests continued to 
appeal.to the financial need of the monarchy, knowing that this would cause him to 
reconsider his actions. He needed funds to repay the.debts acquired by his father. Finally, 
they alluded to tombs full of treasure that the natives refused to uncover lest the Spanish 
take it all. These burial sites were filled with treasure by the Incas and hidden from the 
Spanish conquistadores. Although the king did not accept their proposal, it was 
successful because the offer of perpetuity by the encomenderos was never 
consummated.73 
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Out of the dispute concerning Peru came the last works of Las Casas. His 
treatise, Los tesoros del Peru, written in 1563 and presented to the king in 1565, argued 
that the treasures buried with the Inca rulers did not belong to the Spaniards even if they 
uncovered them. To remove the gold and silver from the guacas, or tombs, without 
permission would constitute a mortal sin. Even the Spanish king could not take 
possession of these treasures unless the Inca rulers, or their heirs, had first given them to 
him. Furthermore, the Spanish legal claim to Peru, based upon the papal donation, was 
valid only as long as the Spanish peacefully presented the Gospel. The use of force 
invalidated this bull.74 To this treatise he added another just as polemical. 
The brief, yet powerful "Tratado de las doce dudas," also written in 1563, 
concerned answers to moral questions posed by an anonymous Dominican preacher about 
the situation in Peru. Framed in the form of "doubts," the priest asks if the conditions he 
views in this nation are in accordance with law. The Spanish monarchy had no valid title 
to Peru and therefore must seek the consent of the natives. This document included the 
final word of Las Casas on the topic of restitution. Gutierrez emphasizes that in this 
document, "Las Casas carries his demands of restitution further in this writing than 
anywhere else in the corpus of his works."75 In his response to the sixth problem, he 
concluded "The King of Spain and the Spanish hold the mines of Peru against the wishes 
of the chiefs and people of that area." The proof of this sentiment is that, "They hold the 
the Spanish as public enemies and destroyers of their nation, and the King of Castille 
likewise, because they believe all the injustices and tyrannies they have suffered are due 
to his will and command." Las Casas concluded by saying that possession of Peruvian 
treasure was a mortal sin. Furthermore, "the King of Castile and Leon" may not possess 
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any thing of value from Peru unless the rightful owners give it to them, and that which 
the Spanish rulers have allotted to others is not rightfully theirs. Therefore, all who own 
mines or have removed riches from Peru must give it back. If they do not make 
restitution, they are under eternal damnation. 76 
This restitution concerned not only the land and treasures of Peru but political 
domination as well. In a response to the eleventh problem, or "doubt," Las Casas wrote 
that the King of Spain "if he desired to save his own soul," must give the nation back to 
the legitimate heir of Guainacapac, the last Inca ruler. He had secluded himself in the 
mountains to escape Spanish capture. In order to return the title of Peru, the monarch 
must make every effort necessary to draw him out of his mountain hideout. If the 
colonists should rebel against the monarch for giving back their wrongfully obtained 
possessions, "the King of Spain is obligated to fight them and die if necessary, to liberate 
those oppressed peoples."77 If the rightful ruler, Tito Inca, comes down from the 
mountains and becomes a Christian, which, according to the Dominican, he most surely 
would if the Gospel is properly presented to him, then the rest of the nation would also 
join the Church. The people could then present to the King of Spain the legal title to 
Peru. Until this action is done, the title to the land is invalid. 78 Of course, what was valid 
for Peru would also apply to the rest of the Indies. 
In this work, Las Casas confronted King Philip concerning his responsibilities 
toward his subjects in the New World. At this time in his life the retired bishop spoke as 
plainly and as forcefully as possible. His message in this, his last major treatise, 
continued to be the themes developed and refined over the last fifty years of his ministry. 
They had not significantly changed since the moment of his conversion and prophetic 
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call; they only deepened and became more forceful. His last writing of significance, 
however, is his "Last Will and Testament." In this document he included and 
summarized all the major themes of his life, including the prophetic element of predicting 
what would happen to Spain in the future if the leadership of that nation did not heed 
God's message as spoken through His messenger. In this work he not only "spoke for 
God" in the sense that he interpreted God's will for the people at that time in history but 
also prophesied future destruction based on the principles of God's written Scripture. 
Because of the significance of this writing and because it summarized the life of Las 
Casas so well, we shall examine it in some detail. 
The Climax of His Message (1564) 
Sometime during the end of February, 1564, Fray Bartolome wrote his will and 
delivered it to a notary on 17 March 1564. Even though he was ill, the Dominican 
continued his fight for the Indians and their salvation until the very end by continuing to 
speak and write on their behalf. He died on 20 June, 1566, in the monastery of Antocha, 
Madrid. On 31 July, Church officials opened and read his Last Will and Testament.79 
He began this will by confessing the Christian faith. Above all else Las Casas 
considered himself a Christian. He lived his life in an attempt to demonstrate his faith 
and represent the Christ whom he served. All other aspects of his life revolved around 
this centraltheme, and he never varied from this direction or forgot its application. His 
life's message was that the Christian must not only articulate his faith, based on biblical 
and Church authority, but also live that faith in such a way that others could see the 
Gospel through the life. This he continued to espouse and demonstrate until the end. He 
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wrote: 
In the name of the Most Blessed Trinity, Father and Son and Holy Spirit, 
one God and true. I, Bishop Fray Bartolome de Las Casas, knowing that 
every believing Christian must lay bare his soul at the time he comes to 
die, insofar as he can by the grace of God, and knowing that many things 
can prevent this at the hour of death: I wish_ to say solemnly before I see 
myself at that point that I will live and die as I shall have lived, in the holy 
Catholic faith of the Most Blessed Trinity, Father, Son, Holy Spirit, 
believing and holding, as indeed I do, all that the holy Church of Rome 
believes and holds. I wish to live the rest of my life in that faith, right up 
to and including death, and I want to di.e in that faith. 80 
During the course of this dissertation, the work has discussed the various 
interpretations of the call and conversion of Las Casas. He, however, had a very definite 
sense of his own call. He was convinced that God had chosen him for a special reason, a 
special purpose, and he was constantly aware of this fact during the course of his life. 
The success or failure of his mission was, in a sense, irrelevant. He was compelled to do 
what he did regardless of the consequences or the response from those he challenged. It 
was this call which gave meaning to his life; now at the end of that life, he emphasized 
and reiterated how he had received it again for the last time. In this next section of his 
legacy, we shall read that the emphasis of this message has been to speak for God, and 
interpret His will on behalf of those unable to do so on their own, whom Gutierrez will 
constantly refer to throughout his book as the "poor of Jesus Christ." Las Casas 
attempted to act as mediator and intercede between the powerful, represented by the 
Crown, and the weak, the Amerindians who died on a daily basis before his eyes. He as 
at home in both worlds. This mediation was his duty as a Christian and spokesman for the 
Lord he desired to represent and serve. This sense of mission is what motivated him to 
action for the more than fifty years since his call in 1514. He had no other goal or desire, 
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and this work has attempted to demonstrate the consistency of his beliefs and actions and 
unselfish dedication to fulfill his call. He continued in his will: 
And I testify that it was God in his goodness and mercy who chose me as 
His minister--unworthy though I was--to act here at home on behalf of all 
those people out in what we call the Indies, ~e true possessors of those 
kingdoms, those territories. To act against the unimaginable, unspeakable 
violence and evil harm they have suffered from our people, contrary to all · 
reason, all justice, so as to restore them to the original liberty they were 
lawlessly deprived of, and get them free of death and violence, death they 
still suffer, they perish still the same way. Thousands of leagues of land 
were thusly depopulated; I witnessed a great deal of it. For almost fifty 
years I have done this work, in the court of the kings of Castile, back and 
forth between the Indies and Castile, Castile and the Indies, often, since 
1514. I have done it/or the sake of God alone, out of compassion of 
seeing the deaths of so many human beings, rational, civilized, 
unpretentious, gentle, simple human beings who were most apt for 
accepting our holy Catholic faith and its entire moral doctrine, human 
beings who already lived according to sound principles. As God is my 
witness, I had no other motive. 81 
Las Casas may not have called himself a prophet. He did, however, by definition, 
fulfill the role of one. As the French lascasian scholar, Alain Milhou, wrote, "If one 
understands by prophet a person who can understand the times, and apply to concrete 
experiences the light of the human needs of justice and hope, no one better fits this 
description than Las Casas. "82 As one who spoke on behalf of God, and represented His 
word of "justice and hope" to His people, the Dominican functioned in the mold of a 
prophet since that experience, to which he made reference, in 1514, which changed his 
life. He tried to bring to the rest of the nation the repentance he felt at that moment. 
Always his goal was to bring the monarchy and the nation to repentance; they needed to 
change how they viewed the Indians, seeing them as rational human beings, and change 
~ 
how they acted toward the Indians, and stop their exploitation and murder. He argued 
that the reason for this act of contrition was not only for the benefit of those being 
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slaughtered and abused, but also for the eternal salvation of his fellow followers of Christ. 
They must demonstrate justice to the oppressed. The d~stiny of their soul depended upon 
what they did here on earth. 
In addition to his role as spokesman for.Go~, Las Casas also, in the prophetic 
tradition, warned of the impending wrath of God should they fail to heed his words. In 
this he predicted the downfall of the nation. He was not functioning as some seer who 
foresaw the future in some mystical way, but rather one who knew and understood the 
Scripture. Throughout the Bible disobedience to God's principles brought judgment. It 
therefore took no special discernment on his part to recognize what would happen. 
Again, he spoke for God. In this same vein, he knew that repeated failures to listen to 
God caused one's heart to grow hard, as had happened to Pharaoh, and one's eyes to be 
blinded to the truth, as Jesus said happened to the Pharisees. The wrath of God followed 
this occurrence. As Las Casas completed his Last Will and Testament: 
What I say next I hold as certain doctrine, I judge it certain, it is what the 
Holy Roman Church holds and values as a norm of belief for us. All that 
the Spaniards perpetrated against those [Indian] peoples, the robbery, the 
killing, the usurpation of property and jurisdiction, from kings and lords 
and lands and realms, the theft of things on a boundless scale and the 
horrible cruelties that went with that--all this was in violation of the whole 
natural law, and a terrible blot on the name of Christ and the Christian 
faith. It was all an absolute impediment to faith, all a mortal damage to 
the souls and bodies of those innocent peoples. And I think that God shall 
have to pour out His fury and anger on Spain for those damnable, rotten, 
infamous deeds done so unjustly, so tyrannically, so barbarously to those 
people, against those people. For the whole of Spain has shared in the 
blood-soaked riches, some a little, some a lot, but all shared in goods that 
were ill-gotten, wickedly taken with violence and genocide-'"and all must 
pay unless Spain does a mighty penance. And I fear it will be too late or 
not at all, because there is a blindness God permits to come over sinners 
great and small, but especially over those who drive us or are considered 
prudent and wise, who give the world orders--a blindness because of sins, 
about everything in general. But especially that recent blindness of 
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understanding which for the last seventy years has proceeded to shock and 
scandalize and rob and kill those people overseas. A blindness that is not 
even today aware that such scandals to our faith, such defamations of it, 
such robbing and injustice and violence and slaughter and enslavement 
and usurpation of foreign rule and rulers, above all such devastation, such 
genocide of populations, have been sins, have been monumental 
injustices. 83 
It is probably fitting that in his final work Las Casas made reference to the fact 
that the actions of the Spanish have made, "a blot on the name of Christ and the Christian 
faith," and this would be, "an impediment to the faith." Undoubtedly he was thinking 
back to that day in 1514 when the light came to him and he realized he had to give up the 
Indians he held in order to be a witness to others of the faith. Though technically a priest, 
he realized his words and actions were not one. Above all else, Las Casas was an 
example. He demonstrated his virtue by his actions. Despite the fact that the destruction 
continued almost unabated, like the prophet Amos, Las Casas announced that the Lord 
was dropping a verbal plumb line. The nation must align itself to God's Word. The 
monarchy, the people, the nation as a whole may not change, but they cannot say they 
have not heard about or seen the injustice. They cannot say they have not had an example 
to follow. They have been forced to view the results of their actions as if a mirror were 
held up to them. Like the Children oflsrael in the Bible, when the prophets confronted 
them with God's truth, they either had to kill the prophet, line up to his words, or suffer 
the consequences. 
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CONCLUSION 
This dissertation has emphasized the development of the life of Bartolome de Las 
Casas from priest-encomendero to prophetic spokesman for God, to both the Amerindians 
and the Spanish nation. The conversion experience that inaugurated this ministry 
changed Las Casas from one who accepted the Spanish colonial policy of "commending" 
the Amerindians into the care of the Spaniards, and enjoyed the material benefits thereof, 
to a dedicated and persistent advocate for its modification. As he studied and meditated 
upon Scripture, Las Casas became acutely aware of both his mission and message. He 
realized the moral inconsistency of his own life and actions and recognized that Spain's 
official policies were inconsistent with Catholic beliefs and practices. Within the context 
of this "calling," he became aware of his self-identity. This work has traced both the 
stages and elements of this process, building upon the historical interpretations of Las 
Casas as prophet in the biblical mold. 
Las Casas was a product of the political, intellectual, and spiritual milieu of the 
sixteenth century. He believed that Spain had a legal and moral right to colonize and 
convert the inhabitants of its new possessions, as described in the Alexandrine decrees. 
In an effort to facilitate this dual purpose, the colonists initiated the encomienda system. 
The termination of this arrangement became the focal point of Las Casas's life. Initially, 
however, he participated in Spanish colonization as an instructor of religious doctrine and 
encomendero. He saw no dichotomy in using native Americans for forced labor while 
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simultaneously attempting to convert them to the Christian faith. In fact, he justified his 
own actions by emphasizing the benign treatment of those under his care. Experiences 
and events, however, played upon his conscience. On one hand, the Dominican priests in 
America preached the need for Christian love and n:eatment of the Amerindians. On the 
other hand, the colonists who profited from their labor emphasized the natives' inferior 
nature, thereby justifying their exploitation for the benefit of the Spaniards. 
As Las Casas prepared a sermon for Pentecost Sunday, 1514, he studied 
Ecclesiasticus 34: 18 ff and reflected upon what he had heard and seen in the New World. 
At this moment, his "first conversion" occurred. He experienced an inner change of heart 
that resulted in an outward change of behavior. This self-awareness was not a political 
change, but a recognition that his actions were not consistent with his beliefs. This 
experience was not a "conversion" in the radical sense that he changed from non-believer 
to Christian, in the style of Saint Paul, but rather it was an awakening of conscience and 
realization of the message he must now proclaim. Modem analyses of the psychology of 
conversion concur with this assessment. Las Casas believed God had chosen him to 
proclaim Christianity both in word and deed; to preach peacefully the Gospel, and to 
demonstrate its application by. social justice. 
Las Casas's life became an example of moral consistency. For the nearly fifty 
years that he wrote, labored, and spoke on behalf of his beloved natives, his basic 
message did not change. From his first written tract, the Memorial de Remedios (1516), 
to his Last Will and Testament (1564), he emphasized that the sole legal and moral 
justification for Spain's claim to the New World was evangelization, not material gain. 
The institution that became the focal point for his anti-colonial activities was the system 
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from which initially he had profited--the encomienda. Although his methods changed as 
he aged and became wiser, his emphasis and goals never varied .. 
Las Casas spoke in the tradition of the Hebrew prophets and emphasized that his 
was more a mission of confrontation with political authorities rather than a priestly 
ministry among the natives. During the first stage of his prophetic ministry, his goal was 
to initiate in others the same behavioral change he himself had experienced. This effort 
was evident in his initial written work, the Memorial de Remedios (1516). In an effort to 
promote this change, he initially appealed to the self-interest of the Crown. He even 
justified slavery at this time as a result of the prevalent concept of the '1ust war." His 
failure at Cumana, which was a practical attempt to merge economic colonization with 
spiritual conversion, forced him into a period of introspection and a reexamination of his 
own motivations. 
While undergoing this protracted time of self-condemnation and introspection, 
Las Casas entered the Dominican Order. Many refer to this experience as his "second 
conversion." The prophetic ministry of Las Casas entered a deeper and more significant 
stage after his involvement in the Enriquillo incident. The success he achieved in 
resolving this dispute provided him with the practical experience he needed to refine and 
deepen his message. He now realized that the conversion of the natives must be 
accomplished by peaceful means alone. Christ, who offered the Gospel without coercion, 
became his model. There could be no compromise between evangelism and material gain. 
The only effective way of spreading the Gospel message was by coupling reasonable 
proclamation with loving example. According to Las Casas, this method would result in 
the conversion of the Amerindians to Christianity and their transformation into loyal 
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subjects of the monarchy. His most ambitious project, turning the "Land of War" into 
the "Land of Peace," achieved positive results and convinced him that his concepts were 
correct. He articulated these ideas in his work, The Only Way. 
Las Casas' s desire to continue his successful policies in America led to his 
acceptance of the office of Bishop of Chiapa. As Bishop, and working within the 
framework of the Church, he moved to institutionalize and fulfill his pronouncements. 
Increasingly, his writings reflected a condemnation of not only those who profited by the 
encomienda system but also the monarchy and even all of Spain. His works became 
polemical and direct. He wrote perhaps his most controversial work, A Brief Account of 
the Destruction of the Indies (1542), in an effort to expose what he considered Spanish 
atrocities. Las Casas also expanded his denunciations. Now the Crown both had to end 
this hated use ·of the Indians and make restitution for all past offenses. This would be the. 
only way the nativ~s could come to a true knowledge of the Gospel and Spain could 
maintain its favor with God. 
In his Last Will and Testament, Las Casas repeated and summarized the themes 
he had developed throughout his life: God had chosen him for this mission. He had no 
other motivation than the propagation of the Gospel. The entire nation would suffer for 
the monarch's rejection of the prophetic words from.God. The salvation of the Indians 
was the principal reason and justification for Spain's presence in the New World. Thus, 
the basic message had not changed, but the context and manner in which it was shared 
had. 
An examination of the prophetic call and message of Las Casas revealed both a 
completed event and the inception of an evolutionary "calling." Several times throughout 
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his life he made reference to this event. In a way, the life of this now-converted priest 
was an act of penance for his previous actions and profession. His constant and 
consistent actions on behalf of the poor and weak against the.oppression and injustice of 
those in power must be viewed within the context o_fhis sense of mission and "calling." 
This self-awareness, initiated at his "first conversion," grew as Las Casas matured and 
achieved success. His ultimate goal was to initiate within the monarchy a similar 
"conversion" experience, an event which would lead the nation to also do penance and 
make restitution to their Amerindian subjects. 
In order for "Christian Spain" to live up to the Gospel message it professed and 
for which it had fought, Las Casas believed it must act as Christ had acted. The Crown 
must value the physical lives and eternal souls of its New World subjects more than the 
acquisition ofwealth. The monarchy must also act in an ethically .consistent manner and 
align its practices with its doctrines. As the prophet sought to fulfill his calling, he 
challenged all to a life of consistency, persistently seeking justice for the oppressed, and 
dedicated to the achieving of God's will. In this he was without equal and served as an 
example for all who seek to reconcile humanity with God. 
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